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ABSTRACT

The accessory apartment, a separate independent living unit cr€ated out of underutilized space

in a single family home, is presented as a new housing stategy in light of present demographic and

societal trends. Underused space in single family homes is an untapped housing potential that can

be used to create small rental units. These can have a significant role to play, especially in cities

n'here small affordable rental units are in short supply. Accessory aparbrents in the homes of

seniorS can have other benefits, such as inøeased income fo¡ a low income senior homeowne¡,

possible provision of services by the renter in lieu of rent, and an increased feeling of security on

the part of the elderly homeowner who often resides alone. Accessory apartrnents make better use

of existing housing, infrastructu¡e and both hard and soft services, and thus directly benefit the

neighbourhood and the municipality. If linked to rehabilitation strategies, they can help prevent

neighbourhood decline. In the larger context they can also reduce the need for costly development

of new housing.

In spite of these benefits accessory apartrnents would face severe constraints befo¡e they are

allowed. The major impediment, Iooted in exclusionary zoning practices, is the perception that

accessory apa¡tments will negatively alter the quality of life in single family neighbourhmds.

ËIoweve¡ local govemments can have gfeat influence in promoting this housing option. To do so

they must be willing to vary local zoning by-laws and educate the public on both benefits and

realistic impacts.

This thesis explores potential for linking accessory apartnents and planning for neighbourhood

change in Canada's older single family neighbourhoods. It focuses on accessory apaftments

created in the homes of senion, since this may be more acceptable in light of entrenched resistance.

It also advocates making use of existing grants for rehabilitation to help low income seniors who

wish to convert, Winnipeg is used as a case study and neighbourhoods suitable for convenion

a.e identified. This, in conjunction with ways of addressing the constrainß particular to Winnipeg

a¡e used to formulate a mechanism for the implementation of accessory apârEnents in the homes of

seniors,
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CHAPTER ONE

ACCESSORY APARTMENTS; .4N ANTAPPED

HOUSING POTENTIAL

In recent years, change has been so far reaching as to force a rethinking of our

approøch to al! human problems - institutíons, lransportation, communication,

medical care, production of food, making of clothing, providíng shelter' This

redefiníng hns been no less dratnatic in the area of housing than, say, in the area of

communication. (MontSomery and Marshall, 1980: 49)'

As a student of city planning I have stumbled upon several themes reflecting on "new ways of

planning", "new ways of perceiving the world" which in turn have sparked my excitement and

continued my interest in the field of planning both as an area of study a¡d as a profession. This

theme in its widest sense, is the breakdown of the old or traditional ways of planning based on the

scientific, rational paradigm, and the increasing dialogue about the new way' described as mo¡e

humanistic, arid moie ecological and holistic in iS approach. What does this new way of planning

entail? What does it mean for the practice of planning now and in the future? More importantly

how will it impact the quatity of life of those being planned, for in a positive way and what will

the nature of this change be? As seen in recent planning literature, much is being said (and written)

about this.

I see the landma¡kwork, Planníng in America: læarning ftomTurbulence (Susskind 1974)' a

compilation of the writings of many planning theoriss, as leading the wave of this dialogue. Other

tbj¡kers who have influenced planning thought, though somewhat less obviously are fun¡rists such

as Toffler (1980), economists such as Schumacher (1973), scientists such as Capra (1982),

envi¡onmentalists and politicians such as Brundtland (1987), and ethicists such as Skolimowski

(f981) and Taylor (1986). These write¡s among others, point out that a shift in the goveming
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paradigms is taking place, and that this will influence our perceptions, values, priorities and change

the direction of our plaruring thought and practice.

As a student whose interest lies in the field of housing, I believe that it is important to

understa¡d the nature of this change as it will affect the way we view ourselves, our community,

our values, ouf links with the past and our hopes for the future. How will this valuing affect

housing and housing policy? I betieve that practitioners in the field of housing a¡d in other a¡eas

of planning, should have a vision for the futu¡e which takes into consideration the restructuring of

society which is taking place today. To say that this places us at the edge of a "brave new world"

is only to intimate the possibilities: new lifestyles, new leaming opportunities, and new intelligence

to help us make decisions about ttre world we live in.

Eugene Flitchel, Senior Vice President of Canada Housing and Mortgage Corporation in an

add¡ess to the U¡ban Studies and Housing Conference il Winnipeg, puts this in the Canadian

housing perspective:

The intenelatedness and interdependence of systems a¡e well documented ând undeßtood-

We are in a far better position now than ever before to integrate our approaches and recognize

the "spill over" effect that can result from decisions. ...The future we face will be more

system-interdependent, more rapidly changing and more challenging than ever before (1989,

t2).

What a¡e the implications of these trends for planning? Alvin Toffler predicted ten years ago

that the restructuring of society could ¡esult in greater emphasis on global and community

concems, and greater mutual interdependence between individuats, cities, a¡d nations. To be

effective æ agents of change, plannets must have a clear understanding of the new society which is

emerging. The rational, mechanistic ways of analyzing problems and designing solutions are no

longer applicable. Instead a new, mofe holistic way will be needed congruent with the new

ecophilosophy which is emerging $lç6limer¡e5þ (1981); Taylor (1986). Designing the ufban fom
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today must leflect an awaleness that the home will become more important as a place of worþ and

that new designs both of the individual home and the neighbourhood, will be necessary. Social

policies will need to integtate such significant Eends as the increase in long-term, impermanent

employment, the growing disparity both between the different classes of wage-eamers and

between the priviledged and under-priviledged in all societies, the increasing social and cultural

diversity of the population, and the increasing demand by the "average" citizen for personal and

social fulñllmenr

Are we taking a broad enough view? A¡e all the angles covered? Arguments and situations

simil¿¡ 1s th65s t havejust put forwa¡d have been used to justify ever¡hing from

comprehensive plaruring to wide-ranging ceordinating agencies and cenralized søte planning.

[æt me assure yo¡ ¡ln¡ t em not advocating any of these today. Indeed, atl the money, co-

ordination and comprehensive planning will be wasted if we fail to clearly identify where we

want to go. ...our challenge is to develop the committment to find the vision which

recognizes all the variables associated with an issue. What a¡e the potential consequences --

good and bad of a direction? What will be the trade offs and or the compromises that must be

made if a particular cou¡se of action is taken? Once all these perspectives have been gathered

\pe must ensure the community as a whole has the necessary information for informed debate.

The process of consciouseness raising will stimulate the need to decide what values we 
"¡¡ill

weave i¡to the fab'ric of our society. The creation of a polarized society is too easy. Is that

what we want? What do 'fle want the uban envi¡onment to be? Is our society nothing more

tha¡ a collection of cities? How will we define quality of life? (Richel 1989, 13)'

RATIONALE

It is within this vantage point of change and adapøtion to change, that this exploration of the

accessory apartments as a housing strategy places itself. In a time of dwindling resources and

fi¡ancial restraint, it makes good sense to maximize the use ofour resogrces, physical, human and

financial. The accessory apartment is an example of such utiliz¿tion of tesources, since it is ¿

self-contained suite created. out of underutilized space in a singte farnily home' It is usually

created by the homeowner as a means of earning extra income, and typically is rented to a single

Pefson.
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In the broadest sense, accessory aparEnent conversions can result from increasing the number

of dwelling units in single-family homes, duplexes or multi-family homes, a¡d in commercial or

i¡sritutional dwellings. In residential disrics, accessory apartrnents should be able to be c¡eaæd in

any dwelling as long as local codes afe met. In single family zoned neighbourhoods, accessory

apartrnents cafì be created in homes of any age and by homeownen of any age. However they are

usualiy only allowed under very restrictive conditions. They usually require family relationship

between the owner and the tenant, owner occupancy, and very often are restricted to dwellings of

a certain age or size. Very recently, municipalities have favoured the creation by children of

accessory aparûaents to house their aging parents.This recognises both the housing ald the

psychological needs of the aging population.

WHÄT IS AN ACCESSORY APARTMENT?

As the term implies, the accessory apartment is created in such a way that it is seconda¡y or

accessory to the main dwelling unit. This means that it is usually smaller than the main dwelling

unit, has a separate entrance at the back or side of the house, and has a configuration that is discrete

enough to maintain the single family look of the house. Municipalities sometimes require that the

two suites so created are internally accessible. The rationale here is that the home can be more

easily deconverted back to a single farrily home. However, even if not required by the

municipality, this generally occurs because traditionally the relationship between the homeower and

tenant is based less on a busi¡ess landlord-tenant relationship and more on a neighbour-tenant or

neighbour-support kind of relationship. Increasingly these apartnents are being created by pa¡ents

to house a child who is a single parent (in most cases this is a single mother). These apartments

are often qeated by a single parent who after breakdown of marriage needs exEa income and

support in order to continue to live in the family home.

As the reproduction cost of housing has increased, consumen have begun to make more

intensive use of existing dwellings. Accessory aparEnent conversions rcpresent one form of

this response. An accessory conversion does not involve the complete remodelling of a house
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into flats of small housekeeping units. The extra unit is øeated by converting part of a

primary dwelling or by adding one or more rooms to a structufe. It is "accessory" in the sense

that it is subordinate in size, location, and appearance to its companion principal unit. Single

family houses have the greatest potential for accessory aparÍnents. Many already have a

basement, attic, shed, workshop, or garage which can be easily converted into

a separate dwelling space; others have the land or space for adding a unit (Gellen 1985' xiü).

Where allowed legally, the âccessory apafment is generally created within the existing

dweiling. In other words a ne',v addition is not allowed to be built as an accessory apartment.

They d.iffer ftom granny flats in this essential difference, since granny flats a¡e extemal to the

original existing structure and may be created within a specially designed, small self-contained

dwelling. Generally services to the accessory apaftment' except foi telephone service, are supplied

by the principal unit. Parking regulations generally require one off-street parking to be provided'

The tenant in an accessory aparrnent differs from a boa¡der, in that a boarder generally takes meals

with the family. Although kitchen facilities are not provided to the boa¡der they are pan of the

accessory apartment. In fact this is the main distinguishing feature between these two living

aÍangements. Thus the accessory apartment is totally self-contai¡ed for everyday living.

Although some suiles may be large enough to have their oì,vn lau¡dry facilities, most do not, and

these tenants may end up sharing the use of the appliances of the roain dwelling unir

So timely is this concept of making more intensive use of housing (Gellen, 1985; Crenna'

1989; Hare, 1981a and b; Hayden, 1984), that designing new single family homes to

accommodate accessory apafments is being advocated (CMHC' 1988c; Howe, 1990). Altltough

the advantages of such an action a¡e inherently obvious to housing specialists and many planners,

t1¡e resistance to view this as an acceptable housing strategy has deep historical and socially and

culturally biased roots. The major impediment to successful widespread implementation of

accessory apaftments are zoning and land use regulations and public perceptions of negative

impacts.

Zoning and other planning irurovations of the early part of this cennry have become tools for

preserving the status quo (Crenna 1989, 28).
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DEFINITIONAL FRAMEWORK

The primary purpose of this thesis is to explore accessory apartrnents created within the homes

of senio¡s as suitable housing stategy today. Central to this exploration is the premise that

demographic and societal change will directly impact the form of our existing neighbourhoods.

Other factors impacting change at the neighbourhood level in Canada include current housing

policies, the tend towa¡ds disi¡volvement on the part of the federal government in housing supply

programs, cutbacks in social housing programs, present targeting of "core housing" need groups,

and the encou¡agement of greater private, private-public, and provincial involvement in housing

supply and i¡tewention (Warne 1989, 19).

In social housing, the two most significant shifts in policy were the targeting of assistance to

needy households and the implementation of new cost-sharing delivery arrângements between

the federal government and the provincial+enito¡ial governments (Firchel 1989, 6)

As pointed out by Crenna (1989), in terms of Canadian housing policy, ttre scope for resolving

housing problems and affordability though purely supply-side progtams has nar¡owed

considerably. Instead housing experts agtee that we need a balance of supply-side and stock

distribution measures.

I would go one step funher, by saying that in affordability, we may have defined a public

policy probtem that cånnot be alleviated though supply-side efforts alone, at least within the

limis of feasible public expendinre and within a reasonable time (2ó).

If we largely ignore the potential for making better use of existing housing resources, we are

probably setting housing policies on a high+ost path to eventual failue and defeat (27).

From, this vantage point the following are some of the contributing factors which suggest that

new housing strategies are urgently needed:

First the increasing number of seniors in the population, a large percentage of whom are
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homeowners. Although many of these elderly wish to continue to live i¡ thei¡ own homes as long

as they are physically able to, they face the problem of low income usually because of retkement,

and find increased difficulty in maintaining their homes. The housing needs of older people include

affordability, physical secufity, accessibility to support services, proximity to family and friends,

and the desire for privacy, independence and autonomy.

Second, the restrucruring of society which is taking place today has had and will continue to

have major impacts on housing demands. Changes in the structu¡e of the raditional family have

resulted in an increasing demand fo¡ small rental units within established single family (RS-l)

neighbourhoods. This is because many of the smaller households seeking rental accommodation

roday include single parent families, single seniors and single younger persons. These changes arc

t¡ki¡g pl¿çs at the same time many homeowne¡s a¡e overhoused (Baer' 1980; Brink, 1984;

Hayden, 1984).

Third, many of our established single-family residential neighbourhoods are about 40 years old

or older. These neighbourhoods built shortly after World Wa¡ tr, are generally well situated to the

downtown business district, to shopping, transit, etcetera. However they also house an

increasingly aging population as younger families have generally preferred to occupy newer

housing in developing subu¡ba¡ districts. This "flight to the suburbs" coupled with the trend to

smaller households has resulted in considerable underutilization of services and infrastructure.

Fouth, recent emphasis has been placed on programs aimed at rehabilitating dwellings and

revitalization of neighbourhoods. Many of these programs have benefited older homeowners and

have allowed them to take advantage of grants to upgrade, repù and retrofit thei¡ homes. Linking

rhese granls to a ptogram which promotes accessory aparErìent conversions, has potential for

facilitating planned change to existing neighbourhoods.
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Until the widespread adoption of zoning by-laws in the 1950's, conversion has traditionally

been a means of adapting housing in response to socio-economic changes' Today, however,

conversion is only allowed in certain residential areas, and then only under very rest¡ictive

conditions. Because the accessory apartment deviates from the irnage of housing and family that

prevail in North America today, arguments against the accessory apartrnents in single family

neighbourhoods focus on adverse or negative impacts. When looked at sPecif,lcally as a housing

option for seniors, certain policy issues are raised which penain directly to a mechanism which

favours this segment of homeowners as potential converters. However, accessory apartments

have a wider jurisdiction. Patrick Ha¡e, a noted proponent of accessory apartrnents states, "it may

be more acceptable to introduce the concept of the accessory apartment for the elderly

homeowner", because the benefits to this group a¡e more obvious.

SCOPE OF RESEARCH

The scope of this resea¡ch will include an exami¡ation of the concept ald state of the art of the

accessory aparEnenl This resea¡ch explores the dynamics of neighbourhood change and how the

accessory aparÍnent can be an agent of change in neighbourhood planning today. A major focus

of this thesis is an examination of role which accessory aparments can have in enabling seniors to

remain in thei¡ own homes by providing an additional income flow, exchange of services, and/or

i¡creased security that comes with having a tenanl A secondary focus is the role that the accessory

apartment can play in the rehabilitation of older dwellings and the revitalization of declining

neighbourhoods.

When broken down fu¡ther, this thesis inquþ falls into five b¡oad sections. The fust section

lays out the deñnitional framework of the thesis enquiry and the approaches which have been used

both in the use of existing data and the creation of new data. The ¡esearch framewo¡k for a case

study with Winnipeg as the contextual framework is also outlined- The second section looks at the

changing demographics, specifically The New Canadian Demographics and thefu impact on
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housing demand. The role of accessory apa¡tments in neighbourhood planning is ,illustrated by

both early and contemporary examples. The rationale for senior homeowners to be targetted as

potential suppliers of accessory apartments is presented'

The third section of the thesis looks at the exclusiona.ry nanre of single family zoning and at

the constraints and opportunities of accessory ap tments in single family neighbourhoods.

Constraints considered include social and cultural conflicts and land use conllicts. Opportunities

explored include benefits to the homeowner, the dwelling, greater conEol ofplanning for housing

by the municipality, and the linking of conversions with neighbourhood revitalization. The

potential for ta¡getting senio¡ homeowners who may need financial assistance in order to install the

accessory aparErent is suggested by linking renovation grants to the costs of conversion.

The founh section is a case study of Winnipeg. Here Winnipeg's elderly population is

analyzeó in terms of dwelling cha¡acteristics, shelter affordability, and underutilization of space.

Further neighbou¡hoods with a high degree of underutilization of space in the homes of senion a¡e

identified. Neighbourhood considerations of accessory aparmenß in Winnipeg, as well as the

extent of ¡esidential rehabilitation programs as they pertain to the neighbourhoods identified a¡e

g¡¡mi¡ed.

Section five presents a mecha¡rism for facilitating the creation of accessory apartrnents using

Vy'innipeg as the contextural framework. This mechanism is derived from suggestions of how to

address the const¡aints which impede conversions in Winnipeg. Examples of how these

cons6aints have been add¡essed in other municipalities have been d¡awn upon to derive a plan of

action for promoting this strategy. Consideration is given to mai-ntaining the character of single

family neighbourhoods.
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FRAMEWORK FOR CASE STUDY

In Canada, housing policies and programs are a sha¡ed responsibility of the federal and

provincial governments. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CMHC)' the federal

government's housing agency charged with the administration of the National Housing Act (NHA)

has played the major role by establishing policies which affect the demand and supply of housing

and the regulation of the housing industry across Canada. Under the mandate provided by the

NHA, CMHC functions include responsibility for social housing assistance programs; renovation

and conservation of the existing housing stock; community impfovement; housing ¡esea¡ch; and

dissemination of housing information. Provincial governments, also through their housing

corporations and departrnents, perform similar functions but always acting within the larger

mandate of federal housing policy. Provinces place greater emphasis on administering programs

for social housing assistance and ¡enovation and conservation. Traditionally municipal

governments have played a minor role in housing, their primary function being one of regulation of

land use and enforcement of buildi¡g code regulations.

Today municipalities find themselves in a paradoxical situation. Underutilization of
housing and infrastructue; declining neighbourhoods, increasing housing and social needs

of seniors, the disabled and low income i¡dividuals dema¡d that they play a mo¡e active

and advocacy role in housing. This is especially so because local governments and

housing authorities are in the best position to respond to panicular needs and local

conditions. With cu¡¡ent trends to increasing disinvolvement on the part of the federal

govemment, local governments may be forced to play a mcre active role and "promote

cost-effectiveness and responsiveness to local housing conditions through the flexible

application of programs" (Flichel 1989, 6).

The Case Study and Mechanism component of this thesis is couched within the following

framework as it relates to the City of Winnipeg.

1. The City should have a long range view of social, economic, environmental and personal

change, both local and regional, and plan in such a way that this change can be accommodated in
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an inte$âted and holistic manner.

2. The Ciry should take a greater initiative in accommodating the housing needs of its' population.

This will likely ake place through more flexible zoning regulations.

3. The City should consider policies which will meet the housing, social and health needs of

seniors. Stressing local initiative and financial and physical resources will enable these needs to be

met as economically as possible. Involvement of seniors in this process will show seniors that

u'hat they have to contribute to society is valued.

4. The City should have in place a mechanism which allows fo¡ innovative housing (and social)

programs at the neighbouhood level. These programs should be piloted such that individual and

community concerns are dealt with and neighbourhood resources and initiative maximized

RESEARCH APPROACHES

The approaches to be used in this study are indicated below:

1) An extensive review of the literature and case studies related to accessory apartrnents. This

i¡cludes a number of American sources because the accessory apartrnents concept has been more

widely experimented with there. Ca¡adian sources draw heavily on documents from the

Metropolitan To¡onto Ptanning Department and the City of Vancouve¡, because these two cities

have given much consideration on ways of implementing accessory aparments in selected single

family neighbourhoods.

2) 1981and 1986 Census Block Data a¡e used to identify the New Canadian Demographics.

For Winnipeg ttrese are supplemented by r€Æent analyses such as the Social Planning Council

of Winnipeg's Infokit (1989), 1986 Census data refined to the neighbourhood level,
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Factbook on Aging in Manitoba (1984) and Factbook on Aging in canadø (1983).

lnterviews with gerontologists and researchers in the field of housing for seniors provide the

base for substantiating the need for encouraging this new housing option'

3) Constraints and opponunities presented by accessory apar!¡ents are discussed. First the

instruments of zoning as they apply to accessory apa.rEnents a¡e examined Examples of how other

cities have dealt with this, and interviews with local planners with regard to accessory apartrnents

in winnipeg help the background discourse as it ¡elates to the following issues:

. zoning problems related to accessory apartrnents. This includes a look at the social and

cultural conflicts, land use conJlicts and building code specifrcations;

. planning concems related to accessory aparüìents;

. the public's perception of the positive and negative impacts of accesory aparteûìents;

. the opportunity to link grants for accessory aparûnent convenions to seniol homeowners;

a¡d

. the oppornrnity for rehabilitation ofhomes and revitalization of neighbourhoods.

4) Datâ obtai¡ed from various sou¡ces include Stastistics Canada, Winnipeg Environmental

Planning Branch, The Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, Manitoba Health Services

Commission, and the Cent¡e on Aging: University of Manitoba are analyzed to determine living

arangements and dwelling cha¡acteristics of Winnipeg's seniors. For non inner-city

neighbourhoods the extent of underutilization of space in the homes of seniors is estimated. Using

available data, these estimates a¡e conelated with age of homes. ln addition, interviews with local

planners help delineate the City's position with regard to accessory aparments. Interviews with

homeowners and tenants of accessory apartments also provide insights from a different perspective

and substantiate information pertinent to plomoting and implementing accessory aparfrnenß in the

City of Wirnipeg.
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5) A mechanism for implementation of accessory aparEnents is presented in the form of

policies and recommendations for the creafion of accessory aparunents in the homes of seniors.

Data generated from previously mentioned sources and from interviews with planners

i¡strumental in affecting housing policy at all three levels of government are used in the

formulation of this model. Here, Winnipeg's existing building code regulations a¡e examined

to see if in fact they can be relaxed to faciliøte conversion. Modificæion of existing zoning by-

laws, the present variance review process are examined to determine appropriate modiÍrcations

to zoning. Ways that other municipalities have dealt with problems provide examples for

dealing with impediments to accessory âpartments locally. This, along with information

derived from intewiews with housing policy analysts, homeowner-converters, and other data

derived from va¡ious sources a¡e used to define a mechanism for facilitating accessory

apartment conversions in the homes of seniors.

SUMMARY

The furure has its roots in the present evenls ; th¿ tends and the people are there ;

the changes represent adaptations from a long term constancy; and the difficulty ís

rnt trend. identìficatíon but ß estimating the scale of the phenomenon (sternleib, et

al. 1976, 252).

Emergrng demographic and societal tends demand that new housing options be explored such

that the needs of an increasingly diverse population a¡e met. Recent federal housing policies have

¡esulted in provincial and municipal levels of government having to play a more active role in the

provision of housing. In addition fiscal ¡estraint at all th¡ee levels of govemments and increasing

demand for social services have resulted in the need for greater emphasis on programs which

maximize existing housing resources'
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The accessory aparürent is a separate independent living unit created out of underutilized space

in a single-family home. It has an important role to play in the creation of affordable small rental

unia. Although accessory apartments can be created in any home with underutilized space, it is

suggested here as a housing strategy aimed at increasing the opportunity fo¡ seniors to remain in

thei¡ homes as long as their health âllows. As a housing strategy, accessory apartrnents can ¡esult

in better use of existing resoìrces, improve the quality of life for both the homeowner and the

tenant, can help circumvent neighbourhood decline if linked to rehabilitation strategies, and can

reduce the need for continued development of new housing.

In spite of these benefits, accessory apartments would face severe constraints before they are

allowed. The major impediment, rooted in exclusionary zoning practices, is the perception that

accessory apartments will negatively alter the quality of life in single-family neighbourhoods.

However local govemments can have great influence in the successful implementation of an

accessory apartment housing strategy. To do so they must be willing to vary local zoning by-laws

and educate the public of both the benefis and ¡ealistic impacts.
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CHAPTER TWO

THE NATURE AND PLANNING OF CHANGE
TO THE NEIGHBOURHOOD

Given the trend toward an aging popularton, it is likety average mobílity rates will
declíne, thus resttcting the flow ofyounger households among existing housing

stock. The inability of households to adjust their housing needs through

residentíal mability may well nrn out to be a howing problem in its own right over

the next 20 years (Søyegh 1987, 277).

BACKGROUND

This chapter examines the nature of change which is occurring at the neighbourhood level as a

natural consequence of the larger changes occuring within sociery. The inexeicable li¡ks between

impact of societal change on housing formation, housing need and housing demand a¡e described

in very general terms. The impacts on the elderly population are emphasized. Although the

accessory apartment has a wide¡ potential for use, this research focuses on the benefits of this

housing strategy to the elderly, especially the elderly homeowners within whose homes these

suites can be created. The "New Canadian Demographics" present the numerical justifications for

tle accessory apartment in the homes of seniors as a valid housing strategy. Statistical data which

highlight factors and trends important to the issue of homeownership, and the economic

circumstances and dwelling characteristics of the elderly in Canada substantiate this discussion.

The role of the accessory aparûnent in planned change in single family neighbourhoods is

explored tluough an examination of precedents and contemporary examples in both Canadian and

American society. Elderly homeowners as potential converters is presented within the context of

improving thei¡ income status, increasing the opportunities for "aging in place", increasing the

control which senioß have over their housing tenu¡e and status, and improvi¡g the quality of their
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psycho-social environmenL

HOUSING AND THE ELDERLY

Housing options for the elderly have been the focus of much concem over the past decade.

Considering that the elderly, those individuals aged 65 years and over, have been the fastest

growing segment of the population, then one of the most important issues facing Canadian society

now and in the near futu¡e is the impact of the aging of the population and the concomitant

a justments that the rest of society will have to make to this. These impacts will be felt in the field

of housing, health ca¡e, social services, and transportation, among others. Although the aged

population is referred to as age 65 years and older, this is not meant to imply that this segment of

the population is a homogeneous gfoup. As Priest writes "achieving 65 does not always imply

deteriorating health and economic resources. In fact many of those in younger age groups have

characteristics which are also indicative of an 'aged' populafion" (1985' 2).

It is generally accepted that those individuals who a¡e 65 years and over do have more

particular needs in coûìmon with each other than with individuals in other age groups. Housing

needs of elderly a¡e influenced by financial resources, health status, the availability of formal ard

i¡formal support services and the availability of the preferred type in the location of choice. Satya

Brink (1984) in discussing the needs of the elderly presents a model which shows how the need

for affordable shelter, locational requirements, suppon services, health care services and the need

for specially designed housing a¡e related.

Given that the housing-related needs of the elderly tend to ovellap. ...the planning process

must be comprenhensive. Rather than relying on pieceme¿l solutions to single problems'

consideration must b€ given to multiple needs and their joint impact on housing decisions that

are made by elderlY Persons (21).

However the realization that older people prefer to remain in familiar, non-institutional
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suroundings represents a new understanding by those concemed with the provision of housing:

In short, recent and continuing changes in the living arrangements of the elderly, driven by

changing demographic and economic factors, present some very real challenges to

Canadian society to ensure that tomorrow's elderly will be well provided for (Priest 1985,

44).

THE NEW CANADIAN DEMOGRAPHICS

The 1986 Census showed a continuation of major shifts in the demographic stmcture of

Canada's population. Overall aging of the population is reflected in the rising trend in median age

which rose from 26.3 in i961 to 31.6 in 1986. During this 25 year period the segnent of the

population age 65 and over grew by 94 percent. For this same period the school age population

declined by 4.1 percenr, while the average growth for all Canadians was 39 percent. Several other

significant demographic trends, which will affect matte¡s of human settlements in years to come,

have been observed f¡om the results of the 1986 Census:

. More than half of the population is over the age of 30.

. Families have increased in number, but declined in size.

. Single-parent families continue to grow at a faster ¡ate than husband-wife families'

. One in 12 of Ca¡adian couples living together are unmarried.

. One i¡ four elderly persons lives alone.

Source: Canada Housing and Mortgage Corporation 1987 . Hutnan Settlements in
Canada: Trends and Policies 1981-/986.

In 1986, there were 25.3 million Canadians, with 2.7 million of these being aged 65 and over.

This accounted for 10.7 percent of the population as compared to 7.6 percent in 1961.

Concomitant with this overali aging of the population is the increase in the numbers of the very old

(those age 75 years and over) which increased from 667,830 in 1971 to 1,039,5i0 in 1986.

Further, for those aged 65 and over,78 percent live in urba¡ centres compared to 81 percent aged

80 (2-3). Projections by Brink (1984), show that by the year 2001 the percentage of Canada's
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population over 65 years is expected to increase to 3.3 million, with 24 percent being aged 65 and

over.

This aging of the population, along with increasing nuclear f¿m;ly b'reakdown has direct

implicarions for housing policy. The most signifîcant impact of these phenomena on the housing

market is that the rate of household formation is occurring at a rate greater than overall population

increase. Table I illuseates the concomitant increase in total number of households with decrease

in the average size of the household which fell from 3.1 to 2.8 during the period 1976 to 1986.

TABLE 1: POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD CHANGE 19?G86 (in 000's)

1976 2,3018.2
1981 2,4362.0
1986 2,5374.0

lncrease

Pe¡cent Increase

rSource Table 89: CMHC 1988 a
2Source Table 85: Ibid.
3Source Table 1:7: CMHC 1988b'

Total Total
Population 1 Households 2

7,t66.1
8,232.7
9,221.9

2,055.8

28.7

Yea¡ Av Household
Size 3

3.1
2.9
2.8

Table 2 identifies the components of increase in number of households which shows that non

family households grew by a rate more than wice that of family households. Directly related to

this is the increase in the number of I person households which represented 21.5 percent of the

rotal households in 1986. Elderly headed households increased by 35.5 percent during this ten

year period. While many of these elderly households would be comprised of an elderly couple'

many would also be comprised of a single person. It is obvious therefore that elderly households

account for a significant component of the growth of non family households'
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The increase in numbers of the elderly account for the significant increase shown in numbers of

households headed by persons age 65 and over. Elderly headed households grew from 1.18

millions in 1976 ro almost 1.6 millions by 1986 representing an inc¡ease of 35.5 perecent. This

number is expected to increase to 1.8 millions by the year 1991, Further projections to the yeal

2001 show that of 3.3 million elderly, fully 24 percent 'ffill be aged 80 and over, with more

women (widowed and single) than men living alone or as residents of collective dwellings.

TABLE 2: POPULATION AND HOUSEHOLD CHANGE rn6-86 (in 000's)

Yea¡

1976
1981
1986

Increase llholds
Percent lncrease

lSource Table 85:
2Sou¡ce Table 84:
3Source Table 85:
4 Sou¡ce Table 85:

Tot Tot Family Tot Nonfamily TotElderly

Hholdsl Hholds2 llholds3 Hholdsa

7166.1
8232.7
922t.9

5'.127.9
6326.7
70t6.1

1438.2 1180.0
1906.2 1398.4
2205.8 1599.2

7676.0 419.2
s3.4 35.5

2055.8 1288.2
28.7 22.5

CMHC 1988 a.

Ibid.
rbid.
Ibid.

I\IPACT ON HOUSING DEMAND

Demographics and changing composition of the household have had major impact on demand

and supply of housing units. This coupled with uncertain economic conditions in the late 1970's

ald early 1980's ¡esulted in a severe decrease in new building starts and completions, In spite of

this, single detached dwellings continue to be the predominant type of housing in canada. For

example, in 1986 single detached dwellings accounted for 57.5 percent of total housing stock'

However, 1986 Census data (CMHC, 1987, 134 ) reveal that 62.1 percent of private dwellings
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\\.efe owner occupied, being unchanged f¡om 1981. The larger Percentage of owner occupied

dn ellings over single detached dwellings represent the large scale deconversion of rental units to

ownership units (condominiums) in this period. As a new form of housing tenure, condominiums

directly reflected the need for owned housing units accessible to services and e¿sily mainøined by

individuals who have neither the time nor the inclination to devote to the care and upkeep of

traditional single family housing.

High interest rates (18-21 percent) coupled with high unemployment rates also contributed to

the dampening effect on the Canadian housing market system' Statistics published by CMHC

reveal that total number of dwelling units completed in 7972 were 249.9 thousand compared to

125.9 thousand i¡ 1982. This represents a decrease in housing completions of almost 50 percent

and also represents the lowest number of completions since 1972. Since 1982, numbers of starts

and completions have increased fairly steadily. However while single detached dwellings surts

and completions have risen to a total of 128.5 thousand in 1986' the number of aPa¡Ínent

dwellings sþns and completions has actually dec¡eased to 69'5 thousand (in 1988) from 103.7

tbousand in 1972.1

This continuing decrease in actual number of apartment unit completions coupled with the

deconversion of rental units to condominiums, has led to a shordall in the avai-labiliry of small

rental units. This has øeated even greater affordability problems for individuals seeking low to

moderately priced rental units. The result today has been a Catch 22 situation in the housing

markets where the growing disparity between the income of owners and tenants has itself

contributed to the supply squeeze. Quite simply developers, confronting a demand for rental

housing increasingly dominated by people with restricted ability to pay, will themselves be more

a¡d more unable to satisfy the demand (Housing Policy Review Committee; City of Toronto

1986, 8).

Hand in hand with the extremely tight rental housing go high rents. The gap betrreen rcnts in

T Source: CMHC. 1988b' Table 11.
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older buildings which have been subject to rent review legislation and rents of newer buildings is

substa¡tial in most Canadian provinces. ln Winnipeg for example rent control legislation has made

housing affordable to more low and middle income earne¡s. However as in othe¡ cities there are

still significant numbers of ¡enters in core housing need (totalling 500,000 for all of Canada

according to Cren¡a 1989, 26)'

With high rents in newer buiÌdings, high rent increases in most buildings, and few rental

unis, more and more people with low and moderate incomes are being squeezed out of the

city's rental market (Housing Policy Review committee; city of Toronto 1986, ?).

This no doubt is a significant conributing factor to the d¡amatic decrease in the net formation of

"younger households". For Ca¡ada as a whole, net change in the number of households headed

by individuals in the age range 75-24 yeus fell from 168.7 thousand for the 1971 - 1976 period to

- 1.9 thousand for period 1981 - 198ó. This net change is expected to decrease still furttrer to -51.2

thouszurd fo¡ the 1986 to 1991 period. By comparision, net change in number of households

headed by individuals age 66 years and older, is projected to increase from 201.5 thousand for the

1971to 7976penod to 236.5 thousand fo¡ the 1986 to 1991 p€riod2

The result in the 1980',s is a d¡amatic shifting of gears, even to the extent of the primary

purpose of building housing at all. The massive speculative investment of the 70's has

been replaced by a more mdest intefest in buildi¡g barely enough additional units in

Canada to meet cuÍent much rcduced affordable housing demand- Because thele is less

ability to spend for housing, the need is much greater than the number of units which the

market seems to be demanding.

The dramatic shifting of gears witl not only be seen in ærms of the scale and price of

housing produced, but also in the form. Adding the ancillary unit, infilling subdivisions

of larger lots, renovating older buildings instead of building new - these will be the

hallmark of the 80's (sherman, et al. Paper delivered at the Neighbourhood Planning

Conference Toronto. November 16-17, 1984).

2 Source: CMHC. 1988a. Table 85'
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Critical to the future of housing and it's response to the energy crisis are the

emerging lifestyles which Americans are adapting to either by choice or by

economic adjustment. These a¡e lifestyles of increasing divenity: with the

dissolution of the nuclear family, ...with the decline in the American standard of
living and with the decline in the rental market (Stemleib, et al. ln6' 253).

PLÄNNING FOR THE CHANGING NEIGHBOURHOOD

The forces which have produced the pressures for change will continue into the futu¡e and

cannot be avoide¿ ...Thus our neighbourhoods are not going to return to what they once

were, instead they are going to keep on changing (Lewingberg 1985' 34).

The forces which læwingberg alludes to include the changes described above. Other changes

include growing numbers of individuals of different ethnic and cultural backgrounds, increased

numbers of the physically and mentally disabled who now reside in neighbourhoods rather than in

the t¡aditional institutional sedngs, increasing numbers of single mothers, and the increasing use

of the home as a place of earning income. The need to recognize these forces and plan for them is

recognised in Lewingberg's add¡ess at lhe Toronto Neighbourhoods: The Next Ten Years

conference held in Toronto in November 1984. As læwingberg states "one of the real challenge

that lies ahead for housing in Canada is the encouragement of neighbourhoods that are a valid

reflection of what our society really is".3

Accordingly, Lewingberg suggests that neighbourhoods must provide a wider range of

housing options than is currently being provided. Neighbourhood planning assumes a primary

3 Paper delivered at the Neighbourhood Planning Conference, Toronto. November 16-

17,1984. This was one of several papers which focussed on whal the future may hold

for neighbourhoods. Pervading the proceedings was a slrong senss lhat the profgssion is

al a crossroads, lhe political milieu having changed from lhe euphoric days of cit¡zen

reform. The conference left its audience pondering some rather uncomforlable

questions: Why is neighbourhood planning now less 'action oriented", "w¡thout goals'

and lacking vision"? Will lhere be room for social diversity as "people who cannot

afford to live in Toronlo neighbourhoods have to move oul'? (Conference Highlights' 3)'
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role in allowing the neighbourhood to evolve such that it can be a valid reflection of our society.

Americaû housing analysts support this view, suggesting that planning for this change must also

take into consideration the future of housing, wo¡k and family life (Birch 1983; Geerson 1983;

Hayden 1984). They suggest that new family forms and new definitions of the family need to be

recognized such that neighbourhoods can b€tter accommodate those who will really live there,

rather than for an idealized notion of the family, In Canada, neighbourhood planning must also

accept the teality that over 80 percent of the housing stock that will exist at the end of this centu¡y

has already been builr

In Canada, planning for the changing neighbourhood, must not only recognise the above

mentioned factors but also the high incidence of shelter affo¡dability problems. This coupled with

the desi¡e for many smaller households to locate in areas accessible to the services and activities

available in the downtown or central part of the city means that making more intensive use of

existing residential space will help meet these needs. In cities such as Toronto a¡d Vancouver,

which have recently experienced very large increases in demand for small rental housing units,

accessible single family neighbourhoods have experienced tremendous pressure for inænsification.

Objections to these changes by the residents have generally resulted in these units being created

illegally. Zoning changes were finally implemented in the Joyce Station neighbou¡hood in

Vancouver to reflect the fact that almost one half of the homes had accessory aparments in them.

This reactive approach to neighbourhood planning need to be replaced by a proactive approach to

circumvent adverse impacts to single family living,

The provision of affordable rental units in accessible neighbourhoods, becomes especially

important because traditionally these are the areas which have housed new immigrants, migrants'

and lower income persons. In Toronto and Vancouver increased demand in the housing market

h¡s resulæd in a sustained shorÉall in small rental units and the accepted fact that illegal rental units
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are being supplied to meet this need. ln fact, so severe is the need for this type of housing in

Toronto, that ma:ry renten live out of converted comme¡cial dwellings without adequate sanitary or

heating amenities. Other Canadian cities, such as Winnipeg, have also experienced a shordall in

¡ental units. This is especially true for units in the low to moderate ¡ental scale. At present, the

Winnipeg market is considered to be elastic, rvith demand meeting supply fairly adequately.

However, demand fo¡ small central units by young single penons, students, and single parents on

limited income, exceeds supply. Be¡ause of this need, illegal suites are created to fill the need,

especially in neighbourhoods near the two Universities, and near the various hospitals throughout

the City, where demand fo¡ these small units is usually high.a

More recently cities such as Toronto and Vancouver have begun to aggressively pursue

srategies which will maximize their housing potential. Some of these strategies have included

changes to zoning which will permit more efficient use of residential or commercially zoned land.

For example, the ze¡o lot-line concept such as has been used in the redevelopment of False Creek

in Vancouve¡ has resulted in higher density housing than would have occurred othenvise.

Intensification through adaptive reuse of buildings such as convelsion from industrial to

comme¡cial or comme¡cial to residential use is currently practised in most Canadian cities. ln

Winnipeg, the conversion of the Ashdown Wa¡ehouse, a commercial warehouse, to include both

commercial and ¡esidential units is a good example of this. Howevet, these ¡esidential units also

illustrate adaptive reuse which does not benefit the renter on low to modetate income since the

market rents for these units place them out of reach of this renter population. Instead, they are

illustrative of the kinds of deconversion activity which have decreased the number of small rental

unils sç¡sss the country.

TTIE ROLE OF ACCESSORY APARTMENTS IN NEIGHBOURHOOD CHANGE

In September of 1979, The City of Toronto Planning Board (Commission on

4 This is substantiated by extensive informal interviews with sludents, and rev¡ew of

adverlisements in the local papers and lhe city.
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Neighbourhoods, Fire and L€gislation) adopted a report titled Poli cy Directions for Senior Citizen

Housing in the City. One of the recommendations in the report was that the Commission of

Planning "investigate and report on possible ways of enabling and encouraging the provision of a

greater variety of housing types throughout the City suitable for senior cidzens". The City's

planning Board recognized the need to be progressive in thei¡ thinking with regard to the more

efficient use of existing housing space. Special emphasis was placed on excess space in the homes

of seniors:

Given the large number of elderly home-owners in the City and the problem often

encountered by seniors who are seriously under-occupying their homes, gleater emphasis

must be placed on developing programs which will provide senior home-owners with an

opportunity to imFrove their housing situation by moving into more suitable types of

accommodation or by converting thei¡ homes to create new ¡ental accommodation

Tbe Planning Boa¡d went on to outline the main features of such progrârns as follows:

The appropriate public housing agency would enter into an agreement with the home

owner whereby the owne¡ in retum for having his house converted into a multiple

occupancy dwelling, would retain title to his property and could sell or bequest

accordingly. However the le¿se would be registered against the title and thus be binding.

In addition to providing the full capital ouday, the public agency would undertake the

planni-ng of the renovation, letting the conEact and overseeing the work. The owner of

course, would be futly involved in detemrining the number and layout of the flats a¡d

would ¡etain sufficient space for his own needs @&R Policy 1979 ' 333108252:8)'

It is noteworthy that the City of Toronto's Planning Board would take the initiative in

suggesting such a "radical" approach to the creâtion of new housing units. That this proposal led

to extensive debate resulting in no real action beilg taken in this di¡ection suggests that although

the benefits can easily be seen, especially when small rental units are i¡ short supply, the political

*ill is often not strong enough to ovefcome entrenched resistance. Proponents of accessOry

apafrments such as Gellen (1985); Hayden (1984); and Hare (1981 a, b) cite numerous benefits to

tbe individual, the neighbourhood and to society as a whole. These benefits range from expanding

the supply of housing to the revitalization of neighbourhoods.
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The creation of accessory apartments in the homes of senio¡s illustrates that this strategy can

be of particular beneflt to those segments of the population which have critical housing needs.

Because accessory aparbrents expand the fental stock, single pafents, low income pefsons,

students and low income elderly, especially single elderly, would benefit by having more

affordable housing from which to choose. Other beneficia¡ies would include divorced couples,

especially those who have child¡en, because the extra income which is created can help these

individuals remain in the family home. To say that the children of these families will benefit from

being allowed to remain in the home that they have been used to and continue thek friendships widl

friends and schoolmates, is to state the obvious.

Other beneficiaries would include the child¡en of aging penons who may live in another city or

province and who cannot be near their aging parent to provide the companionship and carc which

the parent may need. These adult children will likely feel less guilt about b€ing away from their

parent, and may be reassu¡ed that someone who will be at hand in the case of emergencies lives in

the same dwelling. The tenant may also be able to help with such strenuous tasks such as

shovelling the snow and cuning the grass. Some of these duties may even be performed in lieu of

rent. It is clear then that this arrangement can be beneficial both to the eldaly homeowner and to

the renters of these apartments (Hare 1981 b, 33). In fact this housing option is used and more

widely accepted in Europe since it encourages the elderly to ¡emain in their own homes as long as

possible (Blackie et al., 1984, 68).

It is widely accepted that accessory apartments presently exist in many North America¡ and

Canadian cities. Even though in most cities they are illegal they may be condoned to varying

degrees by regulatory agencies and planners. If the need for this type of housing is strong many

may tum a blind eye to theh existence. As Hayden (1984) suggests, planners may feel that calling

attenrion to the situation will decrease the supply of affordable housing and cause hardship to
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families. This would be so, especially if the second unit is intended for an elderly person, oi a

young daughter or son.

On the other hand, some piarners have assisted in getting legislation passed where conversions

may be resgicted to houses of a certain size, or to lots of a cerøin size. Whe¡e conversion is

restricted to houses of a certain age, this discourages the building of new houses in one-family

districts designed for instant conversion to two-family houses. In certain places in the US such as

Portland, Oregon accessory aparbrents a¡e restricted to owner-occupied houses. Even so, where

allowed they are generally subject to intensive review processes:

... by neighbours, zoning boards, or special accessory aPartrnent boffds - with particular

concems for off-seeet parking (Lincoln); adequate sewage facilities; and indicators of one-

family neighbourhood character, such as only one f¡ont entrance visible from the front

yard (Babylon); or no extemal evidence of occupancy by more than one family (Brooklyn,

Massachusetts) (Hayden 1984, 181).

Although these restrictions do allow for the smooth tra¡sition between cufIent R-l

neighbourhoods and the more intensive use of housing, this limits the full range of plaming,

design and landscapilg oppomrnities which presently exist in an R-l neighbourhood. As Hayden

(1984) suggests, it is better to view accessory apartments as an opportunity to replan our

neighbourhoods so that they can be "part of the whole subu¡ban a¡d u¡ban landscape and thus

planned for deliberately" (182). For this to be successful, a broader perspective need be taken of

the impact of accessory apartments on the neighbourhood, the city and the town. If this we¡e to

take place, these conversions could be regulated. For example, zoning variances needed by

owners to permit convetsion, could be withheld unless:

... they comply with an agreed upon neighbourhood improvement plan. For instance,

they could pay for additional amenities such as street trees, undergtound wiring, off-street

parking and community green space wheneve¡ they add a rental unit to their property

(180).
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Within these guidelines accessory apartsrents could enhance the opportunity to reunite social

planning, economic development and physical planning, since "no one sector of change can be

resolved without considering all private-public relationships" (177).

The conceprual redesign of the Don Mills and Erin Mills neighbourhoods in Toronto (Garland

a¡d Lessa¡d 1981) is an example of redesign of a neighbourhood with accessory aParffiients. This

research was presented al The Future of the Suburbs conference, Novembe¡ 1981 at York

University. In a paper titled /n creasing Suburban Densities: Adapting the Suburban Pattern Fxo

suburbs in Toronto, Don Mills a 1950's suburb and Erin Mills a 1980's suburb, were used to

illustrate ways of adapti-ng typical single family houses to create two family units. The authors use

conceptual drawings to suggest how a typical street in Don Mills where lots a¡e 60 feet wide and

100 feet deep would look if some of the homes were converted to tao family dwelling units.

Although the single family homes are relatively small 1000 to 1500 square feet, extensions to the

home allow for enough space to create the second unit. This can be done either by creating a new

partial second level or by extending the house horizontally either at the front or the back. Even

though the bulk of the dwelling is increased, attention is paid to maintaining architectural quality,

scale a¡d cha¡acter of the street and to the provision of off street parking.

At the time that this research was beilg carried out, homes in the Erin Mills subu¡b were still

being built. Here lot sizes were smaller 50 feet for the larger homes and 30 and 40 feet for the

smaller homes. Even so the homes were larger than in Don Mills, being typically 2000 square

feet. As suggested by the authors these homes ¡esemble inner city housing built 40 or 50 yean

earlier, being narrow houses of two or three stories with less ground relationship than is found in

tåe suburbs of the 1960's and 1970's. Nevenheless successsful conversions included dividing an

existing home vertically, while anothe¡ made use of previously unused basement space. In both of
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these no extension to the home was needed. These scenarios illustrate appropriate adaptation of

subu¡ban housing to present day needs. For example, the Don Mills adapøtion would result in an

increase in housing density of 60 percent and population increase of29 percent. For Erin Mills

these densities would increæe by 50 percent and 23 percent respectively.
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Fig 1. Conceptual Plan: Don Mills Neighbou¡hood: Existing (1981)
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Fig 2. Conceprual Plan: Don Mills Neighbourhood Adaptation
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Fig 3. Conceptual Plan: Erin Mills Neighbou¡hood: Existing (1981)
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ACCESSORY APARTMENTS IN SINGLE FAMILY NEIGHBOURHOODS

Precedents

Until the widespread adoprion of zoning by-laws in the 1950's, the recycling of housing to

accomodate the changing demands of an increasing urban population was an accepted phenomenon

in Canadian housing markets. The era of the Great Depression of tbe 1930's marked a time when

many homeowners r ere unable to support their large houses. This resulted in some property

osvners convefting their homes into rooming houses and multiple occupancy dwellings, as a means

of retaining ownership. A severe housing shortage during World Wa¡ II resulted in the federal

govemment encouraging homeowners through the War Measures Act, to create exta dwelling

unils ¿¡i rooms in thei¡ homes in o¡der to relieve wa¡time housilg shonages. Vy'ith the later

int¡oduction of zoning byJaws by individual municipalities, many of these multiple occupancy

dwellhgs were made "legal non-conforming uses".

In certain parts of Canada, secondary suites we¡e allowed as a conditional use in single-family

dwellings, as a means of keeping large "heritage" homes i¡tact and in good repair. Shaughnessy

Heights, an exclusive residential enclave in the City of Vancouve¡, founded by the Canadian

Pacifîc Railway Company at the turn of the century, is a good example. This neighbourhood

comprised of large estatelike lots, is today a mmanticized version of a country residential esate in

the city. Most of the homes built before 1930 as large estate dwellings have a floor-a¡ea in excess

of 6,000 square feet. However, during the Depression, the primary aim of allowing the creation of

seconda¡y suites in these homes was not the provision of extra housing, but the preservation of

these historical homes as "heritage" houses. The extra income derived from the secondary suites

and rooms created in these homes allowed some ownen to keep their homes, rather than sell them

at a fraction of their previous ma¡ket value during these exfemely rlifficult economic times.

World Wa¡ tr atso played a major role in the natue of Old Shaughnessy, the effects of
which a¡e stilt evident today. Faced with a severe housing shofiage in the war years, the
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Federal Govemment by Order-in -Council unde¡ the authority of the War Measures Act,
permitted the establishnment of multifamily dwellings in areas previously not zoned for
such. The adapøbility of Shaughnessy mansions for such purposes was seized upon and

many former single-family homes were converted to rooming or lodging houses (Flrsr

Shaughnessy P lan Background Report, City of Vancouver P lanning Department 1982,

4).

Other examples of a¡eas which experienced widespread convenion include; Rosedale, the Annex,

and Cabbagetown in Toronto; and most neighbourhoods which ring the inner city of larger

Canadian cities today @{euopolitan Toronto Planning Department, Report No. 4).

Accessory Apartments Today

Today, accessory aparments convenions exist in almost every community in North America.

In fact, they "exist in every type of community, large; small; subwban; exurban; old; young;

wealthy and not-so-wealthy." (Tri-State Regional Planning Commission 1981, 1). The Town of

Babylon on Long Island, Suffolk County, just outside of downtown Manhattan is an example of

such a community. This town which experienced a sixfold inc¡ease in is population during the

period 1940 to 1970, was estimated to have between 10 to 20 percent of its single family houses

containing illegal conversions in 1979. Because of the large number of these "illegal units", the

town developed a special licensing procedure, separate from their zoning ordinance, to deal with

issues arising out of these "illegal units".

Weston, Connecticut is anothe¡ town which since the early 1960's has allowed accessory

apartments in single family homes. Weston has found that this system serves the needs of its'

community, since it provides ¡ental housing in what was exclusively an aging ¡esidential

communiry contahing large homes (in excess of 2500 sq feet) on large lots, while allowing the

original residents to continue to affo¡d to live in ând maintairi thei¡ homes (Tri-state Regional

Planning Commission 1981, 16-17). More recently the California legislature passed enabling
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legislation, Senate Bill 1534, which set guidelines for local government regulation of accessory

apartments in all residential zoned districts, including exclusive single family districts. The

legislation stipulated that a local municipality could not prohibit accessory apartrnent conversions

unless it could present findings that these conversions would endanger public health, safety or

r¡ elfa¡e of residenß in the community and further that:

If any local jurisdiction could not present such findings, the bill stipulaæd it had to adopt

zoning regulations to be used for approving applications by property owners who wished to

install secondary units in their houses (Gellen 1985, 133).

According to Gellen, based on data from the 1980 Census of Housing Component of

Inventory Change (CINCÐ, as many as 1,085,000 dwelling units in the United States may be the

result of conversion of an existing residential structure or property (Gellen 1985, 36-43).

Although it is difñcult to accurately estimate the actual volume of accessory apartolent conversions

i¡ the U.S., Gellen has derived general occupâncy cha¡acteristics for units that were created

tbrough conversion between 1973 and 1980. He presents data which show that 67 percent of units

that underwent conversion in central cities were originally in single-family houses, and of these

¡lmss¡ thrse-feuÍhs were owner-occupied. By comparison, in the suburbs 85 percent of units

before conversion were single-family dwellings and 82 percent of them were owner-occupied

(1985, 37-39). Other estimates claim that 2.5 million accessory apa¡þrents we¡e installed in

single-family homes during the 1970's for an average of 250,000 units a year. Even further

estimates place the average number of conve¡sions at 318,000 per ye in the period 1970 to

1978.5

A search of the literatu¡e reveals no estimates of the total number of accessory apartments in

Ca¡ada. However, some estimates do exist for particula¡ cities. In 1987, estimates for the City of

Vancouver placed estimated of these units at between 21,000 and 26,000 for all RS-1 zoned a¡eas

s According lo Thomas Thibodeau (in Gellen 1985, 41).
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in the city. This represents an approximately one-quater of homeowners who have added a

secondary suite to thek primary dwelling.

A study carried by Damas and Smith Ltd. for CMHC in 1980 is the only research found which

atrempts to quantify the numbers of dwellings in Canada which might have conversion potential.

Based on their assumptions that:

. only non-apa¡trnent dwellings built before 1960 would likely be considered for conversion
by the private secto¡; and

. o¡ùy dwellings over 1200 square feet in area could feasibly be converted for multiple
occupancy.

Damas and Smith concluded that there were in Canada 1,324,390 dwellings with potential for

conversion (Damas and Smith Ltd. 1980).

Concern by the Province of Onta¡io about the existence of secondary suites, and the potential

tbat exists i¡ the c¡eation of these units is detailed in the Study of Residential Intensification and

Rental Housing Conservatíon (Klein and Sears et aI., 1983) carried out for the Onurio Ministry

of Municipal Affai¡s and Housing and the Associated Municipalities of Onwio. This eleven

voiume report prepared by a group of five consulting firms reviewed in detail the potential for

¡esidential conversion in the area under conside¡ation. The study revealed that based on the

propenies of homeowners receptive to the idea of conversion at that time (1 in 8), a theoretical

potential for the creation of 39,000 new units existed. This figure was arrived at by dividing the

n'mber of owner occupied dwelling units in Meropolitan Toronto by the fraction of homeowners

ç'ho indicated their willingness to rent a room or create a separate apatuent in their homes.6

Other estimates, for Meropolitan To¡onto based on the prcportion of the housing stock which

can be conside¡ed to have surplus space, and based on a minimrrm size of 270 square feet (25

6 Metropolitan Plan Review Report No. 4. 41-44.
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squafe metres) for the secondary unit, indicate that 61,400 accessory units can be created. It

should be noted that these figures lepresent the "physical potential" of the housing stock, not

suitability of the individual dwellings for conversion. They do howeve¡ highlight the amount of

underutilization of surplus space that exists in single-family homes in the City of Toronto and

srmounding municipalities. This housing potential may be extrapolated to other municipalities

across Canada to yield estimates of the number of potential units that can be created f¡om su¡Plus

space in owner-occupied grade related housing stock.

SENIOR HOMEOWNERS AS POTENTIAL CONVERTERS

Evidence indicates that homeowners most likely to create accessory apafErìents ale one penìon

households, childless couples and unma¡ried adultsT. At the same time a high proportion of

those who install accessory apartments are either middle-aged or retired homeowners (Gellen

1985, 53). According to Gellen's reporting of conversions in the US, few appear to be "mother-

i-n-law" apartrnents, that is very few are occupied by persons over age 65 years' Instead renters

living in them are not djfferent from the renter population as a whole (53)'

The argument in favou¡ of senior homeowners as potential converters, that is as homeowners

n ho will create a secondary suite or accessory apartÍlent in their homes is strong. This argument

is based on statistics which indicate that a high percentage of olde¡ Canadians own thei¡ own

houses (two thirds, based on 1981 Census data), and furthermorc that the number of homeowners

living alone is increasing (from 18.2 percent in 1971 to 23.6 percent in 1981). Satya Brink

7 Surveys carr¡ed out in Ontario in the early 1980's and funded by the Min¡slry of

Housing indicate that convertefs "tended to be middle income professionals with a

median income of $35, 000 (73% earned over $25, 000)' Forty eight percenl

were families with children and a significant numbef of these were single parenl

families or first lime homebuyers. of those who bought already converted units,

63% were families with childfen and 44o/o wêtê first t¡me homebuyers. The survey

also indicates that 75% of lhose surveyed who had carried conversions was in ths

25-44 yeil age range (Metropolitan Plan Review No. 4 1987' 41'42)'
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(1984), in her ove¡view of the elderly and thei¡ housing needs, notes that the majority of elderly

homeowners (75 percent) live in 2 or 3 bedroom dwellings and funher that "one half of elderly

o\rners may be considered to be over-housed" (5).

Since these estimates are based on 1976 data, it is reasonable to assume that today even more

seniors a¡e overhoused. This is based frst on the real increase in numbe¡ of one person elderly

households and second on the fact that some houses today are larger than those built twenty or

thiny years ago. At the same time total income for households headed by an individual 65 years

a¡d older is generally low. When linked to the fact that elderly homeowners generally occupy

dwellings that need repair and that.elderly homeowners a¡e reluctant to move from their homes,

then the argument becomes even stronger that this segment of the population will benefit from

conversion of underutÌJized space to secondary suites (Brink 1984, 6; Streich 1981, G8; 4546).

Professionals involved in the study and planning for the needs of the elderly have observed that

they very often do not choose to move from thei¡ houses, even when thei¡ health or financial

situation becomes precarious @lackie et al., 1984;Cates 1981; Gutman and Blackie1988). This is

because of the extreme psychological imponance which the elderly anach to their homes.

According to Quinn (1989), the "desire to maintain control over thei¡ lives, be as independent as

possible, and enjoy privacy in their own homes are the priorities voiced by many" (83).

Evelyn Shapiro, Associate professor of Community Health Services at the University of

Manitoba suppons this:

The preference for the elderly to age in place is well known and well accepted. Most

elderly prefer to remain where ftey are espec'ially if they have lived in the neighbourhood or

community for some time and have family nearby (quoæd in .faruors Today, November 2,

1988).

Because the home of elderly penons are generally owned ouright, home equity represents a
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major element in the net worth of these homeowners. Stewa¡t Mclnnes addressing the Natíonal

Housíng for the Elderly conference in Halifax acknowledges that "mre than one million (senion)

own their own homes and 92 percent of those are debefree". According to Brink (1984), the

average value of home equiry for the elderly homeowne¡ was more than $36,000 in 197 6,

accounting for over half of the owners' net assets.

In spite of considerable housing equity, elderly households suffer from low i¡come problems.

Based on 1981 census data, one-half of the families with heads aged 65 and over had incomes

under $15, 000. For elderly unattached individuals, their income situation was even more

precarious resulting in their beilg heavily concentrated in the lower income groups. This was

especially so for single elderly women over one half of whom had incomes below $7, 000 in

1981. These figures were updated by Evelyn Shapiro who stated that as many as "52 percent of

the elderly have i¡comes below $10, O00."(quoted tn Seniors Today Nov. 2, 1988). Thus even

for a homeowner who has no mortgage payments, home heating, maintenance costs and pmperty

taxes can sigrificantly erode a small income. Gu!¡an substantiates this:

Many seniors ñnd themselves in fina¡cial difficulties just to maintain thei¡ homes and

additionally may experience some problems in being able to keq their homes in repair

(Gutrnan quoted in Seniors Todoy Nov. 2, 1988).

In 7983 The Metropolitan Toronto Assisted Housing Stuþ inðtcated that 17 percent of elderly

homeownels surveyed had difficulty in meeting their housing costs. In spite of this only 14

percent of these homeowners indicated that they sometimes considered moving to new

accommdation, while only one percent stated a desi¡e to move out of their houses (Metnopolitan

Plan Review report No. 4. 1987, 42).

Interviews conducted during 1980 with elderly homeowners in the Winnipeg region revealed
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that security of homeownership and of belonging to a particular neighbourhood were perceived to

be factors which encouraged ongoing development in the elderly homeowner. This was especially

so for those who felt "restricted" to their immediate environment because of low income (Cates

1981, 124). As Cates suggests, when expenditures for vacations and entertainment must be

cutailed, the dwelling and activities associated with it allowed for a "redi¡ection of activities". In

this study specific interview questions reveated that for homeowners, home caring for their home

and property, gardening, entertaining grandchildren, and other such activities helped them to keep

active. Cates highlighted the association between the need for repairs to the homes of the elderly

a¡d the sfiess that was created as a result of this need:

The need for repùs both major and minor to the dwelling, and the resulting stress from not

being able to afford repair work or to accomplish it themselves, may reduce their desire to

remain in thei¡ own homes, even though this might be their fint choice.

Cates continues:

Although these concems may also be faced by non-elderly homeownen, the amount of
stress resulting from this is likely greater for the elderly because of their greater feeling of
loss of autonomy because of their special søtus in the community "that of being old" (124).

In o¡der to enable senion to remain in thei¡ own community, Shapiro suggests several strategies:

. there has to be a concentration on æchnology so that the elderly can stay where they are

without having to depend on the delivery of organized services;

. social supports in community programs should receive as high ifnot higher priority æ
medicai services;

. elderly people who live alone in a spacious home should be encouraged to share their
living quarters.

Shapiro continues:

We have been so inculcated all our adult lives with the value of independent living and

privacy that house-sharing needs to be promoted because it may prolong independent living

by providing a 'built-in' mutual support system when temporary illness or increasing frailty

occurs.
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David Mcfadyen (Associate Dean of Health Policy ât Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia,

Penn) concurs:

We are aging in a society which is changing all a¡ound us. The definition of what

constitutes a home is changing. Parents may not be able to count on their children for help

in their old age and the elderly generally want more control over their own lives. Housing

change has not kept pace, pa¡ticulary in the technology which would allow older people the

security they need to continue to live at home (quoted in .Seruors Today,Novembet 2,

1988).

Surplus housing space when linked to the fact that many elderly homeowners feel thei¡ homes

need regular repair and maintenance substantiates the argument that this segment of the population

could benefit from the creation of accessory apartrnents in their homes. Brink (1984), repo¡ts that

72 percent of elderly homeowners reported that their dwelling only needed regular maintenance,

while 13 percent reported that their housing needed major repai¡ (O. Patricia Streich (1981) in her

assessment ofhousing rehabilitation programs for seniors during the 1970's states that:

"So stong is the case for existing home repain for senion that advocates ofthese
recourses usually have little difñculty finding a positive reception either publicly or

politically. Nevertheless, there are certainly pros and cons that should be weighed, both in
terms of the clients and in terms of the public policy." (6).

SUMMARY

The natu¡e of societal change today dictates the need for new ways of planning. In terms of

changing demographics and the changing nature of housing demand, new housing policies are

¡equi¡ed which meet the needs of all secto¡s of society. In light of the aging of the population,

eorphasis on providing a continuum of housing for the elderly deserves special attention.

Secondary suites created in single-family homes to ease the shortage of housing being

experienced during World War tr, can once more help to meet the need for affo¡dable rental units.
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In fact they can play a very important role in the replanning of our older neighbourhoods. Because

many senior homeowners are house rich and income poor, it is appropriate to suggest that they

would benefit by creating accessory aparÍnents in their homes.

With the increasing concentrations of the elderly in suburba¡ neighbourhoods accessory

apa¡tments is a housing srategy which can add¡ess the needs of the elderly both in terms of their

i¡come levels and their ability to be fully-functioning members of society. The accessory

apârtment hâs a key role to play in this approach to neighbourhood planning which assumes new

importance at this time of fiscal restraint.

Many jurisdictions in North America already altow the creation of accessory apartments in

single family homes. The comparatively low construction costs and the housing choice

they offer have resulted in the increasing recognition that secondry suiæs are a viable fo¡m

of housing. Although neighbourhoods vary in their capacity to absorb accessory

aparürents, where they have been legalized for example in Califomia actual numb€rs of

accessory apaûrents created have been lower than expected, thus having little adverse

impact on single fanily neighbourhood character. To encourage convenions in single

family neighbourhoods without sacrificing liveability a broader, more comprenhensive

effort at neighbourhood planning will be needed Taking neighbourhood character and

concerns into consideration will dictate the specifications which must be met before

conversions can be ca¡ried out (llayden 1984, 161'162).
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CHAPTER THREE

CONSTRA/NTS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF
ACCESSORY APARTMEN?S /N SINGLE FAMILY

NEIGHBOURHOODS

The tradirtonal ordering of land uses as reflected in the categories of residential

zoning is under stess todøy because of the new forms of tenwe and householding

that are emerging (Gellen 1985 , 1M).

As discussed in the previous chapter, there is increasing interest i¡ the need to adopt creative

strategies in orde¡ to meet the present needs of housing consumers. Accessory aparEnents is but

one of the strategies which can meet these needs. Accessory aparEnents also present an

opporrunity for replanning neighbourhoods. However there are major impediments to the creation

of second unit apartments in single family neighbourhoods. This chapter looks at úe constrÀints

and opportunities associated with accessory aparEnent conversions in single-family dwellings.

First, the exclusionary nature of residential zoning is examined. Next, zoning problems as they

relate to accessory apârtments in single fanily neighbourhoods, are looked at i¡ terms of actual

land use conflicts. An attempt is made to discuss neighbourhood planning concems in thei¡ own

right. However, this by necessity is connected with the discussion of zoning because of the

inextricable linkages between zoning and planning concems.

The second part of the chapter examines public perceptions of accessory apartrnents. Since the

reaction to accessory aparments is often negative, the discussion of pøception of negative impacts

falls under the aegis of constraints. Because the perception of positive and negative impacts are
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closely related, the discussion of positive impacts reptesents the transition point in the discussion

of opportunities. This chapter includes benefits summarized from various sources, and concludes

with a review of the opportunities for linking the c¡eation of accessory apaÍments with the

rehabilitation of older homes and the revitalization of neighbourhoods'

RESIDENTIAL ZONING IN CANADÀ

The history of zoning over the past 50 years has been written in the subu¡bs whe¡e

zoning has cteated a sÍong control mechanism for subu¡ban residents. It has also

provided a tool that allows people to take control over the actual direction in which their

community develops and the distribution of the local resou¡ces of wealth, prestige and

opportunity (B abcock I 966).

Since thei¡ i¡goduction, zoning regulations have played a central role in the shaping of urban

forrn. yet zoning has proven to b€ a mixed blessing because it places large scale restrictions on the

types of use a piece of land can be put to. In Canada, the powers to zone are based on section 92

(13) and 92 (16) of the British North America Act which gives each province the right to make its

own laws in relation to property and civil rights. Further, section 92 ( 16) of this Act gives each

province the power to make laws pertaining to matters of a purely local nature. Within provinces,

local municipalities are given the authority to control the use of land within their bounda¡ies, and

do so thmugh local zoning ordinances, These regulations are generally set down in a document

which outlines and describes a "plan" for the municipality. This "plan" often refer¡ed to as a

"development plan", outlines the orderly development of the community and identifies land zoned

for different uses.

Zoning bylaws are specific rules or regulations designed to protect existing uses, to regulate

development, and serve to implement the long range goals of the municipality. They divide a

municipatity into separate districts with uniform regulations applying to the use of the land and

buildings within each disrict Changes in zoning may be made by the council of the municipality'
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subject ro public conìment. Generally each municipality is divided into residential, commercial and

industrial categories, each of which may be funher subdivided. Thus residential land within a

municipality may be further suMivided into single family, two family or multi-family residential

land. Single-family land (R1) can be funher suMivided into particular categories designating the

minimum size of property on which single family home for that zoning district may be located

Zoning thus serves to classify and segregate by particular district or zones, the various uses of

land and buildings desired by the local municipality. The number of zones qeated depends on

how fine a segregation of uses is desired. Zoning byJaws restrict the kind of building or use of

building for each district or zone within the municipatity, the spatial rtimensions of the building

such as height, yards, setbacks, amount of land to be covered by building, and the location and or

shape of buildings. Density restriction govems the three dimensional quantity or bulk that is

permittted on the site by conrolling the number of dwellings per unit area (hectare). Site

development control, the other form of land use control practised in Canada, requires that all

changes in the use of land or buildings and the development of land proceed only by way of

permission from local govemment sources, In this form of la¡d use control, each development

proposal is examined on its own merit. This differs from land use control by zoning, which gives

blanket approval for development, as long as it conforms to the zoning byJaw requirements.

CONSTRAINTS

The Exclusionary Nature of Single Family Zoning

Ownership ca¡ries status - the whole complex of activities, satisfaction, rights'

obligations, convenience and expectations surrounding the uses of a panicular dwelling

unit by a particular household. .... Living in single family homes fosters citizenship

and enhances üre identity of its users - the timewom concept that a homeowner is a

better citizen of his community and his country than a tenant - and to have one's roots

in the soil of homeownership is to be stabilized against the vagaries and pressures of

modem society (Sayegh 1987, 295).
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Zoning of residential land in Canada is based on an implicit value judgement about the

ordering of land development and on the assumption that an Rl neighbourhood is the highest and

best use of land zoned for residential use. Thus the character of R 1 neighbourhoods is deemed

necessary to be preserved at all costs. Zoning as a mechanism controls land use, not only by

stipulating !o what type of use the land can be put, but also by regulating aspects of the physical

structure via controls on height, bulk, set backs, parking, floor area, and signage requirements.

This allows for the preservation of property values a¡rd propagates a different character fo¡

different land uses, hence an Rl neighbourhood would be immediately apparent f¡om an R2 o¡

multi-family neighbourhood

According to the Departrnent of Envi¡onmental Planning, City of Winnipeg, the function of

zoning and building regulation is to ensu¡e basic community standards of safety, sanitation,

building location a¡d envi¡onmental qualiry. Zoning also ensures that buildings are designed and

constructed in such a manner that "protects the individual citizen whether as owner, a neighbour, a

tenant, or a patron" (City of Winnipeg Qpaterly News, Fall 1988, 5). That residential zoning

allows fo¡ these benefits is true. However it is also an instrument by which a community can

control its social and economic composition. To quote a local planner "zoning protects people

from thei¡ neighbours" (personal communication, 1989). Zoning by being pre-approved and

applying uniformly to a large area not only results in unifonnity ofuse, but also gives a community

the ability to control the di¡ection of change and development within that communiry.

Constance Perin's observations on zoning in America reflect closely the assumptions and

beliefs of Ca¡adia¡s about the sacredness of single family neighbourhoods.

The hierarchy of land is at the same time the ladder of life: one climbs the ladde¡ as the

"natural progtession" tkough the stages of the life cycle-from renting an aparútent or

townhouse, duplex, or attached row house, to owning, as still another step, any of
those along the way to the ultimate rung, that of owning a single-family detached

house. ... A sacred quality endowes both the family and its "home," sacred in the sense

of beirg set apart from the mundane a¡d having a distinctive aura .... In the hierarchy

of land uses all those below the apex partake less of this sacred quality, but when one

follows those "natural and orderþ processes of progress,'r then one can achieve the
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ideal family existence, fulfilling both the Ame¡ican Dream and the American Cleed

Any other residential dwelling ... is a "compromise" with those ideals (Perin 1977'

47).

In spite of the deeply enEenched Eadition of single family zoning in Nonh Amsrica some

proponents of changes to zoning state that the¡e is no justification today for the construction of new

single family homes (Ritzdorf 1984; Gellen 1985; Babcock 1966). Others suggest that we must

question what can be done within the raditional construct of single family zoned areas to increase

housing oppornrnities for non traditional families and single person households (Hayden 1984;

Lewingberg 1985).

p¡oblems related to accessory apa¡Enents in single family neighbourhoods a¡e based in the

widespread application of these restrictions resulting in what is ¡eferred to as "the exclusionary

nature ol SF zoning". This is because the character of single family neighbourhoods is seen to

epitomize family living in North America. Thus it is generally believed that everyone will

evenn¡ally aspire to living in a single family neighbourhood. Be¡ause of the deeply felt belief that

single fanily neighbourhoods must be mairitained at all costs, then all decisions that are made by a

local municipality regarding its' neighbourhoods serye not only to refurforce strict adherence to

zoning regulations in single family neighbourhoods, but also to allay the fears of residents in these

neighbourhoods that changes will be made to their s¿cr¿d envi¡onment.

Accessory Apartments in Single Family Neighbourhoods

Today the traditional ordering of land usæ, as reflected in the categories of residential

zoning, is under great stress. The strucnue of the farnily and the economics of housing

are changing, and new forms of tenure and householding are emerging. People's

beliefs about what housing and family should be, by contrast, have remained relatively

fixed; accessory apartrnents challenge these beliefs (Gellen 1985' 104)'

In the US cenain jurisdictions have already accepted the need for two dwelling units il single

family homes. For example, California now requires every local municipality to legalize accessory
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apafiments. The City of San Raphael in San Mateo County adopted o¡dinances in 1983 allowing

second units in single famiiy dwellings (Appendix A). Other communities, such as the Town of

IVeston in Southwestem Connecticut, have mechanisms in place which allow for the c¡eation of

secondary suites by seniors homeowners (Iri State Regional Planni-ng Corrmission, 1981).

In two of Canada's larger cities, Toronto and Vancouver, the issue of allowing mo¡e than one

family to live in a single family home has been of increasing inærest this last decade. For example

in Vancouver, the question of whether second suites should be allowed in single family

neighbourhoods resulted in an opinion poll being carried out as part of the 1988 civic election.

This has resulted in the Joyce Station A¡ea being designated as an a¡ea which will have second

suites a san outright use. In Ontario the need to increase the amount of housing available to an

evergrowing housing market prompted the recent Metropolitån Plan Review. This review was

dhected at examining whether or not the policies contained in the Metropolitan Official Plan are

effective and if new policies or a more proactive approach is necessa¡y to ensure that a higher

population is accommodated in Metro Toronto.

In all of these i¡stances, the individuat municipality has recognized the need for changes in

local zoning such that the actual use of the housing stock more closely reflects the real need that

exists in the housing ma¡ket. For example Toronto's Metopolitan PIan Review, Report No 4

(1987), rccommended that area municipalities review their zoning by-laws to establish a

"converted dwelling unit category", and "subsequently amend their by-laws to permit conversions

in certain a¡eas where this may be suitable" (iii). These reflect current concerns of certain local

govemments that existing housing resources be more efficiently uæd-

The zoning concerns as they relate to accessory apartments fall into two broad catego¡ies. The

fust category pertains to land use conflicts. In single family neighbourhoods' the major regulatory
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obstacle to accessory apartments conversion, is that Rl zoned areas do not permit more than one

dç'elling unit on a single family dwelling lor Increased hafflc, on-sÍeet parking, increased noise,

and alterations i¡ the exte¡nal appearance of buildings are seen to be undesi¡able secondary impacts

of acessory aparmenß in Rl zoned a¡eas.

The second category of concems is associated with social a¡d cultural conflicts. These

conflicts are rooted in fea¡s that changes to the quality of life will resr¡Ir Local residents when they

express these fears, strongly influence changes to zoning regulations, since planners and

politicians are reluctant to put in place policies which a¡e unpopular with local residents.

According to Gellen these fears and perceptions cannot be accepted at face value, but must be

evaluated in relation to the "rational basis" of exclusive single family living (1985' 104).

Social and Cultural Conflicts

The downsizing of the existing home, by the creation of accessory apartments, reflects

a reordering of space standards to accommodate a population of sm¡ ller households

with fewer chjld¡en. This adjusUnent process has þen slower in the existing single-family

stock howeve¡, ... due to cultu¡al and ideological p¡oblems such conversion

creates (Sayegh 1987, 295).

The basic intent of single family zoning is to maintain the single-family character of a

neighbourhood. It is this social and cultu¡al meaning of exclusive single family neighbourhoods

which is the greatest obstacle to accessory aparûnents. Local zoning and development bylaws will

specify úen that each dwelling unit be occupied by one family. The local byJaw will, also define

the relationships among individuals which it considers as family. Historically the term family has

been used as a way of indirectly controlling population density. Based on the assumption that

families are generally stable and of limited size, a district zoned sticdy for single family homes

would ¡esult in a certain density of population fo¡ that area. Thus implicit in historical notion of

single family zoning is the idea that there would be a certain number of persons per unit area of
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residential land. In recent years the composition of families has changed, households are no longer

composed ofjust related persons, and even in single family neighbourhoods many households are

much smaller than rhe traditional husband and wife and wo children family. lnstead today land

use and zoning pattems "must adapt to the attenuation of the nuclear family" (Gellen 1985, 69).1

As a regulatory device, exclusive single-family zoning was supposed to promote home

ownership and to encourage neighbourhood environments suitable for families with

child¡en. Since the 1960's, however, innovations in property law and changes in family

sruc¡ue have diminished the importance of exclusive single-family zoning as a

method of achieving these social goals (Gellen 1985, 120-l2l).

In the debate over the legality of restrictive definitions of "family " the courts have gradually

begun to distinguish between density control and regulation of life-style as separate, if not

conflicting, objectives of residential zoning. Whereas befo¡e thel960's and 1970's, the

municipality had almost total power to regulate occupancy, this has been changed because of a

ruling by the Supreme Court of Canada in 1967 on the difference between land use density control

and land use occupancy control.2

1 As Gellen explains: To become 'attenuated" means to be "weakened or to be

"lessened" in subslance. This term does not imply lhe destruct¡on or disappearance of

the nuclear family (a married couple with children), but rather sign¡fies a basic fact

about American society today: namely that morc people spend greater parts of the¡t

/lyes resid¡ng by themselves or in other arrangements oulside of "traditional"n uclear

families than was lrue for generalions in the past (69) '

2

ln this case, Douglas Bell was found to be using a dwell¡ng in the borough of Norlh York
contrary to the municipal zoning bylaw which restr¡cted lhe use of a dwelling unit to one
famíly. Bell and two unrelated persons with whom he rented a home' did not conform to

the bylaw's definition of "family" as;
... a group of two or more persons living together and inler-related by bonds of
consaìguinity, marr¡age or legal adoption, occupy¡ng a dwell¡ng unit, and shall
include the following:
(a) non-paying guesls and domestic servanls;
(b) a property owner living alone except for two other persons not related;
(c) not more than three foster children under the care of a children's aid society
àpproved by the Lieutenant Governor ¡n Council under lhe Child Welfare Act,
1965.
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This ruting made it quite clear that municipalities do not have the right to conrol who occupies

a dwelling, or to stipulare relationship between individuals of a household. Many municipalities

now reflect this in the way they define family. For example in 1987 The City of Vancouver

adopted the following definition of family to include conìmom law relationships and adopted

child¡en:

"either (a) two or more individuats all related to one another by blood, marriage, or

legal adoption or (b) as many as th¡ee unrelated individuals. For the purpose of this

def,rnition, (i) two people |iving together in a common law relationship shall, be deemed

to be married and (ii) the blood reletionship of both parties to a common law

relationship shall be considered to be related to the parmers and to each other as

required above".

The definition of family as used by the City of Winnipeg is as follows:

Family : "family" means one person, or two or more persons who have voluntarily

associated together, plus any dependents, living together as a single housekeeping unit

as distinguished from persons occupying an institution, a boarding house, rooming

house, lodging house, club, fraternity, sorority, group foster home, neighbourhood

ca¡e home, neighbourhood rehabilitation home, care homes, day care centre' family day

care home, group day care home, or occassional day care centre.

Changes in the definitions of "family", "household", and "dwelling unit" however a¡e not

reflected in actual zoning practises. This is illustrated by Nova Scotia's Department of Municipal

Affairs deliberation on accessory aparEnents in R1 zoned districts

The planning issue to be address€d in this case is allowing the convenion on an

existing dwelling to 2 units. Such units are generally permitted in any residential zone

This definilion obviously controlled occupancy and discriminated against single persons,

unmarried couples, lhd elderly widow or widower, and others. The Supreme- Court of
Canada found ihat in the case of Bel/ v. the Queen "the device of zoning by reference to

the relalionship of occupanls rather than lhs use of building is one which is ultra vives
(beyond lhe þower) of the mun¡cipality" (Lazarowich 1982' 88).
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existing dwelling to 2 units. Such units are generally permitted in any residential zone

that allows up to 2 or more dwelling units... The difficulty occurs when the desked

converted dwelling is in an area zoned solely for single detached dwellings. In this

case the owner could possibly request a re-zoning to a zone that permits two dwelling

units. However, if approved it would be difficult for Council to refuse simila¡

requests.3

In this case the municipatities feel that they are protecting the right ofresidents to enjoy those

qualities that are deemed inherent to a single family neighbourhood. l¡cal councils are reluctant to

make changes to zoning because they lnow that homeowners may perceive these changes to be

negative. Some of these changes include the more "objective" physical and envi¡onmental

problems such as increased numbers of people, increased raffic and on-sEeet parking, and

physical alteration of dwellings.

Other changes fea¡ed include subjective ones such as devaluation of property values, increased

need fo¡ services and absentee landlords. Accompanying this is the perception of the scale of

change, since it is fea¡ed that a "floodgate" of conversions might occur. These fears are deeply

rooted and wili be discussed later in this chapter.

Land Use Conflicts

If accessory apartments are pennined then concem about which type of zoning regulations

apply surfaces. Some of the possible changes or conditions that might apply include changes to

3 Excerpted from a memo on planning issues and implications of granny flats and

accessory apartments. According lo the memo, munic¡palities in Nova Scotia which

have planning documents (Municipal Planning Slrategy and Land Use By'Law), the

basic residential zone (lhe R-1 zone) allows only one single detached dwelling per lot.

However, for municipalities without these d¡strict plans their basic residential zone

will allow single delached dwellings, duplexes, semi'detached dwellings and converted

dwellings up lo a maximum of 2 units (or even more units). Memo lo Barb Jones

Gordon from Kim Slewart, June 15, 1988.
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zoning to permit accessory apartments às outight use or conditional use. Ifpermitted as an

outright use, then potentialiy every home in the area which has been rezoned can have an

accessory apa¡tments or secondary suite in it. Where conditions are clearly defined, suites as an

outright use have the advantage of ease of adminisration and provide certainty to homeowners a¡d

neighbours.

In coming to terms with how to deal with this, the City of Va¡couver's Planning Department

has suggested the following as an example of conditions which should be met befo¡e an outright

use is permined:

. limi¡l¡g 1þs ¡umber of secondary suites to one per house;

. nor increasing the (0.6) floor space ratio and (45 percent) size coverage presently
allowing secondary suites in RS- I areas;

. complying with health and safety strndards;

. provision of adequate on-site parking accompanied by an infomration and
enforcement program to discourage overflow parking in front of neighbouring
properties;

. limiting the number of cooking facilities to two;

. adopting a taxation policy to ensure that assessment and service fee reflect the additional
uni!

' obtaining a permit for the suite; and

. an enforcement program to close suites (on complaint) which do not have a valid
permit.

In the case where second suites are p€rmitted as a conditional use, panicular conditions might

apply resulting in certain homeowners being able to create suites in their homes, while those who

do not meet the conditions cannot do so. Examples of condirtonal use would include:

. suites permitted only in houses built before a cenain year, then this would be a conditional
use specification;

. suites are permitted only in owner-occupied homes. This latter condition is often
seen to be desi¡able by area residents. However where such a requirement is in place
administrating this may be difñcult since ænancy is often difficult to determine ând to
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monitor;

" permitting suites subject to alvice from neighbours. As in_the previous condition, although
ihe advaniage is that residents have a say in neighbouhood change,_the

disadvantagè is that neighbourhood revièws are expensive to admhister; and

. allowing suites on a limited basis/or parents, famity and or hardship provisiotts.
when tlie need to house family members is extreme. However, this also poses the
problem of how to define hardship situations.

In either conditional or outright use, depending on the regulations placed on the dwelling, the

second dwelling units can be designed either as a clearly identifiable two-family dwelling, or as a

secondary unit indistinguishable from other single-family dwelling unis'

Compliance with heatth and safety and building code standa¡ds would be a planning concem.

Even though adherence to buildi-ng code regulations will only come into effect after the zoning by-

law has been changed, they will be included here because the efficacy of the accessory aparEnents

srategy is dependent to a large extent on how closely these are enforced by the municipality.

Building Codes

Generally i¡ order to receive a building permit for a conversion, the proposed plan must frst

comply with atl building code regulations. This is to ensuÍe that structural, electrical, heating,

plumbing, a¡d fire standa¡ds are meL By seeking compliance with these, the municipality thus

ensures that both new construction and ¡enovations to older dwellings a¡e safe for occupancy.

When older dwellings are renovated, adherence to the building codes can sometimes mean large

scale change, including change to the electrical or plumbing system-

Typical søndards which apply to suites include:

. proper exiting from upper floon;

. approved smoke ala¡ms for each uniq

. fire protection b€tween coInmon walls and floo¡ assemblies;

. liefit and ventilation as required by local building bylaws; and

. minimum ceiling heights.
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Clearly then, if all building codes were to be saictly enforced, the cost of a conversion could be

prohibitive if the home is an older home. This has been of concern to many municipalities, where

there is a large proportion of older homes. Pa¡adoxically, if the building codes are strictly

enforced, then the homeowner is least likely to upgrade the home because of the high costs

involved. This would be especially true, if the homeowne¡ is in the low to moderate end of the

income scale. However, municipalities and building inspectors can apply dis$etion and recognize

equivalencies to make this part of the process both less expensive and less problematic for the

homeowner, while ensuring that building safety is not compromised (Mu¡doch, 1985, 75-76).

Planning Concerns Related to Accessory Apartments

It is difficult to separate out planning concems from zoning concerns. Howeve¡ this section

attempts to look at the "what" issues as opposed to the "how" issues. For example a planning

concern tied directly to the regulation of land use may be the process by which the change to

zoning is implemented. If this process i¡volves a public hearing, then the concem centres a¡ound

questions such as:

1) how complicated is this procedure;

2) how lengthy is the procedure; and

3) how much will it cost the homeowner who is applying for a permit to carry out a conversion.

If as can be the case, the review procedure is complicated, lengthy or expensive this may be

enough to discourage the homeowner f¡om pursuing the application any further. This then is an

important factor to trke into consideration when a me¡hanism for facilitating accessory aPartments

conversions is being designed. Other concerns would include:

. shor¡Id there be a minimum size of the dwelling being converted;

. should the size of the suiæ being created be restricted to a proportion of total floor
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space so that it is clearly accessible to the main dwelling;

. how should al¡eady existing suites be teated such that they can be brought up to
sta¡dards;

. over what period of time would new zoning regulations be phased in;

. which design guidelines would be adequate !o ensure the form and development of
single family character; and

. should the two dwelling units so øeated be intemally accessible to each other.

Some studies have suggested that a dwelling to be converted should be not less than 1200

square feet (Damas and Smith's study in Murdoch 1985, 84) while others have suggested that it

be not less than 1500 sq ft (City of Thunder Bay, in Murdoch 1985, 84). Con6actors in the City

of Winnipeg when interviewed by Murdoch with reference to the feæibility of conversions of older

inner city homes reveal that a minimum of 1200 to 1600 square feet would be required to create

two self-contained two-bed¡oom units (1985, 61). Obviously, this decision hinges on the size of

the homes in the a¡ea being considered and the need for the accessory apartments being created.

Another concern would be the age of the dwelling being convened. Should houses be a minimum

age to be considered? If so then structu¡al soundness of the rest of the house becomes an issue.

Again, the question of whether the rest of the house has to be brought up to existing building code

specifications is raised. Provisions for parking facilities may have to be provided if every dwelling

unit in the neighbou¡hood under consideration is required to have off street parking.

Concems related directly to the impact of accessory apartments on the cha¡acter of the

neighbourhood may have to do with whether structural change to the exterior of the dwelling

should be allowed, whether the access to the accessory apartments should be visible f¡om the

sçeet, ot whether a sepalate entrance is required at all. Since concem in single family

neighbourhoods with regard to renting cenEes a¡ound deteriorating dwellings because of absentee

landlords, then questions may be raised about whether the owner must be i¡ ¡esidence for a

minimum a¡rount of time per year. With regard to long term planning both the municipality and
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residents of the neigbourhood may be concerned about the impact legalising accessory apartments

would have on already existing suites.

As previously stated many neighbourhoods house second units in single family homes.

Because these a¡e illegaJ, a "laissez faire" attitude towards them ¡esults in the neighbourhood itself

policing these units. Generally the municipality tolerâtes them as long there are no complains from

neighbours. Very often, for properry tax purposes, these homes are not assessed differently from

non-converted single family homes. Also income derived from them a¡e often not declared for

income tax purposes. In fact so widespread is this practice, that a real issue surrounding accessory

apargnents is the fact that homeowners may now be required to declare these illegal suites. The

advantages to the municipality clearly would be that a more accurate assessment of total units is

made, safety and health standa¡ds maintained and possible increased demand on the infrastructure

estimated.

The foregoing concems need not however all be viewed as constraints, si¡ce certain s¡iteria can

have long term positive impacts on the community. These criæria would include whethe¡ histo¡ic

buildings or buildings exceeding a certain age should be granted special priviledges or fkst

permissions, and should the costs of conversions be linked to already existing grants for

rehabilitation. These cm be viewed as oppornrnities for the rehabilitation of the neighbourhood

and for the presewation of historically significant buildings. Since a strong concem will always be

the maintenance of the single-family neigbourhood cha¡acte¡, then one necessary requirement is

that the en6ance to the secondary suite not be visible from the main sEeet. Some neighbourhoods

bave accomplished this, by requiring that this secondary entrance be either at the side of the house

or at the back of the house. Very often an existing side door or back door can be used as this

secondary entrance.
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When accessory apartments in the houses of the elderly are considered particular issues, such

as how old should the owner be and should the new unit be targeted as housing for other elderly

persons, need to be considered. Many other concems surrounding the creation of accessory

apartments in single family neighbourhoods involve both strict zonirg issues and planning issues.

For example, once the locâl council decides that implementatìon of this program is desi¡able then a

decision must be mâde whether or not they would be allowed throughout the city or in just certain

areas. As suggested by various jurisdictions, the easiest way to determine where accessory

apartments should be allowed would be tkough polling of local residents (Vancouver Planning

Department, Reports to Council, January 13, 1989 ). A¡eas having a high proportion of residents

r¡'ho are in favour of conversions might be potential districts for initiation of the proglam.

Influencing factors in this decision would include how many secondary suites already exist, and in

those areas which have high numben of homeowners who are interested in converting would be

concentrated. Polling of local residents would determine where the interest is for the creation of

and also identify and help locate concentrations of potential renters of these suites.

However, it is likely that residents who have srong objections will be more vehement about

their concems. On the other hand, those residents who a¡e in favou¡ of accessory aparÍnents may

no¡ make ¡hsir sr¡pport kno\pn because they do not wish to be the target of negative criticism. Thus

although polling of residents about their approval or oppositon to converted units in their

neighbourhood would be highly desirable, this must necessarily sun with an education program of

the benefits of these units and of ways that the negative impacts might be mitigated. Whichever

route is taken, the¡e a¡e bound to be objections by local residents who fear that the quality of their

neighbourhood will decline. Because of this, where the need exists for accessory apartments,

community bæed strategies will need to be developed Anention will have to be paid to the impact

of closure on illegal suites, with the possibility that a relaxation of standards or building codes may

result. Owners of illegal suites may also need to be encouraged to come forward such that the

units can be assessed to determine if they meet the necessary standard and may be allowed exra
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time in orde¡ to bring their suite up to standa¡d.

PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF ACCESSORY

APARTMENTS

As stated earlier, many concems about accessory apartnent conversions are rooted in deep fear

about the changes which will result. These centres around perceived negative impacts to the

neighbourhood. For example a survey carried out by the Califomia Department of Housing and

Community Development in 1985 showed that the main concems of individual communities were

that there would be negative impacts in the following areas: parking, traffic, i¡frastructure, political

and jurisdictional issues, water supply and law enforcement. These and other concems, are

presented in Table 3.

TABLE 3: RESPONSES TO STATE SURVEY ON SECOND LINTI CONCERNS

A¡ea of Concern

Neighborhood impacts
Parking
Traffrc
Inftastructu¡e

7o Jurisdictions Responding

Other (environmental concems, state involvement 13
in local affairs )
Water t2
Enforcement 5

Sou¡ce: California Deparunent of Housing and Community Development Suwey, July
1985, 10.

This is substantiated by results of a survey carried by the Tri-State Regional Planning

Commission, in New York (1981), (see Appendix B) which identified fear that changes to the

character of the single-family neighbourhood would occur as the main concern of the

respondents polled. Tied to this is the fear that property values will decline because of loss of

neighbourhood homogeneity. Next on the list were concerns over inc¡eased traffic in the

neighbourhood and possible buiJding code violations.

75
70
48
19
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Simila¡ concems were expressed by residents in Vancouver and Toronto, when polled about

conversions (table 4).

Table 4: PROBLEMS JOYCE RESIDENTS ASSOCIATED WTI¡I
SECONDARY SUTTES

7o saytngsuites caused no problems 39

7o concerned with lack of on-street or lane parking 52

7o concerned that suite ownen do not pay their fair for trxes and services 48

% concemed with oversized houses 40

% concerned with lack ofon-site parking 3l

7o concemed that suites do not meet the building codes 31

Source: City of Vancouver Planning Deparrnent Repofis to Council, January 1988.

As Chess (1987) suggests, as with other proposed change to a single farnily neighbourhood,

negative reactions to accessory apartrnents a¡e often reactions to the implied loss of homogenity,

that zoning protects (63-65). Thus, when residents claim to object to the increased traffic that

accessory apartments would attract, they are responding to the social meaning that they would

attach to increased numbers of parked cars on their streets. Also, when ¡esidents claim that new

tenants in the neighbourhood would ¡esult in increased noise, inherent in this perception is that

these tenants would be " less like us, and more like them". These impacts are perceived rather than

real. A review by the Metropolitan To¡onto Planning Department of about potential concems such

as declines in property values, increased parking problems and possible neighbourhood

deterioration, has shown that many of these are exaggerated and that the problem is more related to

perception rather than reality.

For example, a study conducted for the Ontario Minisry of Housing has shown that

tenants in converted aparnnents have relatively low levels of car ownership.
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Furthermore, converted units generally increase (rather than decrease) property values

and there is no ¡eason to suppose that people who rent pans of their home would take

any less pride in their dwelling than other homeowners (Meeopoliun Plan Review,

ReportNo.4 ,1987, iv).

It is important to recognize that while these fears may materialize if a large number of

conversions take place, where accessory apartrnents have been allowed, actual uptake has been

very low (Gellen i985, 171; Metropolitan Plan Review, Report No.4, 1987). A very strong fear

of many homeowners is that conversions will be carried out by those who will exploit the

loosening of zoning regulations. They fear that absentee landlordism might be promoted and that

building standards might not be maintained. As Hayden (1984) suggests, ¡esistance to accessory

apartments has stemmed largely from the feeling that owner-speculators would uke advantage of

zoning regulations without "cate or concem for the overall quality of the neighbourhood" (179-

182). However, in Hayden's opinion residents who are presently against change in their

neighbourhoods, may in fact find that mechanisms which conrol accessory apa¡tments, would

serve to maintai¡ high standards of quality while atlowing for preplanning of the neighbourhood to

acconrmodate the natural aging of the buildings and changing demands of the population.

The following statement from the City of Vancouver Planning Department illustrates the

schizopluenia which sur¡ounds the issue of accessory apartrnents:

Today we a¡e faced with a situation where suites are not legally permitted in RS-1

zoned ateas nor, for a variety of very humane reasons, do we enforce closure. This is

the woßt possible situation since, as these suites are illegal, we do not have the

assurance that they pay their share of services nor do we require that they meet the

standards usually applied to two-family dwellings. This leaves residens unplotected,

under the Hardship a¡d Pa¡enVChild Suiæ Policy, without requiring thu usual building

safety standards ãe mel

In effect we do not do what we say. This leads to a loss of credibility as the ciry

is not seen to be respecting its own laws and residents complain that our present policy

results in:
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. suites affecting neighbourhoods through increæed parking and activity;

. the potential for landlords to use single-family areas for revenue properties with no
guarantee that building standa¡ds or neighbourhood quality are maintained and

. potentially unsafe conditions for ¡esidents and unfair competition for la¡dlords
providing legitimate rental accommodation, which must comply with multiple unit
safety standards and have appropriate licenses.

We also do not say what we mean. There is confusion sunounding the

definitions of "household", "family" -- one or more persons related by blood o¡
marriage and no more than three othe¡s -- and "dwelling unit" - a self contained
housekeeping unit.

Councils have, over the years, recognized some very legimitate reasons for suites.

These a¡e reflected in ou¡ ha¡dship and ParenV Child policies. Yet we have not changed

the zoning to reflect this (Vancouver Planning Deparunent. January 2i7 1987. Report

on Secondary Suites: Public Hearing on Second Kitchens).

OPPORTUNITIES

Public Perception of Positive Impacts of Accessory Apartments

It is useful to summarize b¡iefly the perceptions of positive impacts. Since the premise of this

thesis is that accessory apartments will have positive impacts, there will necessarily be some

dupücation. Nevertheless for conformity in presentation, perception of impacts by residents will

be presented here. Generally, supporters believe that benefits would accrue to senior

homeowners, to the renters, to the neighbourhood, to the ciry and to society as a whole. Beneñts

to the homeowner when identified include additional income, assistance in doing chores,

companionship, and an increased sense of security. On a societal level, accessory apartments can

prevent premaûr¡e institutionalization thus saving burdensome health costs, can make better use of

existing housing and neighbourhood facilities, can prevent neighbou¡hood decline, and can help to

prevent suburban and exurban sprawl.
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In a survey carried out by Tri-State Regional Planning Commission (1981) (Appendix C) haif

the respondents stated that allowing older residents to keep thei¡ homes and young residents to søy

i¡ the community, were positive impacts of convenions. The next most highly ranked reasons

cited we¡e; preserving the existing housing and preserving historically significant buildings.

Benefits at the Personal Level

The opportunities which accessory apa¡trnents present are synergistically linked with the social

and economic changes occuring in our society. These have been mentioned previously and include

in tenns of transcendental and personal needs:

. the opportunity to link housing needs with penonal values;

. an opportunity to lfurk housing with the need for beauty, privacy, individuality, family
centredness and mental health;

. the oppom:nity to enhance self esteem, since the way an individual perceives himself
or herself is very often linked with "sense of home". This is especially important for
the elderly who perceive a loss of autonomy with increasing age;

. the opportunity to provide continuity and famiïarity for the elderly and for young
children of separated or divorced pa¡ents;

. the opportr:nity to i¡crease inter-generational linkages and to provide situations
conducive to sharing physical and emotional resources;

. the opportunity to link neighbourhood planning with individual and community
values.

Stemleib et al., (1982) and Mead (1976) eloquently summarize these linkages:

The futu¡e has its roots in the present events; the tends and the people are there; the

changes represent adapøtions from a long term constancy; and the difficulty is not

rend identification but is estimating the scale of the phenomenon (Stemleib et al.,

1982, 252).

In a static society, older experienced people who have learned nothing new in their
lifetime are the greatest asset, for they ransmit thei¡ enti¡e heritage to children. But in a society

that is changing, grandparents who a¡e continually leaming and who a¡e themselves

participating in change have the highest pontentiality for transmining a sense of adaptation.
(Mead, 56).
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and further that:

With the population explosion, the pressure on women to marry is going to be reduced,

and the pressure to be mothers is going to be enomrorsly reduced. Twenty years from

now, we'll have fewer families, but child¡en will still be brrought up in families because

we don't know yet how to bdng them up any other way. The farnily will be just as safe

as it ever was, but everybody won't have to live in it all the time (Mead 197 6' 250).

Benefits at the Community Level

Accessory aparþrents at the community level provide:

. an increased supply of affordable housing much of which is suiøble for families with

child¡en;

. an opportmiry for individuals to remain in thek homes or find accommodation,

without seeking public support, when faced with fi¡ancial or medical difficulties;

. a means of accommodating household change, both for the increasing number of
small, often elderly, households, and as our culture is becoming more diverse, for
those whose traditions includ ean extended family where household members live

together to ptovide mutual supporq and

. neighhbowhood improvement and the presewation ofphysicai and social cha¡acter of
declining neighbourhoods

. a way to accommodate population growth by making more efficient use of existing

housing stock and city services, as an alternative to costly transportation expenditu¡es,

but without fundamental redevelopment and a complete change in neighbourhood

character (Vancouver Planning Departrnent. January 27, 1987. Report

on Secondary Suites: Public Hearing on Second Kitchens).

Benefits at the Municipal Level

At the municipal level, accessory apartmens provide the oppornrnity for local governments to:

. have a more direct role to play in the provision ofhousing by encouraging the
development of initiatives;

. i¡fluence the housing rehabiltation industry;
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. act as an âdvocate for low to moderate income households, special needs and elderly
households;

. make better use ofboth ha¡d and soft services, reverse the declining enrollment in
eståblished residential schools; and

. assume a proactive role in neighbourhood planning.

A unique opportunity which accessory apartments present is the opportunity to link grants for

the rehabilitation of housing with increasing the income of seniors. According to Sreich (1981,

42) Canadian housing analyst, in the decade preceding 1981, Canadian governments spent $378

million to assist some 238,438 seniors with home repairs. As Streich points out, the level of

uptake of government funds suggests that seniors will take advantage of repair assistance

progtams.

However, it may not be the only or even most desi¡able form of aid for the senior. As

part of a complement of measures that include tax ¡elief, home insulation assistance,

home support services and so on, it has a roie to play. However, these other elements

should be part of a total package. If seniors had more i¡come, then they would not

require all these other forms of assistance. Consideration might be given to the costs of
providing and delivering all these types of progrâms compared with simply increasing

support levels (8).

The benefit of linking a rehabiliøtion grant wiú the stan up costs ofa conversion is that it achieves

the twin goals of improving dwelling quality and increasing the income level of the senior at the

same time. This symbiotic relationship will be explored further in a later chapter.

SUMMARY

Conversions are a reasonable means of increasing the supply of rental units in a

neighbourhood- However, a major constraint to allowing accessory aparments is the exclusionary

nature of single family zoning. At present zoning byJaws in most communities a¡e extremely

restrictive against this housing type. Other impediments a¡e the perceived negative impacts on
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neighbourhood cha¡acter. Although some community concems can be satisfied through zoning

legislation, most objectíons are based in deeply seated fears about a decline in neighbourhood

cha¡acter o¡ loss in property value.

ln Canada, most municipalities have been reluctant to permit accessory units in single family

neighbourhoods. This may be based on the assumption that all single-family zoned

neighbourhoods have the same physical and social characteristics. In fact, substantial diversity

exists both between and within most established neighbourhoods, and understanding this is a

prerequisite for encouraging greater flexibility in zoning by-laws' The City of Vancouver has

recognized this diversiry, and i¡ 1987 identified the a¡ea su¡rounding the Joyce Sþtrain Station,

the Joyce neighbourhood, as a "pilot" for developing a neighbouhood approach to accessory units

in single-fanily neighbourhoods.

Where accessory apartrnents have been allowed, no major adverse effects have been observed.

It is essential that this information be used to help dispel the perceived negative impacts of

conversions. While this may appear to add an unnecessary and lengthy steP to the whole process it

can provide useful i¡formation, especially if a comprehensive education program about accessory

apartrnents takes place at a very early søge.

Finally, very imporønt considerations are the potential benefits thât accessory aparhrents could

have on the rehabilitation of older dwellings and revitalization of neighbourhoods. Because of the

economic and social advantages affo¡ded to senior homeowners, emphasis should be placed on

encouraging and facilitating conversions in the homes of seniors by assisting those in need with the

costs of conversion. This may occur through linkages with existing rehabilitation programs.
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CHAPTER FOUR

WINNIPEG: A CASE STUDY

Sndies during the 1970's conirmed that Winnípeg has one of the highest

proportions of housing in poor condition among major Canadian citíes. It is
projected thø by the year 2000 onty sorne 42,M0 ne units will hatte been injected

ínto the stock of occupied dwelling units (which, at present, lotals dn estìmated

228, 000 units). Thw The vast majority of the City's housing is in place and is

aging (Lyon and Carter 1986, 22).

Over the past dzcade, a seies of progra¡ns has been ímplemented to analyze and

respond to the needfor rehabilítation and renewal. The focw has beenonthe

inner city although ít is increasingly recognized that older subu¡ban areas must also

be considered as well ( 25).

BACKGROUND

The Research Method

This chapter wili examine some of the issues discussed in previous chapters except within the

framework of the Ciry of Winnipeg as a case study. The potential that exists in Wimipeg in terms

of underutilized space in the homes of seniors is established Where¿s the second chapter looks at

rhe New Canadian Demographics, here Winnipeg's demographics, with emphasis on the elderly

a¡e examined. The cæe study includes several other areas of inquiry. Fint a su¡nma¡y of dwelling

a¡d income cha¡acteristics of Winnipeg's elderly, along with demographic trends as they affect

demand fo¡ housing, is presented. Next an estimate of underutilization of space in the homes of

seniors in non irurer city neighbourhoods using selected criteria is established.I This is followed

'l Non inner city neighbourhoods have b€sn selected based on several factors:
. Winnipeg's inner city has been the target of several social and housing policies.

Most noteworthy is the Core Area lnitiat¡ve Program, a trilevel program aimed at

alleviating social and physical problems.

. Eslablished residential neighbourhoods outside Winnipeg's core, while stable
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by a brief comparision of neighbourhoods so identified. Those neighbourhoods receiving

rehabilitation grants (RRAP) were also identified

1986 Census data and a recent analysis of demographic trends by the Social Planning Council

of Winnipeg provide the main sources of data for understanding the dynamics of change, aging

population and housing stock2. Census data ¡efined to reflect neighbourhood characteristics

we¡e used as the main source for the cha¡acterization of underutilization of space in non inner city

neighbourhoods3. These neighbourhoods with the following characteristics we¡e selected:

1) a high concentration of senior homeowners;

2) a high percentage of older homes;

3) a high percentage of single family dwellings; and

4) homes with probable surplus space, that is homes with five o¡ more rooms.

Since this study is concerned about underutilization of space in the homes of seniors it was

deemed more appropriate to generate data showing not just concentrations of seniors but high

concenEations of senio¡ homeownen. This was done using census inforrnation refined according

to neighbourhood boundaries. This will not only give a more accurate picnue of dwelling patterns

but will also delineate a¡eas which can be more acurately discussed within the context of planned

change to the neighbourhood, Howing in Manitoba: A Seminar Surnmary, Winnipeg Area

Charucterization: Building and Housing Characterisn'cs and other publications of the Departrnent

could begin lo suffer many similar problems ¡f the quality of housing is not
addressed.

. lnner city boundaries used here are lhe same as used by the Social Planning

Council of Winnipeg.
2 Social Planning Council of Winnipeg's Insights and Trends: tnlok¡tis a

comprenhensive tabular analysis of 1981 and l986 census data for lhe City of
Winnipeg. This analysis focussed on five populalion groups: lhe elderly, single
parents, nalives, visible minor¡ties, and immigrants to eslablish lrends occuring

over lhis f¡ve year period.

3 Data obtained from Departmenl of Environmental Planning, City of Winnipeg.
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of Envi¡onmental Planning, City of Winnipeg, are used to provide a synoptic søtement of housing

and rehabilitarion programs. Intewiews with local planners help provide further details, as well as

identify public policy in Winnipeg.

WINNIPEG'S ELDERLY

Fo¡ Manitoba, some 121,820 individuals were aged ó5 and over in 1981.4 By 1986, this

number had risen to 133,885, representing 12,5 percent of the population. Most of these elderly

¡eside in urban centres (75 percent in 1981), with the majority of these residing in Winnipeg. In

1981, 1 1.6 percent of Winnipeg's popularion (67,710 individuals) was 65 years and older while in

1986 this had increased to 12.3 percent (73,170 individuals). This represents an inqease of 11

p€rcent compared to an overall population increase ofjust over 5 percent. As of June 1,1988

Winnipeg's elderly comprised 12,4 percent of the population.S For the city as a whole, the

fastest rate of growth is in the population aged 70 and ove¡, which increased by more than 16

percent from 1981 to 1986, and now account for over 5 percent of the total population.

In 1986 women accounted for over one-half of all seniors aged 65 plus in Winnipeg. Most

seniors (51.57o) are married, while 35.57o are widowed. OnIy 13.07o are eithe¡ divorced,

s€parated or have never married.

Dwelling Characteristics

The majority of older Canadians live in private households. For example, in 1986 68.4

percent of 65 to 74 year olds were homeowners, while for the group aged 75 and over, 57.3

percent were homeown"rs.6 Furthe, analysis of 1986 data reveals that the majority of

4 Fact Book on Aging in Canada. 1 983, 12.

5 Based on data collected by MHSC. Data supplied by Bev Kyle, Provincial

Gerontologist, Manitoba Health.

6 1986 Census data culled from various sources.
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Manitoba's elderly population reside in private households comprised of family persons (table 5),

while the next preferred ¿urangement is the elderly person living alone. A relatively small

percentage, 8.5 percent, live in nursing homes and other institutions with the majority of these

(77.4 percent) being age 75 and older.

For Winnipeg, there has been a substantial inc¡ease in the numbe¡ of elderly households since

the last census. In 1981, 41,425 households were headed by persons aged 65 and over. By

1986, this increased by 12 percent to 46,415 representing roughly I in 5 households in Winnipeg

at that time. Further fifty seven percent of all elderly households in Winnipeg aged 64 and over

are owned.

TABLE 5: LIVINGARRANGEMENTS AMONGTIIE
ELDERLY 1986 MANITOBA

65-74 yrs Vo 7o

Population in Private Households 76, 460

Nursing Homes a¡d Othe¡ Instn's 2, 595
Total 79,055

Of Those in Private Households

Live with Family Person 5 1,990
Live With Relatives 3,935
Live Alone 19,375
Live With Others 1,160
Toml 76,460

96.7

J.5
100.0

68.0
5.1

25.3
1.5

99.9

75+ yrs

45, 930

8,900
54,830

21,205 46.2
4,t65 9.1
19,845 43.2

715 1.6

4s,930 100.1

83.8

16.2
100.0

Source: Statistics CanadaThe Daiþ Catalogue 11401. July91987, 13.
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This compares well to the rate of homeownership among Canada's elderly as a whole (68.47o of

65-74 yeu olds). However, homeownership amongst the elderly is not uniform. Non-family

households such as lone seniors, are more apt to rent accornmodation than own a home. For all

elderly households in Winnipeg, almost one out of every wo (49.}Vo or 22,725) is comprised of

a single person.T

According to the Social Planning Council of Wi¡nipeg the rate of homeownership is greater for

seniors in the non inner city areas in Winnipeg (Fig. 5). By the same token there is a greater

concentration of elderly renters in the inner city. The 13,070 elderly households in the inner city

account for I in 4 of all innercity households. Of these 61 percent are one person households. Of

rhe remaining 32,345 senior households in non inner city Winnipeg, almost 50 percsnt are one

person households.

[! r5.24

$ zs.rr

Fì rs¿c

Ø tt.

tof^t- c rfY INNI R C II'Y NON.INN[N C ITY

FIG. 5: NUMBER OF HOUSEHOLDS: PERCENT CHANGE (1981-83)

BY AGE AND AREA OFWINNIPEC

7 Social Planning Council of Winnipeg. lnsighls and Trends: lnfokit. 1999.
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Despite the increase in the elderly population for the city as a whole, the inner city population

for those between 65 and 69 years declined by almost 14 percent during the period 198i to 1986.

.A,s illustrated in Fig. 5 most gtowth in Winnipeg did in fact occu¡ in

the non inner city areas. However, net population loss occured only for the age g¡oup 65 to 69

)'ears and o¡¡l) for inner city areas.

According to the Social Planning Council, this shift towa¡ds other a¡eas of dre city where living

standa¡ds are higher is "a positive sign that the elderly are finding ways to care for themselves or

are finding support g¡oups and institudons who a¡e able to ca¡e for them" (Iruigåts and Trends,

1989). To a large degree this reflects the move by inner city seniors to seniors housing in non

inner city a¡eas, Seniors who a¡e homeowners, as suggested by the Council, do not experience the

same degree of housing affordability problems because most own their homes ounight. Even

though a high proponion of these homeowners have difficulty meeting property tax, utility and

repair costs, they continue to maintain their home in a familia¡ envi¡onment.

I 98 r -1 986 POPUI-ATION INCREASE

FIG 6: GROWTH RATE OF ELDERLY AND GENERAL POPIJLATION (1981-80

BY AREA OFMNNIPEG

20

to

ffies+e
$ zon

llllru-races

TOTAL CITY INNER CITY NON.INNER
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Two other trends identified by the Council have potential for d¡amatic impact on housing in

Winnipeg. Fi¡st coincident with the increase in actual numbers of senior households in Winnipeg

as a whole, is the dec¡ease in the number of younger households Fig 6 . Whereas in 1981 there

vere 21,235 households where the maintainer is 24 or younger, in 1986 this number had declined

to 17,545 representing a dec¡ease of 18 percent. Second the number of homeowners in the 45'64

age group has also declined dramatically in the inner city and inøeased in the non-inner city. If this

trend continues then these homeowners will cont¡ibute to the numbet of empty nesters and

underutilized homes in the near furure.

Shelter Affordability

According to the Social Planning Council of Win¡ipeg's analysis of the 1986 Census data, the

househoid income structure in the City of Winnipeg is becoming polarized. In 1985 dolla¡s, 23

percent of all households earned less than $10,000, while those earning mo¡e than $35,000

i¡creased to 20.3 percent.S Tlis highlights the fact that both the young and the elderly are the

most disadvantaged in terms of income and are disproponionally represented in the low income

end of the scale.9 In fact, the high incidence of poverty among these two groups have been

identified as an estabiished trend in Canadian society. In terms of shelter affordability, young

people, single pa¡ents and seniors have the highest incidence of core housing need, with renters

both senior and young single renters being the most disadvantaged (CM HC, Housing ¡n Canada: A

Statisticat Prolile,l 984.10

I Based on 1980 conslant dollars. 1n1985, less than $1O,OOO represent less than

$13,s25. rbid.

I tbid.

10 Core housing need as defined by CMHC is a measure of the separate indicators ol
crowding, adequacy and affordability. This identifies households that would have to

spend more than 30 perc€nt of lheir income to obtain suitable and adequate

accommodation (CMHC. Housing in Canada: A Statistical Prcfile' 1984, 19).
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When the income of seniors is looked at mo¡e closely it is seen that in 1981, half of the census

families in Canada with heads age 65 and over, had incomes less tha¡ $15,000, while for

u¡attached elderly individuals, 57 percent had incomes less than $7,000, (Fact Book on Aging in

Canada 1983). This compares closely with data for Manitoba's elderly, which show that in 1981,

53 percent of census families with heads age 65 and over, had incomes less than $15,000, while

over 64 percent of unattached individuals had incomes less than $7,000. Analysis of 1986 census

data indicates that 43 percent of Winnipeg households where the age of the maintaine¡ is 65 a¡d

over, were severely disadvantaged, earning incomes of less than $10,000 in 1985. A high

percentage of these elderly experienced affordability problems with 1 in every 2 elderly renters

spending more than 25 percent of income on ¡enL 11

Although affordabi-lity of shelter is much less a problem for elderly homeowne¡s because a

very high pe¡centage of these would have homes that were fully paid for, 1 out of 5 found the

costs associated with living in thei¡ own homes to be excessive. These costs would include costs

of utilities, property taxes, home maintena¡ce and repair costs. Because a higher percentage of

elderly renters to owners are found in the inner city, it is to be expected that there will be a gteater

incidence of affo¡dability here. In fact low income is a very serious problem for the elderly in the

inner city, with slightly more than 45 percent of innercity households being below the low income

line in 1985.12

UNDERUTILIZATION OF SPACE IN OWNER OCCUPIED ELDERLY
TIOUSEHOLDS: WINNIPEG

Measuring surplus space is difücult because of the inherent subjectivity in defining

space consumption or needs, Even if non¡al space consumption could be agfeed upon, estimating

this is not always accurate because the square footage in a home is not always directly prcportional

1f Social Planning Council of Winnipeg. tns¡ghls and Trcnds: Inlokit. 1989.
12 toid.
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to the numb€r of rooms in the home. Generally, rooms pe¡ house as reported in the Census

include only habiøble rooms so that other kinds of space such as basement and attic space which

may be habitable but is underutilized at the time of the Census is not routi¡ely included. Another

difficulty with measuring underutilization is that using rooms per capita as a measure of space

consumption assumes similarity in size and function of rooms a¡d in the use of that space (Gellen

1985, 84).13 In spite of these limitations, estimates of underutilization of space are carried out

with the view to better utilization of this space.

This study does not presume to identify all underutilized space in Wfumipeg. Instead only

neighbourhoods having particular characte¡istics a¡e selected One of these cha¡acteristics is single

family homes with five or more rooms. If these homes are occupied by an elderly couple, and if

the index of one bedroom per person is used, then theoretically the¡e should be no surplus space

si¡ce the other thee rooms can be assumed to be a living room, a dining room and a kitchen.

However if one bed¡oom per elderly couple is used then according to the "theoretical" space

standards, a home with five rooms will have surplus space of two rooms. If the home is occupied

by only one person then a home with five ¡ooms will have even more surplus space. Homes

having more than five rooms may then be assumed to have suffrcient space to allow for the creation

of a second dwelling unit. There is an assumption here that an i¡crease in the number of ¡ooms

13 Getlen also points out that a fundamêntal problsm with using rooms per capita as a

measure of space consumplion is that it assumes lhat all rooms are alike in size and

that all persons use space ¡n identical ways, regardless of their life-styles,

ethnic¡ty, household composition, and occupation. To overcome these problems,

"theoretical" space standards have been establ¡shed, where normal occupancy is

assumed. Thus one bedroom per person is allocated for each household member along

with a certain number of rooms as overhead space. lf the household is headed by a

married couple or single adult, then lhe amount of overhead space changes. However

the major drawback of these theoretical slandards is that they'do not allow for
productive activ¡ties in lhe house, or for the desire to maintain an extra bedroom by

"empty nesters" or young marrieds expecling to start family.
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conesponds with an increase in the size of the home. This is obviously not always true. Census

data only provide information on total number of moms in the home not thô size of these rooms

nor the overail size of the home. It also does not account for extra space in basements that may be

converted to living space, attic space or convertible porches, or sun looms. However this was

deemed to provide an adequate enough benchmark by which to measu¡e underutilization of space.

If approximately one half of owner occupied dwellings in each of the selected neighbourhoods

house one elderly person, then a reasonable assumption would be that one half of all homes with

five rooms would have surplus space. If homes are occupied by an elderly couple, then all homes

so occupied and having more than five rooms may be assumed to have surplus space. A study by

Damas and Smith in 1980, on Residential Converstons in Canada suggests that the potential

conversion stock in Winnipeg totalled 34,M2 houses. This was based on estimates of homes

having 1200 sq ft of space and larger. Using this data, Mu¡doch (1985, 28-30), estimated that

14,229 of these homes were in the inner city (based on the assumption that the homes built befo¡e

1940 would very likely be in the inner city). According to Mu¡doch's estimates, approximately

20, 000 houses suitable for conversion would exist outside the inner city. However, many non

inner city neighbourhoods have homes that were 40 years and older at the time of Damas and

Smith's srudy (1980).

The present study goes one step further. It does not attempt to quantify for the city as a whole

as to how many houses might be suitable for conversion. Instead this study identifies

oeighbourhoods where a high percenøge ofolder homes with potential for conversion ate owned

by elderþ persons. Based on the p¡opoftion of homes having 5 or more rooms, then this method

not only identifies neighbourhoods with underutilized housing space but also targets senior

homeowners as the holders of this housing resource.
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NEIGHBOURHOODS WITH UNDERUTILIZED SPACE

1986 Census data14 refined to reflect neighbourhood characteristics for the City of Winnipeg

provided the core data for this exercise, Winnipeg Neighbourhood Data, Table 2: Private

househotds showing household type by age of household maintainer and by tenure, was analyzed

to yield:

i) percent of households headed by individuals aged 65+ years;

ii) percent of households owned by individuals aged 65+ years;

iü) total households headed by individuals aged 65+ years; and

iv) total households all ages.

This neighbourhood data was further analysed to show:

" Distriburion ol Elderly Households (by percent) @ig7);

. Distributíon of Owner Occupied Elderly Households (by percent) Winnipeg (Fie 8),

where elderly households exceed s 12.5 Vo and owner occupied households exceed

66;1Vo, and

. Distribution of Owner Occupíed Elderly Households (Fig 9),where elderly

households exceús 12.5Vo, owner occupied households exceeÅ 66.71o, a¡d actual

households exceeds 400.

Next Vr'innipeg neighbourhood Data Tables 35 and 36 were used to verify the cha¡acteristics

selected for this study. Table 35 lists period of construction and tenure while Table 36 lists

privately occupied dwellings by sructural type, number of rooms and tenure. Above mentioned

fables were used to produce Fig 10 which identifies Neighbourhoods with Owner Occupied

Elderly Households (Percent >66.77o and acqal households > 400) in which more than 50Vo of

homes were built beþre 1960,

14 I ga6 Census Tracts dala W¡nnipeg: Pan 1 and 2 Ptofìles lapes 95'173 and

95-17 4
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. Fig 1 1 identifies Neighbowhoods with Owner Occupied Elderþ Households (Percent

>66.7 and acnal households >400), more than 50Vo of homes were built before 1960) and

v,]rcre more than 50Vo of dwellings hne five or more rooms.

Conve¡sion pontential of homes in neighbourhoods meeting the following criteria are

summarized in Table 6:15

. neighbourhoods with a high percent of senior households (ranging from 12.5 to 25.0

percent for the population as a whole);

. neighbourhoods with a high percent of senior homeo\ryne¡s (greater than 66.6 percent

for that neighbouhood's senio¡ household population);

. neighbourhoods where actual numbers of senio¡ homeowners exceeds 400;

. neighbouhoods with a high percent of senior homeowners having a high percent of

dwellings built before 1960; and

. neighbourhoods with a high percent of senior homeowners having a hgh percent of

dwellings built before 1960 and in which more than 507o of the homes have 5 or more

100ms.

15 This method selects neighbourhoods with high concentrations of seniors ¡n single

family residential neigbourhoods. lt would also eliminate those neigbourhoods w¡th a

high senior's population bscause of senior residences or elderly personal care homes'
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TABLE 6: NEIGHBOURHOODS WTIT{ HIGH CONCENTRAIONS OF ELDERLY
PERSONS IN SINGLE FAMILY HOMES

Neighbourhood ElderlyHhdsl

No Name Vo No

114 Weston 25.3 595
115 Minto 26.9 605
116 Riverview 27.4 485

203 Kg Edu;ard 23.3 570
205 Deerl-odge 30.6 495
309 Jefferson 35.0 1355

314 Seven Oaks 32.7 405

401 Chalmers 19.9 835

434 RossmereB 29.5 520
508 Glenwood 23.7 410
611 N.River Hts 32.9 475
620 C.River Hts 22.8 505

7o SF Homes2 7o SF Homes3 7o SF Homes4

Built before 1960 >5 rooms >7 rooms

94.7
97.9
99.3
89.6
98.6
93.1
95.3
9s.0
84.I
95.2
95.0
98.3

36.6
25.5
16.4
39.9
19.8
30.7
29.9
33.2
29.2
33.2
13.4
9.9

16.8
30.9
45.5
15.7
46.9
23.0
23.7
16.3
29.6
20.8
36.3
65.8

1 1986 Census data; Winnipeg Neighbourhood Data Table 2: Private households showing
household type by age of household maintainer and by tenue

2 1986 Census data Table 35 lists period of construction and tenure

3 1986 Census data Table 36 lists private occupied dwellings by strucrural type, number
of rooms and tenu¡e,

4 lbid.

Characteristics of Identified Neighbourhoods

The neighbourhood identified in the above analysis fall into two broad categories as follows:

Neighbourhoods with almost exclusive single family housing; Riverview, Deer Lodge, Seven

Oaks, Rossmere B, Glenwood, North River Heights and Central River Heights.

Neighbourhood with varying blends of single family and two family homes; Weston, Minto,

King Edward Iefferson, and Chalme¡s.

Based on 1981 Census data, homes in the fust category generally have a higher housing value
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with average selling price ranging from $41,947 to $69,069 while the average value of homes in

the second category ranged from $33,290 to $48,324. Although all neighbourhoods had most of

its housing built before 1960, many had significant numbers of homes built before 1945. In all

neighbourhoods except thrce, the largest percentage of building occu¡red in the 1946-60 period. In

Minto and King Edward amount of housing built in this period was slightly less than tha¡ the

amount built in the l92l-45 period. North River Heights on the other hand had twice as much of

its'housing built in this earlier period as was built in the 1946-60 period. In terms of age North

River Heights would be the oldest neighbourhood whilst Cenral River Heights would be the

youngest with 90.47o of its' housing built during the 1944-60 period. North River Heights had

the highest percent of homes with 7 rooms or more, 65.87o and had the highest average housing

value.16

Further characteristics, structual types, length of occupancy, and number of persons per

household, a¡e included in Appendix D.

REHABILITATION PROGRAMS IN IDENTIFIED NEIGHBOURHOODS

Winnipeg has been cha¡acterized as a ciry of neighborhoods. Predominately, neighbourhood

planning orientation has focused on declining neighbourhoods situated within the Ciry's core area.

Cha¡acteristically, these neighbourhoods are in the fourth stage of a five stage life cycle for urban

neighborhoods experiencing major decline. Older residential neighbourhoods in Winnipeg

(generally in the third stage, experiencing minor decline) have been the target of relatively little

concentrated efforts at ¡enewal or improvemenL This is probably because these older, yet søble,

neighborhoods are capable of self-regeneration and so far changes in these arcas (both physical and

social-economic) have been relatively minor.

16 Data obtained from the Department of Environmental Planning, City of winnipeg

Winnipeg Area Charccterization: Build¡ng and Hous¡ng Characteristics. Although

based on 1981 data, housing values loday would be similarly ranked.
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The Community Programs Division of the Department of Environmental Planning provides

assistance to homeowners and landlords for home repair. To date in excess of 5,000 dwelling

units in Winnipeg have been repaired, at a cost of $62, 000, 000. Assistance is available

throughout the City on a frst come fi¡st served basis. CMHC provides most home repair funding

through the RRAP prcgram. Additional funding to enhance RRAP for homeowners and to reach a

greater number of i¡dividuals is provided by the Core Area Initiative and the Province of

Manitoba.lT Fo¡ furthe¡ information on dwelling and homeowner criteria of eligibility see

Appendix E. For the neighbou¡hoods identified in this study, rehabilitation assistance has been as

follows:

TABLE 7: RESIDENTIAL REHABILITATON ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Neighbourhood Tot Rehabilitation Cost No of Units

Weston 1,048,741 155

Minto 920,373 144
Riverview 963,562 140

King Edward 3,366,505 4û
Chalmers 1,742,236 267

Source: Summary of programs delivered June 1, 1982 to December 31, 1987 by

Community Programs Division, City of ÌVinnipeg.18

17 The Core Area lnit¡ative (CAl) is a tri-part¡te agreement between the federal,

provincial, and municipal governments. The initiative involves the implementation

of strategic, co-operatively funded programs aimed at reducing ¡nner-cily decay and

sl¡mulating revilalization. The Residential Hehabilitalion Assistance Program

(RRAP) was initialed by the federal government to encourage upgrading of

substandard dwellings in .l973. The currenl formal objeclive of the program as

slated is lo'assist households ¡n core housing need who own and occupy substandard

housing to repair or improve lheir dwellings lo a minimum lêvel of heallh and

safety".

1 8 Chalmers although not lhe target of RRAP to date, has been largeted as an area

which will rece¡ve funding under the capital €stimates budget for the 1990-91 year.

For a breakdown of the source of funding allocation see App€ndix E.
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ACCESSORY APARTMENT CONVERSIONS IN IDENTIFIED

NEIGHBOURHOODS

When neighbourhoods were examined in terms of suitability for conversion, many of the

planners interviewed suggested that the need for conversion is likely to be in neighbourhoods with

less expensive housing. The rationale for this wâs stated to be:

1) Homeowne¡s in neighbourhoods with less expensive housing is likely to be in a lower income

bracket and would therefore be in greater need of the income so derived;

2) It is more probable that these neighbourhoods will already have existing conversions.

Therefore approval would be easier to obtain based both on precedence and the fact that likely

there will likely be fewer objections;

3) These neighbourhoods also have a larger proportion of its' housing stock in poor or fair

condition. Thus if a conve¡sion strategy linked to rehabilitation rvere put in place, it would be

more appropriate to aim it at these neighbourhoods.

4) Generally homeowne¡s in these neighbourhoods would have less equity because of the lower

home value a¡d since the aim of housing policy is to focus on those most in need, these

homeowners would be favoured over those who would have more home equiry.

Although the above is generally accepted as true, the¡e are shortcomings to these a¡guments as

follows:

1) Limiting a housing strategy to neighbou¡hoods with lower priced homes drastically reduces the

potential. Because a homeowner has a more expensive hor¡e does not necessarily mean that

he or she has more disposable income. In fact it could be that because of larger heating bills,

house taxes, insu¡ance and maintenance bills, these homeowners may be just as or more

income poor.

2) As observed from listings of self-contained suites available for ¡ent at the housing office at the

University of Manitoba, accessory apa¡E:ents exist even in the more exclusive neighbor:rhoods

such as North or Cenral River heights.

3) Limiting conversions to neighbourhoods with lower priced homes may increase not decrease
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the exclusionary narure of single famil y zanng.

4) Homes in neighbourhoods with higher priced housing would generally have larger homes

making them more suitable for conversions.

5) If home conversion grants were available this could be done on the basis of a formula which

takes into consideration both home equity and disposable inconre to compensate for the larger

amount of home equity.

ZONING AND THE VARIANCE REVIEW PROCESS AS IT APPLIES TO

ACCESSORY APARTMENTS IN WINNIPEG

In \ilinnipeg, zoning bylaws are generally applied across the board and require special

processes if changes to zoning are requested.l9 Separate zoning by-laws for each district in the

city regulate density and building regulation of land zoned for single family use. Where changes to

existing zoning by laws are sought "text amendments" can be made to permit uses other than those

allowed through the zoning byJaw. These a¡e generally ofa fairly large scale with the changes

affecting whole districts or neighbourhoods. Where mino¡ changes to the land use ¡estrictions a¡e

made, this may occur either through spot zoning or by a varianc€ to the zoning. With spot zoning,

once the changes to zoning for that prop€rty is allowed the zoning runs with the land, is permanent

and binding, until another change to the zoning is sought. The zoning variance, on the other ha¡d,

allows the zoning rules to be bent resulting in a "conditional use designation". A variance to

zoning or conditional use runs with the land and is binding to the lwld as long as the variance is in

19 Under The City of Winnipeg Acl by-laws No 598 (1) lo No.6f 9 inclusive g¡ve the

City thè power lo regulate land use lhrough zoning. By-law No. 2960i81 provides

for lhe enaclment of a Greater Winn¡p€g Development Plan which focusses on

physical development of lhe city. W¡th¡n this mandate the Grealer Winnipeg

Developmenl Plan (also called Plan Winn¡peg) is seen in lhe role of providing

advice on physical development while being complementary lo other planning

activ¡ties within the civ. Plan W¡nn¡peg altempts to be long range,

comprenhensive while considering recenl trends in Winnipeg's growlh and

development and ¡s a statoment of lhe City's policy and general proposals 'in respect

of the development of land in the City" (Plan Winnipeg 1981, 7).
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$ect. Both spot zoning and variance to zoning require a public hearing.

At present, the City of Winnipeg defines a separate suite as one haíng separate cookíng or

kitchen facitities. Since accessory apa¡mrents are self contained units having thei¡ own kitchen

facilities they cannot be øeated within a single family home in an Rl neighbourhood without being

i¡ con6avention of the zoning bylaw. Where such facilities exist within a single family home in an

Rl designated neighbourhood, then this use is considered to be illegal. Under existing

regulations a homeowner in a single family neighbourhood may have as many as two non-

household membe¡s occupying the same dwelling as long as sepa¡ate kitchen facilities are not

created for the use of these non-household members. These occupants a¡e conside¡ed to be

boarders and may share meals i¡ common with the occupants of the main household. When

planners at the Department of Environmental Planning were asked how should changes to zoning

t¡ke place to allow accessory apartrnent conversions to occur, all with one notable exception stated

that the homeowner should apply for a zoning va¡iance requesting a change f¡om Rl to R2

re.sidential zoning.

The applicabiliry of the Variance review process is as follows:Ð

There are six Community Committees for the city as a whole. When applications for va¡iance to

zoning are made, the Community Committee within whose jurisdiction the property in question

falls, considers the application and hea¡s all presentations eithe¡ for or against the application.

After considering all factors the Comminee may allow the variance if in its'opinion it meets all

four of the following statutory requirerents:

a) zoning ByJaw No. 4440 and amendments thereto affects the applicant, his property

or righs injuriously and unnessarily; and

b) a variance can be made to Zoning ByJaw No. 4440 without defeating the intent and

20 Zoning by-law No. 4440 which appliês lo lhe Transcona/ North Kildonan dislr¡cts

is used as an example only. The procedure would be the same for the other flve

districts in Winnipeg.
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purpose of Plan Winnipeg, Zoning By-law No. 4M0 and any relevant provision of the

Action A¡ea Plan; a¡d
c) the amenity and convenience of adjoining land and of the adjacent area will not suffer

any substantial advene effect by this order; and

d) the variance hereby granted is the minimum va¡iance in Zoning By-law No.4440
that is necessary to relieve against the injurious and unnecessary effect of Zoning By-law

No. 4440 upon the applicant, his property or rights.
(City of Winnipeg, Department of Environmental Planning FiIe No. DAV 299189

AP-FG 7.6. 6).

This decision can be appeated by the Variance Conditional Use and License Appeal Committee.

According to one of the District Planners, the biggest problem which the City faces is not zoning

itself but who occupies the dwelling under consideration. This is because occupancy cannot b'e

legislated by a zoning bylaw. Since the City believes that it is their responsibility to ensue the

dwelling does not become a two-family dwelling long into the future as long as no real need

¿r¡s¡s, then variances to zoning to create a second dwelling unit should only be given if a real need

exists. This need is defined not so much by the need for a dwelling unit as by the need for the

owner to benefit from the relationship between himself o¡ herself and the renter of the secondary

suite. This benefit can either be monetary or social, By anaching a conditional clause to the zoning

va¡iance such that reapplication must be made within five years then the City leaves itself open to

refuse this renewal if in its opinion a r¿al need does not exist.2l According to one of the district

planners, if a homeowner wishes to have an elderly parent stay with him or her, the varia¡ce will

usualty be granted unless objections from neighbours a¡e raised. If before the five years are up the

elderly person dies the zoning variance becories no longer in effect. Also, if before the five yean

are up the home changes owners the zoning variance will expire as one of the conditions of the

variance. In both cases the City will requi¡e that the home ¡evert back to its' single family status

and thus the secondary will have to be removed at the owner's expense.

21 lnterview with a Dislrict Planner, Deparlmenl of Env¡ronmenlal Planning, C¡ty of

Winnipeg. Novembel1 989.
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SUMMARY

Based on analysis of most recent Census data, seve¡al neighbourhoods in Winnipeg are

identified as having underutilized housing space. These neighbourhoods have a high senior

homeowner resident population. Because a large proportion of them have 5 or more rooms, it is

reasonable to assume that a high percent of the homes owned by senion would have underutilized

space. Because most of the homes in these neighbou¡hoods were built before 1960 it is also safe

to assume that a significant numbe¡ of homes would be in need of repair, or at least that the

neighbourhood itself may be declining. In fact 5 of the 12 neighbourhoods identified by this

research, have been the target of recent rehabilitation pmgrams.

The neighbourhoods although older, include a wide range of neighbouhood types, as seen by

average housing pdce. This ranged from below average (Winnipeg as a whole) to above average.

Although local plamers suggest that it would b€ better to allow accessory apa¡Ínens ìn the "lower

søtus neighbourhoods", this is not desirable si¡ce it could contribute to continued exclusionary

zoning. When considering the process whereby conversions would be allowed most planners

believe that the va¡iance to zoning for each application would be most appropriate, "since the City

could continue to monitor the use of the dwelling and ensu¡e that it does not continue as a two-

fanily dwelling long into the future". Howeve¡ this procedure, because it is lengthy and

complicated, will not likely be widely used, especially by the elderly. Thus it behoves the City to

decide if this housing strategy should be implemented, and if so then a mechanism which facilitates

rhi s should be developed.
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CHAPTER FIVE

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?

F AC I LITAT IN G AC C E S S O RY AP ART M E N T

COIWERSIONS IN THB CITY OF WINNIPEG

Greater flexibility in permittíng conversion need not be in co$Iict with the

objecrtve of maintaining stable residential communities. Munícipalities should

undenake sndies to determine the appropiateness of permitting conversion on a

neíghbourhnod-specific basis, particula¡ty when illegal conversions appear alreaþ to
exist in the area (Metopolitan PIan Review. Repon No.4 MetropolitanToronto

P lanning D ep artmen¡ 5 I ).

In this resea¡ch, initial examination of the accessory apartment as a new housing strategy wâs

kept broad, in order to establish the need for innovative housing options which will accommodate

changing housing needs. Further, Winnipeg as a case study, illusrated the feasibiliry of the

accessory apartment, an example of a housing strategy which is particularly suited to these times.

For Wiruripeg, links between the potential availabilty of space in the homes of seniors and the

creation of small rental units for seniors, singles, students and single parents \¡vere established.

Because a large percentage of Winnipeg's housing is olde¡, then accessory apartments is also

suggested as a way of rehabilitating housing in some of Winnipeg's older neighbourhoods.

These findings lead to questions such as, how can this housing strategy be implemented in the

city of Winnipeg? What are the consuaining factors and how will they be addressed? How will

accessory apartrnents be promoted and who will the target populations be? How will the need by

low i¡come senio¡ homeowners for f¡nancial assistance be deternined? And finally how will

convelsions be conrolled so that conversion is encouraged and single family neighbourhood
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ch¿¡acter is maintained?

Using Winnipeg as the contextural framework, this chapter will outline a mechanism for

faciiitating the implementation of accessory aparrnents. This will be derived by addressing the

constraints which impede conversions in Winnipeg. The information is derived f¡om extensive

i-nterviews with planners at the Department of Envi¡onmental Planning, with provincial a¡d fede¡al

housing officials, and by lesson drawing from other municipalities which have grappled with this

challenge.

CONSTRAINT: CHANGES TO ZONING

As suggested by most planners at the Department of Environmental Planning, City of

Winnipeg, the best way to facilitate accessory apartrnents in the homes of senio¡s in single family

neighbourhoods is by variance to the zoning. This is deemed to be preferable to rezoning of

the whole neighbou¡hood because as staæd by several plamers, "it would allow for each unit to be

dealt with separately". In Winnipeg when a va¡iance is sought, the local Community Comminee

must give notification to landownen adjacent to the property in question, hears objections and

decides whether or not to g¡ant the variance.

AII planners interviewed, except one, felt that since the variance procedure allows fo¡ each case

to be assessed differently, it is the best approach to be used in this City. Also as argued when the

impacts of these accessory apartments a¡e assessed, the City will be better able to formulate furure

policy directions. Howeve¡ the variance review process as in most municipalities is very lengthy

and would be a severe detement to seniors, both in terms of the time involved and the complexity

of the process. Fear of change and a desire to p¡otect the social character of single-family

communities to adopt this approach. Under this approach, the home owne¡ who wishes to install
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an accessory apartment must file an application, post a notice on the property, and submit at a

public hearing his or her need to create the accessory unit. The decision then rests with the

planning commission and the review board and interested neighbours who might object. In

Winnipeg the local Community Committee, also takes into consideration the district planner's

report. However the Corimunity Committee makes the final decision, which may be other than

that recommended by the disrict planner.

If the va¡iance is granted, the Committee can inpose conditions on the variance for example, a

'limit of f,rve years may be set in which case an application for variance to the zoning must be

resubmitted at the end of this period. This procedure has the advantage that, if the elderly

homeowner dies or moves away before the 5 yea¡s are up, the new homeowner on reapplication

can be turned down if either negative impacts of the accessory aparülent have b€en determined, or

if the new owner is perceived to be opportunistic. ln other words if the Committee believes that no

¡eal need exists.

By using what approximates a conditional-use approach, the method of control is a political

one and the decision criteria not always clear. In addition, public hearings can be expensive and

time consuming. The more onerous the process, the more likely it is that those who wish to

convert will be discouraged from doing so. This may be a desirable outcome for those who

oppose convenions. Most cities that adopt the conditional-use approach do so in order to severely

limig ùs qrpss sfproperties that can have accessory aparmlents.

This approach has two main d¡awbacks. Fint, it promotes the creation of illegal suites as

evidenced by the fact that even though the city of Winnipeg receives on average of 5 notices per

month fo¡ illegal suites, only five applications for accessory aparmrent conve¡sions have been

received over a five yea¡ period (1984-1989).1 Other communities have similar experiences.

f Based on informalion obtained in conversation w¡th a Zoning Planner and with a
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The Tri-State Regional Planning Commission study of 100 communities in the New Yo¡k-New

Jersey-Connecticut ¿uea revealed that the more restrictive the local ordinances which legalized

conversions were, the lower the number of legal conversions. In fact, in one Connecticut town the

zoning enforcement officer estimated that for each conversion approved by the local Review Boa¡d

there were nine illegal ones.

When accessory apartments in the homes of seniors, Va¡ady (1988) suggests that those elderly

ç'ho a¡e strongly integrated into their neighbourhood, "might resist meeting this type of

requirement because of expected reactions from neighbours" (86). This zubstantiates that for the

City of Winnipeg, a strategy which is aimed at encouraging senior homeowners to install an

accessory apartment if they wish to do so should not require a public hearing.

Enforcement of the Variance Order

A¡other major constrai¡t to using the variance to zoning procedure, a district planner noted is

rhat enforcement of the Varia¡ce Orde¡ would be a big problem for the City. This is because

enforcement officers have to ensure that the conditions as outlined in the variance a¡e met, and if

necessary monitor the status of the property both in temls of occupancy of the main dwelling unit

and the accessory unit. Of concern here is, if conditions are not being adhered to then closure of

the suite may be necessary. If the owner does not comply then the City may be forced to play " a

heavy handed role" by taking the owner to courL

As suggested by one of the district planners, if a senior homeownerwere granted a variance,

ùe City would likely impose the condition that if ownership changes then the variance would

expire. Undoubtedly, Winnipeg, like other cities would be most reluctant to put itself in the

position where it would have to demand closure of a suite. This rnay occur if the original

homeowner were to die. This would be especially problematic if the new homeowner were senior,

Zoning and lnspections Planner, May 1989 and February 1990.
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or if the accessory apartment were to be used to house an aging relative, a younger relative or any

i¡dividual in deep housing need. Indeed this may not be the best route to take since the City does

not at present have resou¡ces to monitor and enforce zoning and building code regulations.2 It is

therefore not advisable to put in place a program which would strain these already limited

fesoufces.

Control of Occupancy

Thoughout my interviews with planners from the City of Winnipeg, it was repeatedly stated

rhat the City is not con$olling occupancy of dwellings. However further conversion revealed that

control of occupancy is in fact occuring. First, by viewing applications from those who wish to

accommodate an elderly relative more favourably than other applicants, and also by applying

simila¡ criteria for ¡enewal of the zoning variance. Thus although this is not stated policy, the City

can indirectly control how the dwelling is used over the long tenn

Enforcement of Zoning

One of the City's concerns about accessory apartrnen6 in single-family neighbourhoods is that

ùe second dwelling unit once created may house many i¡dividuals. Zoning bylaws regulate use of

rhe dwelling only and cannot be used to regulate number of occupants. Thus enfo¡cement officers

would check only to see that the use of the dwelling is in compliance with the allowed zoning or

variance to zoning. If there is a va¡iance to zoning, then inspe-ctions would be concerned that the

ærms of the variance as they relate to use are being complied with. Where two dwelling units are

i¡volved, inspections look for such things as separate kitchen and bathroom facilities and a

sepafitte me¿urs of enEance and egress. If there are two separate suites then at present the building

has the status of a duplex. As long as there does not appear to be any deviations from this use, for

s¡ample no more than two households occupy the dwelling, then inspections would be satisñed.

2 Conversation with a Dislr¡ct Planner, City of Winnipeg, Deparhent of

Environmental Planning. February 1990.
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Generally follow up enforcement calls are not made unless there is a complaint from a neighbour.

Addressing the Constraint of Changes to Zoning

One of the planner's with the City of Winnipeg, recommendation for the most effecive method

of implementing âccessory aparftrents in the Ciry of Winnipeg, is devising legislation that can be

applied to a whole neighbourhood or to parts of a neighbourhood with the intent of preserving both

housing and neighbourhood character. In other words which focusses on the use of the land not

who uses the land.3 An example of such legislation is By-Law 1558 (St James/ Assiniboia)

Section 14 (s) 9, Pa¡t Vtr City of Winnipeg which was passed on October 20, 1970. This

Iegislation was intended to preserve the cha¡acter of olde¡ neighbourhoods and the stock of larger

housing because of the economic advantages afforded Further Zoning By-Law 1800, int¡oduced

i¡ December 1971 (Assiniboine/ Fon Garry District) had a similar intent. In both cases, this

Iegislation replaced old By-Laws and Town Planning Schemes and was intended for older

residential a¡eas, where "buildings are no longer suitable fo¡ single family dwellings due to large

size or to change in environment" (Section 2, (s) 3, Part Vtr). This new legislation allowed for the

conversion of a dwelling in an R2 d¡srrio within these neighbourhoods, into dwelling units ønd

housekeeping rni¡s as follows:

A dwelling containing not more than (1) dwelling unit and in addition thereto, not

more than (2) howekeeping dwelling u¿ifs and lodging or meals fo¡ not more than two

(2) other persons in the dwelling.

Today with our neighbourhoods being 20 years older, the need for this type of legislation is

even more urgently needed. If the city of Winnipeg were to adopt this type of legislation,

preservation of housing stock, c¡eation of small rental units, enhancement of seniors opportunities

3 lnterview with a zoning Planner, City of Winnipeg, Deparlmenl of Environmental

Planning. February 1990.
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to age in place, and preservation of neighbourhood character would be accomplished at the same

time. In this case, references to roomers and boarders, and housekeeping units in the original

legislation would need to be replaced by an appropriate definition of dwelling unit. It would also

be necessary to develop a new zoning designation. An appropriate designation would be Rl-C,

with amendments to all seven City of Winnipeg zoning By-Laws being sought.4

However a concerted effort by housing policy analysts, planners, seniors advocacy groups,

and other interested parties will be necessary in order to convince the City that this type of

legislation is needed. This would not be an easy task, since even planners with the Department of

Environmental Planning a¡e tied to supporting the staus quo. Nevertheless as in other cities, local

plannen can be convinced of the benefits of this srategy. In order to be successful at gettirg the

zoning byJaws amended, neighbourhood informational sessions would need to be held, a¡rd the

Community Committees would be required to hold public hearings. If neighbourhood opposition

is strong, then these Committees may recommend that only particular areas within the

neighbourhoods be rezoned. The neighbourhoods identifìed in this study should be targetted for

initial rezoning.

That this is the preferred way to facilitate conversions, is substantiated by other municipalities.

Fo'r example, Vancouver City Council recently designated an RS-1S zoned category, which allows

a single family dwelling to contain two dwelling units as an outright approval use. This is

proposed as a'companion" to RS-l zoning, and is the same as RS-1 zoning in all other respects

4 These By-Laws include: St. Bon¡face Town Planning Scheme, 1957: St. Vital Town

Planning Scheme 1951 ; By-Law l6502 1950 (City Cenlre/ Forl Rouge); By-Law

4440186 (East Kildonan/Transcona); By-Law 4450/86 (Lord Selkirk Vest

Kildonan); By-Law 1800i Oec 1971 (Assiniboine ParldFort Garry) and By-Law

1558170 (St. James /Assiniboia).
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(Manager's Repon to Vancouver City Council, December 8, 1987).

The proposed RS-IS District Schedule be a "companion" Schedule to RS-l. It will
permit two-family dwellings and the conversion of existing one-family dwellings to
contain two dwelling units. In all other respects (required yards, bulk, height
regulations,etc.), the RS-land RS-1S Disrict Schedules will be the same (the Director
of Planning: Manager's Repon, to Vancouver City Council, December 8' 1987).

In o¡der that the single family neighbourhood character is presewed, the City of TVinnipeg can

similarly require that all By-Laws as they pertain to single-family dwellings apply, including that

one additional off-sueet parking spot be supplied.

CONSTRAINT: ENFORCEMENT OF BUILDING CODES

The Manitoba Building Codes establishes minimun safety and health standa¡ds for living

quaters. Where the building codes for home renovations require that the existing building be

brought up to the sta¡dards for new buildings then this may be a deterrant to conversion because of

the extra cost it would incur. At present any building having two self contained suites is presently

viewed by the City as having the søtus of a duplex. As such certain specifications as they relate to

a rwo family dwelling are required to be met under Arlmi¡¡i5s¿¡lvs ly-I-aw 4555/87 which adopts

the Manitoba Building Code to become the City of Winnipeg Building By-law. The most

resrictive and most costly of these include:

. at least one fue exit per dwelling;

. fue sepa¡ation between units;

. fire rating benleen corlnon walls;

. mechanical services accessible to the main household unit and totally separate from the

second unit.

Further, Manitoba building codes do not recognize a basement suite, æ meeting specificaúons,

unless the basement walls are more ttran 75 percent above ground level. Based on this requirement
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alone, many suites in Winnipeg would be in contravention of builing codes.

Addressing the Constraint: Enforcement of Building Codes

The question arises then how can existing requirements and regulations be modiÊed such that it

s'ould be easier and less costly to create an accessory apartrnent without jeopardising health and

safety standards. The first premise that the City would have to look at is that conversion is not

duplexing. A special designation such as SÍngle Family-Converted may have to be granted to

single family dwellings with conversions, so that the dwelling legally is viewed as a single family

use, to accommodate a second person or persons, The City can then assist by converting or

âñending some byJaws.

Second, the City can redefine what is a separate unit and redefine n¡les relating to accessibility.

At present, suites in a duplex are totally inaccessible to each other. In the new "Single- F¡mily

Converted" designation, accessibilty to the main unit may b€ allowed, to provide for the sharing of

certain facilities. Fo¡ example, there can be shared facilities such as a washer and dryer, a¡d if the

house has two bathrooms one of these can be used by the second dwelling unit even though it is

not within the defined boundaries of the self contained suite. This will ¡educe the costs of

conversion and also ¡educe the costs of providing laundry facilities. In fact in most cases where

second suites a¡e created in a family home, the tenant usually has access to the family's laundry

facilities, to the use of the back yard, and sometimes to such appliances as a large freezer, sewing

machi¡e, storage shed etc. The use of these may be negotiated at the time of renting the suite or

bargained for at a later date. This i¡formal interchange is what differentiates the relationship

between the landlord and tenant of a converted home from that of a typical aparulent dweller.
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According to one of the planners with the Departrnent of Environmental Planning, the City can

also look at equivalencies but these would be done on an individual basis. For example, if a

basement suite is being created, this poses a difficult problem because there is usually only one set

of stairs to a basement. According to cur¡ent building codes, mechanical services must be

completely separate f¡om the accessory aparÍnent and must be accessible by the main dwelling

unit. This means that a¡othe¡ set of stain would have to be created for the second unit, However

if this requirement can be waived so that the second suite can be allowed access to the mechanical

services then a very costly requirement is eliminated because both units could sha¡e the same set of

basement stai¡s. It is very likely that many illegal basement suites would in fact meet building code

standards if this requi¡ement were eliminated for single family homes conversions.

CONSTRAINT: INCREASED TRAFFIC AND PARKING

Like othe¡ municipalities, the City of Winnipeg is concemed about increased traffic and off-

street parking. This is in spite of the fact that parking requirements assume a "universal household

type" which generates "nomlal" parking demands.

In my initial conversion with a zoning and inspections planner with the City of Winnipeg, the

immediate reaction against conversions was that if a single family home is converted to two

dwelling units that this would result in very many parked vehicles on the property.S However

when examples f¡om other municipalities were used to counter this argument, the planner agreed

5 Cunent by-laws would allow, by r¡ght, tw¡ce as many vehicles based on 2 dwelling

units per dwelling. According to presenl city by-laws, every dwelling unit

lhroughout the city is allowed as of right lo park on their prop€rty a maximum of

four passenger cars, one lruck under 6800 kilos gross vehicle weight and any

number of recrealional vehicles. Two newer bylaws, recenlly introduced as pilots,

specify that allowed vehicles can include four aulomobiles, one truck and any number

of recrealional vehicles lo a maximum numb€r of six vehicles of all types.
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that if a single person moved into a suiæ in the home of a senior, it is likely that the totâl numb€r of

vehicles operated by occupants of the two dwelling units will still be fewer than those used by

members of a single dwelling unit, for example, a husband, wife and wo child¡en. This would be

especiatly true if the child¡en were old enough to d¡ive. Even if a couple or a single parent with

two children were to occupy the suite it is still likely, given the economic circumstances of both the

renter and the owner, that total vehicles used will be less than those used by an average family in

an average single family neighbourhood.

Addressing the Constraint to Increased Traffic and Parking

At present, traditional parking standards a¡e inefficient as a method to prevent congestion

resulting from excessive on-street parking. As Gellen states, "zoning laws would not stop a

ma:ried couple with two grown children from living in a house in a single-family neighbourhood

even though the family had fou¡ vehicles".

In addressing this constraint, the argument can be used that the City at present allows as of

right, homeowners to have up to two boarders living with them at any one time. It can easily be

argued that if this were taken advantage by even 10 percent of homeowne¡s that the impact in

terms of increased traffic and on stre€t parking could be greater than the impact of accessory

aparulents with tenants.

Almost all municipalities which allow second units, ¡equire that one off-street parking space be

provided. This is in spite of the fact that tenants in accessory aparments generally show low

ownership levels (Marshall et al. in Meropolitan Plan Review, Report No. 4, 58). However

since opposition to changes in zoning to accessory aparunents have focussed on parking, the City

of Winnipeg should require that off-sreet parking be provided. This can be waived if the city
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determines that this is an unnessarily stringent requiremenL

CONSTRAINT: PERCEPTION OF INCREASED USE OF SERVICES

As with the perception of raffic and parking problems, increased use of infrastructure is a

perceived impact rather than a real impact. In light of the fact that average household size has

decreased f¡om 3.4 in 1950 to 2.8 in 1980 (Gellen 1985, 63) theoretically older suburbs today

should be able to accommodate 30 percet more people without requiring an increase in

i¡fras trucnr¡e or services.

Addressing the Constraint of Perception of Increâsed Use of Services

This consuaint will best be dealt with by an education progr¿rm which shows that housing

services, and inf¡astructu¡e are underutilized. This can go hand in hand with promoting the

benefits of accessory apartments to the community and the city as a whole. It will be necessary to

hold public information meetings, to use local residents associations, Age and Oppomrnity Senior

Centres, church groups, local community nerrspapers, the local senior's newspap er(Senior's

Today), and One Voice-Senion Network (Canada) Inc. to publicize and debate the pros and cons

of accessory aparûnents.

It is important that those who oppose accessory apartments realize that not only is it unlikely

rhet increased use of services will be detrimental to the neighbourhood, but in fact increased use of

the schools, playgrounds and parks may benefit the neighbourhood. Since fre and police

protection services a¡e at present under great sfess in Wirmipeg an argument may be made that the

City might wish to impose a limit on the numbe¡ of occupants who would inhabit an accessory

aparh¡ent. However this may be an unnecessary requirement since traditionally these units have

been designed to house a single individual or a maximun of two individuals.
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CONSTRAINT: PERCEIVED DECLINE IN PROPERTY VALUES

Although these are valid concerns the negative impacts may be perceived to be much greater

than would occu¡ il reality.

A,ddressing the Constraint: Perceived Decline in Property Values

The City will have to add¡ess this fear through an education program which demonstrates that

accessory apartments already exist in all neighbourhoods in the City. A ¡eview of the off campus

housing advertised in the University of Manitoba's housing directory show that even in North

River Heights, conside¡ed to be an exclusive neighbourhood, accessory aparErents do exist.

Residential cha¡acter and therefore residential property values have so far not been adversely

affected. In addition, as more and more single persons seek to aquire o¡ maintain home

ownership, many will look specifically for homes with a self-contained suite. A recent interview

with a homeowne¡ in Fon Richmond confirms this. (Appendix F)

CONSTRAINT: ÄBSENTEE LANDLORDS

A major concern about conversions revolves a¡ound the fact that individuals may purchase a

home and create an accessory apartment and then rent out both suites,

Addressing the Constraint: Absentee Landlords

Although as suggested earlier, controlling occupancy may be difficult, and may in fact deter

conversions, requiring the owner to live on the premises would be desirable since this would go a

long way towards mitigating adverse criticism. It is not likely that senio¡s wanting to convert will

live off the premises. However, when conversions a¡e allowed in designated neigbourhoods,
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some individuals may exploit the opportunity to purchase a single-family home specifically with

the intent to convert and to ¡ent out both units. Requiring owner occupancy would ensure that the

proper¡y is adequately maintained.

Accessory apa¡tments i¡ the homes of seniors is conceived as a strâtegy offering both financial

and psycho-social benefits to the renter, senior homeowner, and municipality. To achieve this, it

is a necessa¡y that the homeowner occupy one of the suites. This constÍaint can be addressed by

requiring owner occupancy of one of the dwelling units.

CONSTRAINT: FINANCING AND COSTS OF CONVERSION

It is recognized by planners and inspectors at Environmental Planning, that if compliance with

atl building codes were to be met, the costs of conversion would be so high that this would be a

detenent to creating the suite legally. In fact, this is the main reason that homeowners choose not

to go through the usual route of applying for a building permit and meeting the required standards.

Fi¡e exits, fre rating between two walls and the requirement that mechanical services be totally

separate from a second suite have been identified as the most costly components of building code

requirements. Fu¡ther, present City By-Laws do not recognize a basement suite as being in

conformance with building codes.

Interviews with several builder/ developers in Winnipeg, suggest that a reasonable cost for the

c¡eation of a suite ranging from 400 to 500 square feet in an older home would range from

$10,000 to $15,000. This is consistent with other estimates for conversions.6 As a rough

guide, CMHC suggests that for a unit which incorporates an existing bathroom, costs would be

$10,500. If a new bath¡oom is added, $15,000 should be allowed and $16,500 if the unit is

6 CMHC 1988, 7-33; Murdoch, 1986; 40-44. Also interviews with Paul McNeil,

General Manager of Flair Homes (March 1990).
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placed in an unfinished space, like a basement, and needs to have a new battroom built.

Addressíng the Constraint: Financing the Costs of Conversion

For the accessory aparb¡ent strategy to be successful, it would be necessary to help low

income senior homeowners overcome these high costs. This could be done in several ways.

. Fi¡st, certain building bylaws may be amended to allow equivalencies for building

codes. This would reduce the costs associated with meeting building code

requirements;

. Second, granß for Ìehabilitation could be linked to conversions with some criteria

attached, such as age of dwelling or requiring certain repairs be ca¡ried to the main

dwelling unir These grants may be allocated through The City of Winnipeg Capital

Estimates Renovation budgeq and

. Third, innovative financing, such as a revolving low-interest loan fund in conjunction

with RRAP could be esublished This can be used to target areas \,vhere the City
already has programs in place such as the Neighbourhood Improvement Program

and the Community Revitalization Program. These programs presently apply

to neighbourhoods which display characteristics of deteriorating neighbourhoods.

Altematively, the Ciry may want a particulâr renær poplulation to benefit from this srategy. ln

this case, the grant may be available to senior homeowners who will after conversion, make their

suites available to individuals in high need gtoups such as students, single parents and the

disabled. Thus the strategy ca¡ have a wider social housing application. The terms of the

agreement would specify the target renter population, If the homeowner is in violation of this

agreement then the single family dwelling will revert from the status of Single-Family Convened to

the status of a duplex and therefore not be eligible for rehabilitado¡y' conversion grants. The City

may want to a¡lminister the program itself, or designate a non profit housing organization such as

Manitoba Housi¡g and Renewal Corporation to administer it.
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At present no Federal or Provincial programs are in place to provide finincial assistance fo¡ the

creation of an additional unit in a single family home. The Canada Home Renovation Plan

(CHRP) is an example of the type of program which could provide loans to senior

homeowners.T Although the City do€s not have its own housing rehabilitation program, it

administers the federal rehabititation program which at present is only for homeowners. The City

can play an important role in linking grants for rehabilitation (RRAP) with conversion, by lobbying

the federal govemment to change its' guidelines for eligibility as they pertain to rental properry. At

present a dwelling with an âccessory suite which is rented would be considered eligible only for

funding under the RRAP for Landlords. However, as of Dec 31' 1989 this proglam was

eliminated. Thus, at present senior homeowners would not qualify for any fiunding under RMP.

However, the City can lobby the federal govemment to consider the spetial designation of "Single-

Family Converted" as being distinct ftom the duplex designation, and therefore allow a

homeowner to qualify for RRAP funding.

Financing an accessory apartment could include a combination of both loans and grants, such

as:

1) Insured loans with a forgiveable grant, the amount of gfant dependent on the income

of the recipienq

2) Insured loans of which a portion would be forgiven each yeaf that the unit ¡emained

in the rental market, up to a specified maximum; and

3) Outright per unit grants, with a condition relating to the length of time the unit

remains on the ¡ental ma¡ket.

7 CHRP was a $65 million program which provided loans to a maximun of $3'000

to cover up to 30% of the cosl ol work carried out by home improvement f¡rms'

These loans, forgiveable over five y€afs were designed to stimulate employment in

the home impfovement industry. They were available for femodelling of single family

homes but not for lhe creation of a separate su¡te.
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4) Grants for a specified period to cover all or a portion of the inøeased nxes due to

feassessment.

CONSTRAINT: PROCEDURE FOR APPLICATION FOR CONVERSION

The process of applying for and obtaining a variance to zoning can be extremely onerous and

tiring. When coupled with the tasks of submitting plans for building permit approval, the senior

homeowner may decide not to go through with the conversion. Even though it is well known that

accessory apartments exist in Winnipeg, applications for a zoning variance to install a second unit

total no more than frve for the years 1985 to 1989 inclusive. This is in spite of the fact that the City

gets notice of illegal suites at m approximate rate of 5 per month. Obviously if sixty illegal suites

a¡e found each year, one would expect that over the past 5 years, many more than 5 of these would

have been maintained as suites.S

Addressing the Constraint: Procedure for Application for Conversion

. As has been done in other municipalities, a separate review boa¡d can be established to preview

applications and help the homeowner with this process.

CONSTRAINTI FINDING AND DEALING WITH A TENANT

Many senior homeowners would be inhibited about renting a suite in their home if they

believed that they would have difficulry removing a tenant, or felt unsure about their rights and

responsibilities as a landlord. Funher because the landlord,/tenant relationship is much more

i¡formal, the senior homeowner would want to feel very secure about who is chosen as a tenâ¡L

Addressing the Constraint to Finding and Dealing With a Tenant

An i¡formation and advisory body using existing staff of the Depa¡tment of Environmental

8 Telephone interview w¡th a zoning inspections planner (May, 1989). Pêrsonal

communication wilh a zoning planner (August, 1989).
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Planning, housing specialists, and seniors should be set up to evaluate the tenant needs of the

elderly homeowner. This advisory body would also assist in many otÏe¡ functions related to

conversions. For example, information on suitable conversion designs, loans and other financial

advice, and procedures for applying for a building permit for conversion could be provided.

Details on estimates of the cost of the conversion, help in obtaining quotations and supervision of

the performance could also be offered. Help in finding suitable tenants, information on the

Landlords and Tenant Act and advice that the extra income would have on income tax should also

be made available.

TOWARDS A MECHANISM

The mechanism for the implementation of accessory apartments in the homes of seniors will

most appropriarely take place within the framewo¡k of the Greater lvinnipeg Development Plan

(Plan Winnipeg). Plan Winnipeg as the planning guide for Wimipeg has as one of its foci, the

revitalization of older neighbourhoods. This mechanism should be formulated to fit both the

physical and ttre social directives of neighbourhood revitalization

It is appropriate to ¡eiterate at this point several imporunt conside¡ations. First, that accessory

apafiments already exist in Winnipeg and for the most part have not b€en created legally. Second,

they are usually installed as a means of earning extra income for the homeowner and not for

accommodation of an elderly relative. Third, they provide less expensive rental accommodation

for young people many of whom are students and separated or divorced penons. And fourth, they

do not adversely affect single family neighbourhood cha¡acter. Even in a neighbou¡hood such as

Fort Richmond, a neighbourhood close to the University of Manitoba and the old St Boniface

neighbourhood, where these second units may be more frequent than in other neighbou¡hoods, the

integrity of these singte family neighbourhoods is still maintai¡ed. This illustcates that the City's
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position in wanting to control density and occupancy is not justifiable.

To date the City to date has had no applications from an elderly person to install a second unit.

When asked about this the reply from a local plarurer was that "as it is right now a homeowner can

have up to two boarders and this is the preferred route for the elderly person to take". This

comment stems from the negative perception which the City has of second units. Furthe¡, it is

believed ttrat if the elderly homeowner dies the new ownen will probably not be elderly and might

"rent the unit to any young person or student". The fear on the part of the City is that the new

owners may be opportunistic and may purchase the home just to make extra money from úe rental

unit. Worse, that the home may be bought by someone who might rent out both units (i-n other

words ¿n absentee landlord) Clearly the City of Winnipeg's attitude here is a constraint. Instead

of assuming a position that it should protect the integrity of single fanily living at all costs, the City

should encourage mo¡e flexible regulations which will accommodate changing market demands.

It is necessary to state that although this study singles out senion as potential converte¡s within

older neighbourhoods in the city of Winnipeg, this limits the usefulness of accessory aparhents

housing sEategy. In fact accessory apârûnents in the homes of senio¡s can be seen as only the fint

stage scenario in the adaptation of existing housing to increased efficiency of use. To facilitate this

however, the City must ease building code regulations and zoni-ng regulations. This will reduce

the costs of conversion, and allow the legal creation of a secondary suite without need to apply for

a zoning variance. Further the City can promoæ the program tlrough already esublished vehicles,

and liase with interested neighbourhood groups and other levels of govemment to facilitate

implementation.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The City of Vr'innipeg should designate a special zoning category Rl-C for zoning

purposes and enact legislation which would allow Rl-C dwellings as of right in districts so zoned.

This would be simila¡ to the legislation which was designed 20-30 years ago, whose aim was to

prserve the housing quality in the River Heights and Wolsely neighbourhoods. This new

legislation would be added to all the Zoning By-Laws of the City of Winnipeg. However only

those neighbourhoods, or portions thereof, identified in this study or any neighbourhood identilted

by the City, will be rezoned to this new category.

2. The City of Winnipeg should designate å special 'rConverted Two'Family Dwelling"
category for building code purposes. This "Convened Two-Family Dwelling" will be defined as a

Single-Family dwelling which has been converted to include a second dwelling unit designed to

house one additional household. This dwelling unit may share some amenities with the existing

Shgle-Family dwelling such as a conìmon stairway to a basement. The dwelling legally will be

viewed as a Single-Family use to distinguish it from a duplex twofamily dwelling.

3. The City of Winnipeg should promote the benefits of accessory apartments through a City.
wide public education campåign.

4. The City of Wfurnipeg should establish an Accessory Apartment Review Board within
the Department of Envi¡onmental Planning having a regulatory function,which will sc¡een

applications for convenions to ensure that they meet the following requirements:

. only one additional dwelling per dwelling unit be pemtined;

. a minimum of one off-sreet parking space be provided for the accessory apa¡tment;

. the dwelling shall have only one front entrance;

. extemal cha¡rges to the dwelling shall not exceed height, bulk, and set-back;

regulations as specified for RS-1 zones;

. the accessory apartment shall a minimum size as defined by the City of Winnipeg,

a¡d þ no more than 40 perecnt of the total living space;

. the accessory apa¡tment shall comply with all City of Winnipeg building codes as

defined for the new "Converted Two.Family Dwelling" category; and

. the dwelling shall be owner occupid whether in the main or accessory dwelling

unit.

5. That an Accessory Apartment Conversion Agency (AACA) comprised of
representatives from all tluee levels of govemment, seniors housing and social service agencies,
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neighbouhood groups, interested non-profit and community gtoups and sponsoring agencies be

esrablished to assist the City in a facilitatory and liasion capacity. Responsibilities would include:

. setting a series of guidelines and procedures to assist the City in implementation of

the program, and for monitoring the program to ensure that criteria of eligibility as it

applies to the homeowner, tenant and dwelling;

. making recomendations to the city as to which neighbourhoods would most benefit

from this smtegy;

. carrying out a market analysis within the neighbourhoods identified to deæmrine who

will be providers of accessory apârÍnents and the extent to which these homeowners

would need financial assistance;

. establishing suitability of homes for conve¡sion;

. establishing eligibility of homes and homeowne¡ for fi¡ancial assistance;

. working with architects and builder/conracto¡s to establish sevøal conversion plans

a¡d estimates of costs for these conversions;

. contrct local senion'and social service agencies, church groups, and local community

organizations to obtain the opinions of elderly homeowners and to establish a list of
potential renten and converters;

. working closely with the cornmunity commitee, elected representatives, district

planner and housing and social service agencies to esublish an education program

aimed at both converters and rcnters;

. holding pubtic infon¡ation sessions to advertise the housing straægy, to increase

awareness of the advantages, to hear concerns of residents, and to illusrate how other

municipalities have implemented this smtegy;

. counselli¡g homeowner âbout their responsibilities as â landlond under the l¿ndlo¡d

and Tenant Acq

. assisting the homeowner in the application for a zoning variance, building permit'

for private financing, for grants for convenion, and in the supervising of actual

construction of the accessory apar0nent.
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THE ROLE OF THE CITY OF WINNIPEG

Since this study has imponant policy implications for housing older Winnipeggers it is

clear that the City should play an active role in:

. administration of the program;

. funding the program;

. seeking approval from council to amend the City of Wirnipeg Building Codes by law
and defi¡ition of self contaired suites;

. lobbying other levels of govemment for funds. For Example the City can lobby the

federal govemment to allow homeowne¡s of converted houses to maintain úe status of
homeowne¡ and not assume the status of landlord which is what will occu¡ under the
present RRAP guidelines;

. setting criteria under which grants to the homeowner will be allocated. For example
grants for conversion can be linked to the provision of rental units created to house

certain groups such as the disabled or single parents on social assistance;

. ta¡getting particular neighbourhoods and or target groups as beneficiaries; and

. Enfo¡cement of zoning and bulding codes bylaws.

SUMMARY

Accessory aparunents do exist at present in the City of Winnipeg and on the whole they do not

upset the status quo, in terms of neighbourhood character. However for the most pan they exist

illegally. At the same time, increasing underutilization of housing space in established residential

neighbourhoods could mean that an imponant housing resource is being wasted. If seniors are to

be targetted as beneficiaries of the accessory apartment housing conversion strategy, a mechanism

which facilitates this there will have to be put in place. Reducing stringent building code
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reguldtions, providing grants for conversion through existing programs or through new programs,

simplifying regulatory procedures and providing public information to mitigate the fea¡s of

perceived negative impacts are essential components of a successful strategy. A strong

commitrnent on the part of rhe City is needed if it is to be successful in working with the other two

levels of govemment to obtain necessa¡y funding and changes in legislation.

At the same time the City could recommend to City Council that zoning By-Laws be amended

to include an R1-C designation which would allow accessory apartments as of right in identified

neighbourhoods. A special designation for converted dwellings could also be established. This

would allow a second dwelling unit to be created in a single family home, without requiring that

the building meet duplex building code ståndards. Reviewing applications for conversions without

the need for a public hearing, and having an advisory body which will act as a liaison between the

City and the senior homeowner will also go a long way towards facilitating accessory apartment

conversions in the City of Winnipeg.
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CONCLUDING STATEMENT

We need to reconstruct the social, economic, and spøtial bases of ow beliefs' about

individual happiness, solidfaniþ life and decent neighbourhoods (Montgomery

1976, 49).

Changing family forms and the diversity of today's family types should be recognized in all

areas of planning. Housing needs today reflect the changing social and physical makeup of our

population. These needs are quite different from those that gave rise to the land use pmctises and

housing policies over a generation ago necessitating a rethinking of policies and progtams.

Demographic, economic and social trends will require the provision of a wider diversity of

housing, especially smaller units, multiple units, and locations that are consistent to work and

facilities.

ln the introductory remarks at a conference, sponsored by the Joumal of the American Pla¡ners

Association which focussed on "Planning and the Changing Family", Eugenie Ladner Bi¡ch stated

that in face of these changes planners have the unique oppornrnity to undertake a dual task. We

can speculate about the nature of societal concerns or we can offer specific responsive policy

directives to public and private secto¡ decision makers. " (131). Scot Brown (1983)' goes one step

fr¡rther and suggests that "planners should offer maximum feasible choice by evolving complex

housing sgategies containing many opPortunities"( 136). These opportunities should permit

linkages beween work, home, institutions, and services that will fasilitate today's family living.

Certainly the supply of the underutilized housing offers a cost fiecrtve means to the

immediate problems of high rents, scarce supply, and increasingly low-income renters

and the longer+erm prospect of overbuilding. (Baer 1980, 35).

The viewpoint, ptesented in this ttresis, that future efforts should find ways to incorporate
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accessory apartment into planning for change to the neighbouhood is consistent with the above.

The effectiveness of these efforts will depend on our knowledge of the incidence on

underutilization of space in single family homes and of how altering zoning and other institutional

arrangements will influence space consumption patterns. In order to be effective in managing the

physical and social change of single family neighbourhoods, planners need to better undentand

rhe impacts of densification. Change in use of existing stock must b€ faciliøted by policy makers,

planners, architects, financial i¡stitutions, etcetera. Creative zoning categories, allowing liaisons

such as "professional/¡esidential", SR-2, (two separate households within single family

residences), and variations of the mixed land use zoning, should be investigated. Increasingly,

special needs groups will want to be integrated within traditionâl residential neighbourhoods. As

the value of these arrangements become appreciated, not just for the psycho-social benefits that

accrue to these special needs groups and the t¡aditional urban o¡ sub-u¡ban resident, but also to

various governmental depaftments they will replace costly formal suppons provided by care

agencies.

These factors also highlight the need for flexibility and innovation in housing policy, design

and delivery. Many current regulations severely limit flexibility and i¡hibit innovation, particularly

thar directed at providing more affordable forms of housing, and that directed at iritensifying the

use of existing housing in single family residential neighbourhoods. Canada Mortgage and

Housing Corporation predicts that over 80 percent of the housing stock that will exist by the year

2000 has already been built. The ability to maintain and adapt this stock cost-effectively will

therefore be critical in matching the supply of housing to changing needs and dema¡ds. A gain in

maximum benefit from the existing stock will also capitalize the long term value of public

i¡vestments in existing infrastructure and services.

Accessory apartments is an example of a strategy which derives greater benefit of existing

housing and infrastructure. Although not the only choice for making bettel use of housing,
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accessory apartments epitomizes a multi-faceted approach to meeting housing needs by recognisirg

that housing need is a complex basket of goods including shelter, affordability and accessibility.

Shce accessory apartments can be created in the underutilized space in existing dwellings, they

offer a cost effective means of providing small rental units. They also provide affordable owner

a¡d renter housing for small households. lVhen accessory apartments a¡e looked at as a means of

ilcreasing the opportunities for seniors to age in place, they incorporate all the parameters

identified at a recent CMHC sponsored workshop on housing for seniors which were deemed

necessary for improving the Ca¡adian housing situation for seniors. These a¡e involvement in the

decision making process, independence, accessibility, choice, adaptability, sensitivity and

affordability. Advocates for the elderly see the accessory aparment as enabling the eldetly to

remai¡ in their homes by providing an additional income flow, an exchange of services, and the

i¡seased security that comes with having a tenanL Be.cause they represent a very effrcient way of

creating low and moderate-income housing with little or no public subsidy, accessory apartments

are here to suy.

Opposition to accessory apa¡Erents have stemmed from the tradition of maintaining single

fumily neighbourhoods. However, since accessory apartments are usually created without external

modifications to the house, many homeowners have created these suites illegally, Even whe¡e

allowed, regulations are so restrictive that for the most part they continue to be created illegally.

Tkough accessory apartment conversions local govemments have a unique opportunity to

influence local housing markets without the need for major input of public monies. Since greater

flexibility in single family zoning need not be i¡ conflict with maintaining stable residential

communities, municipalities should assess the appropriateness of permitting conversion on a

neighbourhood-specific basis. Illegal suites do pose particular ploblems however, and where

possible, municipalities should encourage the legalization of these so that they can be inte$ated

into the "new" neighbourhood plan. At the same, in order to maintain neighbourhood character,
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municipalities must þç committed to the concept of simplifiying regulation and providing assistance

to homeowners interested in undertaking conversions. In addition, they should be able to provide

information to particul groups, such as senior citizen groups, who might be interested in

undertaking conversions.

A new life dernands new forms (Prospectw for the House of the Furure).
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1990.
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1990.

Graham Hart Planner: Deparnnent of Environmental Planning, City Of Winnipeg. Dec 1989-

Feb 1990.
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Neal Kowlessa¡ Pla¡ne¡: Department of Envi¡onmental Planning, Ciry Of Winnipeg. Mar.

1990.

Bev Kyle P¡ovincial Gerontologist: Manitoba Health. May 1989.

Paul McNeil Manager of Flair Homes: Winnipeg. Ma¡ 1990.

Margaret Penning and

Audrey Blandford. Resea¡chers: Centre on Aging. University of Manitoba. May -Dec 1989.

Al Reid Planner: Department of Envi¡onmental Planning, City Of V/innipeg. Feb 1990.

Irwin Toney Pla¡ner: Department of Envi¡onmental Planning, City Of Winnipeg. Mar.

1989.

Hawey Stephens Di¡ector: Sociai Planning Council of Winnipeg. Dec 1989.

Ron Williams Plânner: Department of Environmental Pla¡ning, Ciry Of Winnipeg. May
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lt.?¡.0¡o¡) ¡à¡ll b. m¡d? for 9.Ìr¡i(.d ¡.cró¿ ds.üin! ll¡,r¡. À¡
ad¡l¡t¡o!rl ,¡!dirt ñr¡l lt !r¡da lo aaruta caõ9ltt¡ta r¡l! t!a
rñt.ñ¡ r..!¡nd uÀdrr l¡it xa!6Â

S.ct¡!! :l al O{CÕ) "tC . Pl¡!¡.i Co!ôtir¡Àitt" D¡rt¡t.t ¡ rõ.ûd¡d r.
h.lud. t¡lyüioå¡ lor ¡¿..ôd dri$lt l¡afu, þ ñ¡d u ,ôtloí:

I gloôd dr.ürllt llr¡ ¡!r ?.rErn!< luÞXrl rr¡ E¡. D.rõit i! ¡ôt
t{ Dr¡tri.l a..l¡t¡r¡t ¡uth h6itr loir d.rrlot{i r'l} d.t¡rld t¡¡tl¡
f¡E t drllli¡t¡ åjl ,.$ñd dr.ll¡lt uarr¡ DrlpoÍd o. ¡ ¡¡¡¡h hEilrlot
r¡rìr¡ ¡ P4 D¡rrñcr ¡l¡ll c.Ed, rrù tL.nt¡¡i¡.¡uùl¡¡.d uid.r
S.dr.! la lt ø¡ .l ràú Cô¿r.

- -*i"',r"r, -rr;. ;;; ;;;;"J.'l*.*
a,lla¡dad þ l¡rlud! iroriroÀ¡ lor ¡.cood rtú.|¡!¡ !,!jl¡. tô ta¡d ¡¡
loùo¡¡:

¡, lor ¡ñr¡ nrþlt¡ñt i! ¡¡ltL l¡rûilt !¡a: t¡a |rd¡ ¡n¡ rl D¡
d.ralo¡nrtt ¡h¡lJ ¡a aoñputadi G? arar¡ta r.lopa lor l,l l¡t ¡a tn¡ o,
lå. arv.loDñ.nr ¡luu ò. .on9ul.d {¡¡ rt forù ¡! S..tj!ô lltO OåO¡. I
!rúñe,n lot ¡i¡. ¡àrll b. att¡b¡r¡Ld !t ¡ttlt¡¡t tbr ¡vantr ¡.¡or. t! t¡.
¡loD. r¡!1. {¡.¡ foñ¡ u 9crr.ô ¡¡J¡.ûþi, ul. EiÀiln!Ûl to( ¡¡¡!. r¡
.rr¡b!¡hrd by s.(uoñ lt.g Û¡0. rÀ¡ll b. rlv¡d.d i!þ ri. fñ¡¡ ¡nr fii!r.
of tÞ Dro9o¡?d d.rdotrnrlr. rt úlur. ü!u¡ .¡!¡bb¡[.d rhtlJ b.-lll
!l¡¡rl!ul! ôuñÞr ol drrul¡t !Â¡r¡ p.ñrru.d. U ràl d.!¡ t rtqur..
b!rìt¡. b.r¿û ¡.t lonjl. ¡n ¡d ù. ¡¡¡ir! r¡ tL lh¡¡¡rt ñquir¡h.li¡ ¡!l
toÉh u dx du¡r¡rß)r¡ù rlìi.t !b. P.u.D Drtrnd ú .!¡rbiD¡d. t¡. bor.
rnr¡l.or dan¡rt, ñquJltñaôt¡ ¡ù¡ll ù. aoap¡lrd rró þ ù tòa l.¡¡ar
drn¡jrr rlrllÞ rhr ¡ô¡!m!m.

S¡.(ôd Cs.ll¡ñt t¡ìJt¡ ¡n Þ.rEltlld, ¡¡¡bFrt þ I ü¡! rannj! h t¡y
PUD D¡¡tñrl ñot¡rñr¡{ rn¡k l¡JiLlr ¡rs d.r!toþ.d y'tb dìÉrhn r$!t¡
l¡¡nilt d¡.ü4¡. Áll rttmd d¡rll¡¡! r¡ÈB ÞrÞ!.¡, qì ¡ ¡rrrt¡ f¡,lJlt,1¡
ürtl¡r¡ I Pt D lj¡lñd tn¡U þn9lr ÍrÀ i¡. .nt¿ri¡ .¡t¡b!¡à.d u;d.t
S¡\crrø ll 16 ÍA ol ùú .rJ!.

9rùo! l{.31.oâJB "PD . Pl¡u.{ Drv.lo9D.¡|" D¡¡tri.r h ¡ll.odrd
þ b.lud.9rcruro Lr þftôr, ¡lúlll¡q u!tu, lo nrd ù lclJorr:

B. S.Nnd dytl¡¡¡ 
'Áit¡ 

¡n FrñiltÀ1, rJb¡rt lo. re Fmlit, b ¡ñt
P.D Di¡1¡.t cg)l¡r¡¡!¡ t]¡{h t¡ñ¡lt lô{t d.rdot { $lÀ ¡ú¡t l¡n¡lt
d\¡.ür¡¡!. 

^ll 
¡.toôa É'ê!r¡f uJ\ls pñFt flrl ¡ r¡¡¡h l¡rD,lr It ritàr¡

a P.D Di¡tricr rh¡ll aolnplr rirà ar¡r.ri¡ a,trfli¡ùr{ t¡drr s.auon
ll.l¡ø of lìú .!d!.

&rthô x.C "Dú.![i.¡r" ù rDrôd.{ tô ir.hd. a.r .!d nvi&d
d.lbirjôù, L r!¡d ¡¡ ¡oüoY¡ls .

Dr.t!¡¡, Ox (l) gqL ?¡r.!r: 
^ 

FñrD.ü ùl¡¡ld¡lr dr¡iræd ôt
r¡ad ar(lu¡¡ra¡t ¡r , n¡¡!,a!è i! iu alriElt. t¡ ùaúr ;â{ ooir tÀ¡!
Ér (ll l¡ñ¡lt ¡!d.ont¡iÂl¡t lar óon tÀ¡! oöa {¡) Ëtaà.!. 

^ 
Þ!Èù!

lorna ü b¡ôr¡J¡turl{ àaiJ¡¡!¡ 6 ¡ Èaôdau6 a¡ dall¡.C r¡¡dar
S.c¡i.¡ ll !.t() ¡¡¡l r.nlDl}út úil¡ S..irð l(lt C ù¡ orù¡¡ra û
É!¡¡darad a &¡tI l¡ñ¡1, Cr.!l¡t.
Dr.ül!t, 1ñ ü, ¡¡Þ¡lr.r Drrlltr 

^ 
d!¡r. ù¡¡¡{i!t !üt¡iùt trc

O,_ dya¡¡ir{ uliB ¿.riþ.d or u¡.d þ ¡.{¡t tr! It ha¡¡t¡ [yi¡t
iôd! D.ô¿1.Àù, d .Íù dLr; ¡rl,lrr drd!.ùt ¡lJr ¡ ¡ rñ.d dùa¡lr¡¡
r¡Âil rt ital¡ñ.d ll! Sart¡ôô la C 16.
Drd!!¡, Xdù¡:. F¡Þlt¡ 

^ 
à{il¿i!¡ d.rit!.d ro ¡.t¡& ü¡r. 6) or

!l0r. f¡Dilrr¡ l¡r¡!t i¡d.p.!d.!tlt i¡ i!d¡vidrr¡t d..lt¡!t !!it¡.
E¡¡ñphr d Èu,bpl. h!ü'' d¡.1ü.t, ¡¡rM. ¡t¡¡-!Dt!r ¡o!¡.!,
t¡r&n at¡tuìaD¡¡. lolrthraa, ¡ôd û¡t¡.
Dr.ll¡¡t. U¡ll¡ Á¡t t lllllËl b¡ldilt.. Donjo! Ì!.nrd,.¡i¡*d or
u¡¿d a¡clurval, ¡¡ r nrdaaar, rìù ¡¡.p¡¡t lu¡n¡n. bl¡àaû tld
¡ô¡,.Dandt¡¡ ô¡ürÉù ft.il¡ú.a fH 6a 0) cr rlon raíð!t¡Elll: O¡. cr ¡ìd. iartdr Éorf!¡ !à. ¡¡nr ¡ðar*¡ r!¿ lìvù¡
¡¡ . ¡i¡tl. LrJ¡.l.rD¡¡t r.i( ¡¡ fut¡qui¡t d fÌ!À . àoaA rÐErill
lo!ra, ata. F¡ñût $tllir.le¡tr ¡ll ¡atat¡¡ry ¡.w¡!t¡.
EECOND DTtLUIo UXll: l¡ ¡! ¡ddjtbô¡l dr¡llúr udr.êô¡tñrct.
ad ¡r ¡ D¡tt ol. ü ¡¡p¡r¡ta fÞln. a¡ a¡¡!¡t tl¡ltr f¡ñ¡lt alaaU¡¡t
¡o(¡r.(, o! a ld rtùl! a riñth hEil, r!¡¡d.!t¡¡ldl¡t¡lct. S{ch ¡ uDti
¡¡¡ll !l,¡! a mð o¡ trÉ{t al rÞllr yrù lkba¡ ¡ôd b¡ùræ!'l
h.Lliü!¡ iÂd.9.¡d.ñr lrc!ì tà. rù! ¡t!¡L f '.Ér!!ù!¡ u¡rt.

San Rafael Plannfng Departnent
Infonnåtlon Sheet

February, ì 984



APPENDIX B

SI.]RVEY OF PERCETVED NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF

ACCESSORY APARTIvIENTS ( 1980)



HHy D0 YoU ColSl0tR HoustNG co vERS¡0N UHotS¡R¡BLt?

CrÀnging Che sing)e :¿.f'i)9 cÞ¡¿ct¿¡ of t,àe nej9,'!bo¡,hoo¿ eás !¡e olje.rion ol ove:-
¿po-tÀirds of the tes;.n¿len¿s. .!,1c¡easeC trà!flc an¿! poss¡Èle code yjo.¡¿tjoñs å¡e r¡e
¡ert rþst f¡equ etc oòjêcÊion3.

coi+{uNlTItsutTHconvtRsto s covJ.uNITItsxtTHoUTcotivERstoNs

ToÍAL otstRÀ8t€ uHotstRAEL€ uN0tclotD totAt oEstRÂ8tt qNo!g!¡!!! uNDEct0:t

Re¡ sons :

lc:aì Respondents ì32 43 6ì 28 50 3 33 11

Aifec ts Property
Vêl ues

U,'aerfiines låx Ease

I lìc reâ ses Possi bi I ity
of Code Vioìations

lrcreôses'fotôl
Ptrpulðtion

¡ r.creases School
Açe Popul atf on

I ôc rea ses Tròffic ðnd
Pårking

P.omotes Absentee
L.nd ì ord s

Cranges Singìe Fanily
C.haracter of
li€ighborhood

0:hers i

Affects S€Hers t llôter

C¡ntradl cts ¡þster Pl an

ls 0i ffl cul t to Regulàte

xðy Viol åte leal th
Reguì åti on

Creò tes overcroHded
Ll Yl ng Condltlons

Leàds to Poor upkeeo

42 ì2 25 I

1t ì0 ì1 I

628
59 I

23

t3

¿ò

t7

ì6

24

18

28

ìì

47

89

6

1

3

2

2

I

ì4

0

0

0

3

4

?

¡lote: Some respondents checked ¡rore than one r€åson.

Source: Irl-St!te Reglonaì Plônnlng Coînisslon
Questfonn¿l re Survey, Septenber 1980

29ì65784

5l

17

21

ì9

l9

l6

38

50t988

0

0

0

00
00
0ì

00
00

3

0

ì

0

0

02
02

0

0

ì

Therefore, totàìs ñ¡y not àdd.



APPENDIX C

SURVEY OF PERCETVED POSITTVE IMPACTS OF

ACCESSORY APARTMENTS (1980)



r.rHy D0 you c0 5t0tR HoustNG col{vERsl0 0tslRABLt?

Joting olòet reside¡:s to leea t.bei¡ ¡þnes ¿nd young ¡esiderls to st¿g irl tàe
coûnuni¿9 ¿E¿ advdntàges cjted by llå.l.f càe rêsPondeñtsr vj!à conee¡s¡ons. P¡ese¡vjnç
aàe existing .bous¡ng js drettjoi?ed bg 372 oC tàe cor!:ìurities.

cor+luNIllEs rJITH coNVERS¡ot{s cor.{HUNlTtEs VtTHoUT coNvERsloris
UN.

lorAl qg!18¡9!! uHoEsrRÂ8LE uNDtcl0tD roTAL 0tstRÀ8Lt uN0EslRAELt 0tcl0t0

îe¿sons:

'totèl Respondents Ì32 43 61 28 50 3 33 11

H¿intàins Exi sti ng
Hous i n9 Stock

Al loYs Young Residents
to stay in the Areà

AlìoYs 0l der Coupì es
to l(eep Lårge Hon€s

Pr?sêrYes Historicaì ìy
S i gni fi cànt Structures

0thers:

AdCa to Rentð I Unit

Counters lnfì¿tion

Accqmodà tes Hoderô te
Incor,ê tåni I i es

Givls Social Adv¿ntà9e
To lenðnt

Al lons Flexibility
to Lônd u3e

Prov ides I ncone for
Ha in'.enance

Aì loìrs tlderly to Stay
ni th F¿mi ly

Prorætes Energy
Conserv¿ t i on

HoT[: Some respondents checled more thàn one ànsHer.

50URCE: Tri-5tåte Regionàì Pìànning Coflmission
Questionnaire Survey, September 'l980

Therefore, totòì s mðy not add.

t5

t8

ì9

t2

38

40

62

67

0

0

6402000
4ì1?000



APPENDIX D

\ryINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS



l.l{ srEsToN

. STRUCTURAL TYPES & LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY

STRUCTURÀL TTPE
SI¡¡GLE :
ÀPÀRTüENÎ :
SETII :
ROII :
ollrER !

LENGTH OP OCTUPÀICT
UNDER I IEAR :
l- 2 yEÀRS:
3- 5IBÀR6:
6 - IO YEÀRS :

OVER IO YEÀRS :

1ryINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

EOTÀL PCl

2,315 I00.0

1,580 68.3
105 1.5
130 5.6
¡¡90 2I.2

0 0.0

395 17. r
320 13.8
{00 r7.3
300 r-3.0
90s 39.1

RESIDEI¡TIÀL
SINGLE:
sEttr .
ROv¡ :
ÀPT :

()dNED

1,395

¡. ,330
0

45
0
0

19Ûó BUII,DING PERMIT STATIS-II(X¡

CONSTR. DE¡IOLIÎ. ALÎEN8. COìISTR Af.TERS
rN s,000 r¡¡ s,o00

OPPICE
CO}IIiERC IÀL
I NDI'STRIAL
PUBLIC BLDG
INSl¡TUl IONAL

RENTED

920

250
100

85
470

0

3530 118
2 0 0 70
o000
0030
0t00
2L6427
I 0 4 40
0000
0040

55 340
95 225

170 235
2LO 85
845 . 55

r GENERAL STATISTICS

L72
o
o

rls
0

ll5
69

0
2.249

PERIOD OF CONSIRÍ'CTION
I92O AND EÀRLIER
r92t - 1945
1946 - L9 60
t96t - 1970
t97l - 1975
1976 - 198I

COI¡DITIO¡¡ OF DI{ELLING
REGULÀR I,tÀINTENÀNCE
IIÀJOR REPÀIRS REQD
HIITOR REPÀTRS REOD

TOTAL PCT

2,3r5 100.o

440 19.0
545 23-5
895 38.7
275 I r.9
85 3.7
70 3.0

r,585 68.5
230 9.9
505 21.8

DECEMBER I9Eó I-OT INVENIORY



l.l5 XrNlo

. STRUCTURAL TYPES & LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY

STRUCÎORÀL TTPE
S¡NGLE .
APARÎHENT :
SE'{I ¡
ROW :
OTHER :

LENGÎH OF OCCUPÀNCI
UNDER I YEÀR :
I- 2IEÀRS:
3- 5 YEÀRS:
6 - IO YEtrRS :

OVER IO YEÀRA :

IVINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

101ÀL rct
2.235 I00.0

1,830 81..9
ll5 5.t
180 8.I
105 4.7

0 0.0

RESI DENTIÀL
STì{GLE :
SEI{I ¿

ROI{ :
ÀPÎ :

OFPICE
COI'IIERCIÀL
INDUSTR IÀL
PUBLIC SLDG
INSlIlUl IONÀL

ow¡¡ED

1,70o

1,630
0

65
0
0

2AS t2-8
245 I1.0
385 t7.2
335 15.0
985 { 4.1

I9EI' BUILDING PERMIT STATISTICS

CONSTR. DE¡IOLIf. ÀLTERS. CO¡ISÎR
rr¡ $, o0o

RENTED

535

200
It5
1r5
100

0

. SOURCET SÎATISIICS C N D l9tl CENSUS

90 r95
I40 to5
290 t00
253 80
930 s5

13 37
00
00
00
20
50
6 t44
IO
IO

. GENERAL STATISTICS

ALTERS
I¡¡ S,OOO

79
0
0
0

2l
ì.t2
173
l0
l8

. AGE/CONDITION CTIARACTERISTICS

PERIOD OP CONSTRUCÎION
920 AND EARLIER
921 - I94 5
9t6 - 1960
96¡. - 1970
97I - 1.975
9?6 - t 981

COND¡TIO¡I OF OTdELLING
REGOf.ÀR }tÀINTÊ¡IÀNCE
I,TÀJOR REPÀIRS REQD
rINOR REPÀIRS REOD

TOlÀr, ÞCT

2,235 lo0-O

505 22.6
850 38.0
670 30.0
2lO 9.,1

0 0-o
o o-o

DECEMBER 19Ûó I,OT INVE¡{TORY

I,5I5 67.a
t¿o 6.3
585 25 -2



I.16 RIVERVI ET¡

. STRUCTURAL TYPES & LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY

STRUCTURÀL ÎTPE
SII¡GLE
ÀPÀRltrEt¡Î
SEIII
ROn
ornsn

LENGTH OF OCCUPA¡ICI
UNDER I YEÀR
1 - 2 YEÀRS
3 - 5 

'EÀRS6 - 10 IEÀRS
OVER IO IEARS

IVINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUII,DING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

TOIAL PCT

I,?50 100.0

t,{30 81.7
0 0.0

45 2.6
270 t5.4

0 0.0

RES IDENTIÀL
SINGLE : O

SEIII : 0
ROI{ : 0
ÀPT:O

OFFICE O

CO}IHERCIÀL O
INOUSTRIÀL O
PUBLIC BLDG O

¡NSÎITUTIONAL O

owt¡ED

1,350

r,320
0
0
0
0

19Ûó AUILDING PERMIT STATISTIGi

r70 9.7 50
t60 9.1 9s
260 I,¡ .9 180
290 16.6 240
870 19 -1 780

coxsTR. DEltoLIl. ÀLÎERS-

RENTED

400

lt0
0

30
260

0

lr5
65
80
50
95

L23
00
00
00
00
00
00
0,¡
o2

CONSTR ÀLTERS
fN s,o00 rN s,000

. GENERAL STATISTICS

o 26a
00
00
00
00
00
00
0 300
o 153

. ACE/CONDTTION CH ARACTERISTICS

PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION
I92O ÀNO EÀRLIER:
l92t - t9t5 :
1946 - 1960 :
l96t - t970 :
t97l - 1975 .
t976 - 198¡. :

CONDIÎIO¡I OP DÍIELLING
REGULAR HÀINTENÀNCE !
MÀJOR REPÀIRS RAOD ¡
MINOR REPÀIRS REQD :

t,750 t00.0

355 20-3
4so 25.7
870 49.7
60 3.1
0 0.0
0 0.0

t,3 15 75.1
Its 6.6
320 t8.3

DBCEMBER I9E6 LOT ¡NVENTORY



WINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

2.03 KING ED¡t-ò-krj.

. STRUCTUTAL TYPES & LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY

SlRIJCTT'RÀL lYPE
SINGLE :
ÀPÀRTIBN' :
SEIII .
ROI' !
OTIIER ¡

LBIIGTH OP OCCUPAXCY
UNDEN I IEÀR :
l- 2IBrnS:
3- 5 YE^RS:
5 - lO IEàRS !

ovER lo rElns :

¡oÎÀL PCT

2,3A5 r00.0

2.O5O 86.0
250 10.5
25 ¡..0
60 2.5
0 0.0

325 ¡.3.6
390 16. t
3?0 r5.5
265 11. t

1,025 {3.0

RESIDENTIÀf,
SINGLE : 22
SEIII : 0
ROI{ : O
ÀPT:0

OFFICE O
COM¡IERCIÀL ¡
INDUSTRIÀL I
PUBLIC BLDG O
INSTITUTIONÀL I

o¡{NEtt

r,?60

L,7 40
0
0
o
o

I9Ió BUILDING PERMIT STATISTICIi

COISTR. DE¡IOLIT. ÀLÎERS. CONSTR ÀLTERS
rr¡ $,o00 rN s,000

RENTED

630

305
245

o
55

0

240
175
70
t0
30

85
2Io
300
220
995

13 37 849 276
0000
o000
0000
0108
I lr t6t {18
o 0 6?5 0
0000
o I 69 4

. GENERAL STATISTICS

. AGE/CONDITION CHARACTERISÎ¡CS

PERIOD OP CON8IRI'CTION
920 ÀND ETRLI BR
921 - t9t5
946 - 1960
96I - 1970
971 - t975
976 - t98l

CONOIÎION OF DI{ELLING
REGULàR IIÀTI¡ÎET¡ÀNCE
IIÀJOR REPÀIRS REQD
I,IINOR REPÀIRS REQD

101ÀL ÞCT

2,385 IOO.O

580 21-3
7t0 29.8
680 28.5
tlo t.6
90 3.8

210 8.8

DBCEMBER ¡9T6 T,OT INVENTORY

1,590
230
550

66.7
9.6

23. I



PO?UL/TTION CHANGEm,l;-;
I rgze. l,e:s II PRESENT l98l: ,1,350 I
lrutuns tgg6: 1.3241
I tggr, l,oeg II rgge, ¡,gos I

I zoor: g, sz¡ 
|

WINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATTON
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

. INCOTIE AND EII.ÍPI¡)YMENT

ÞoPuL TION ÀGED 15+ ¡ 3,545
EI{PLOIED . 2.225
UNE}IPLOYED : 70
TOTÀL LÀBOUR FORCE : 2.300

PÀRlICIPÀlION RÀTES
FBUÀLE : 52.2

EALE: 77.4

ÀVERÀGE
NON-FATiILT INCOHE : $1I,5 37

FÀl.tILY INColtE : ç28,384

ÀGE (YEÀRS) TOTÀL PCl

TOlÀL
0- 4
5- 9

10 - t4
15-19
20-24
25-29
30 - 34
35-39
40-44
{5 - ,t9
50-54
55-59
60 - 64
65 e OVER

. AGE/SEX DISTRIBUTION

4 ,350 100.o
2t5 4.9
2lo { .8
225 5-2
335 7.7
375 8.6
345 7.9
315 7.2
t80 4.1
150 3. ¡¡

200 4.6
240 5.5
375 8.6
3 80 8.7
805 18.5

FEMÀLE HÀLE

2,L25 2,225
85 85

Ito 100
rts t05
155 185
t75 200
I55 190
t45 t70
90 90
80 6s

too 95
140 95
2to 170
t90 r95
3t5 455

" (rcCUPATION AL DISTRIBUTION

. MARITAL STATUS

r FAMILY CH ARACTERTSTICS

r EDUCA.TION OATA¡NED



3.09 JEFFERSON

r STRUCTIJNAL TYPE; & LENCTH OF OCCUPANCY

STRUCTTJRÀL TYPE
SII¡GLE
ÀPÀRT}IEI¡T
SEHI
ROt¡
OTTIER

LENGÎH OF OCCUPÀIICY
UNDER I 

'EINI - 2 YEARA
3 - 5 rEÀnS

. 6-¡.0 IEÀRS
OVER IO YEAR6

WINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

10f^L PCl

3,840 100.0

2,625 68.t
150 3.9
I40 3.6
925 24.1

0 0.0

150 It.?
450 11.7
565 14.7
670 t7.4

1,67s t3.6

RESIDENTIÀL
SINGLE :
SEIII :
RO¡{ .
ÀPT !

OI{NED RENTED

2,530 1,3 05

r9&' IU¡I,¡)ING PENMIT STATISTTG|

COIA'R. DE'IOLIT. ÀLTERS. COI¡STR ÀLTERS
rN 9,000 rN s,0o0

2.465
o

30
0
o

OFFICE
COHTIERCIAL
INDUSTRIÀL
PIjBLIC BLDG
II.¡STIlUT IONÀL

85
170
270
405

r,605

150
r45

65
900

0

2 lo 0 54o000
0000
002200
0000
0 5 0 20
o000
0000
0 4 lo0 955

360
275
295
235

70

. GENERAL STATISTICS

r AGE/CONDITION CIIARACTERISTICS

PERIOD OF CO¡¡SÎRUCTION
I92O AND EÀRLIER:
1921 - t9{ 5
1946 - 1960 :
196l - 1970 i
l97l - t975 :
t976 - t98t

CONDITION OF DTIELLING
REGULÀR ÀINTBNÀi¡CE :
}'ÀJOR REPÀIRS REOD :
ITTNOR REPàIRS REOD :

3,840 100.0

230 6.0
560 It.6

2,08 5 54.3
430 tt-2
405 r0.5
lr5 3.0

3,0¡.5 78.5
190 4 -9615 t6 -0

DECEMBER 1916 If)T INVENTORY



3.1,1 SEVEN OÀKS

r STRUCTURAL TYPES & LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY

SÎROCTORÀL 1ÍPE
SI¡IGLE :
ÀPÀRTI.iENT :
SEI{I :
ROt{ ¡
OTHER :

LENGîH OF OCCUPÀ¡¡CY
UNDER I YEÀR :
1- 2 YEÀRS:
3- 5 YEÀRS:
6 - IO YEARS :

OVER IO YEÀRS :

1VINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTTCS

T(}TAL. PCT

1.240 100.0

l.rto 89.5
0 0.0

30 2.1
75 6.0
0 0.0

65 5.2
90 7.3

180 1,1.5
ls5 r2.5
690 55.6

RESIDENTIÀL
SINGLE :
SE¡II :
ROlf :
APf :

OÍINED

t,050

r ,025
0
0
0
0

I9Eó BUILDING PERMIÎ STATISÎICS

CO¡¡STR. DE}TOLIT. ÀLTENS. CONSTR ÀLTERS
rN s,o00 rN $,000

RENTED

17s

80
o
o

75
0

OFFICE
coür,tERcIÀL
INDUSTRIÀL
POBLIC BLDG
INSlITUT IONÀL

2
0

40 30
65 30

L25 55
r35 0
675 0

0 12 L25 I42
0000
0000
0ro7
0000
150224
0000
0000
0000

. GENERAL STATISTICS

. AGVCONDMON CIIARACTERISTTCS

PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION
I92O ÀND EARLIER :
l92I - 1945 |
1946 - 1960 3

l96t - 1970 :
L97r - 1975 :
19?6 - 198t :

CONDITIOII OF DHELLING
REGULÀR HAINTENÀNCE :
I,IÀJOR REPÀIRS REQD :
üINOR REPÀIRS REOO :

TOTÀL PCT

t.24O 100.0

160 12.9
445 35.9
s55 44.8
40 3.2
0 0.o
0 0.0

885 71.{
90 ?.3

2s0 20 -2

DACEMBDR IgEó If)T TNVENTORY



4.01 CHÀLUERS

r STRUCTURAL TYPES & LENGTH OF (rcCUPANCY

STROClURÀL lIPE
SINGLE :
ÀPÀRÎ}IENT :
sBlt I :
ROff :
OIIIER :

LENGîH OF (TCUPÀI¡CY
ûNDSR I YEÀR ¡
1- 2IEàRS !
3- 5 yEÀRS:
6 - l0 rElRs :

OVER IO IEÀRS ¡

WINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

10rÀL PCT

{,105 loo. o

2,5L5 6l-3
380 9.3
265 6.5
910 22-2

0 0.0

r,010 24.6
700 l?. ¡.
715 l7.a
405 9.9

L,27O 30.9

RES¡DENTIAL
SII¡GLE : 3
SEI{I : 6
ROtf : l0
ÀPT : 56

OFFICE O

COITHERCIÀL O

INDUSTRIÀL O

PT'BLIC BLDG O

INSTIÎUTIONÀL I

OIiNED RENTED

2.2OO 1.905

I9Tó BUILDING PERMTT STÀTISTICS

2,090 425
0 380

65 160
0 895
o0

COI¡SÎR. DE}IOLIÎ. ÀLTERS. CONSTR ÀLÎERS
tN $,000 r¡¡ s,000

130 880
220 475
385 335
235 145

!.2r5 30

5 25 133
o2186
0 0 449
0 I 2,251

o00
150
050
0c0
0 3 970

. GENERAL STATISTICS

. AGE/CONDMON CH,{RÂCTERTST¡CS

165
lo

0
13

0
77

537

PERIOD OF COI¡SÎROCTIOT¡
1920 ÀND EÀRLIER:
192r - t 945 :
1946 - 1960 :
196r - 1970 :
1971 - 1975 ?

1976 - l98t :

CONDITION OF DTIELLING
REGULÀR I{ÀINIEI¡ÀNCE ¡
}iÀJOR REPÀIRS REQD :
HINOR REPÀTRS REOD :

¡.

4 ,105 100.0

88s 2l-6
9{5 23-O

t,0oo 21.4
6{0 15 -6
450 r 1.0
165 1.0

2.7A5 67-8
{00 9.7
920 22-4

DBCEMBER I9Eó LOT INVENTORY



4.34 ROSS¡|ERE B

. STRUCTURAL TYPES & LENGTH OF (rcCUP,{NCY

STRUCTURÀL TTPE
SINGLE :
ÀPÀRTHENT :
SEIII :
RO¡f :
o¡ÌEER :

LENGÎH OF OCCUPAI¡CI
UNDAN I YSAR :
1- 2 yEÀRS:
3- 5 vEÀRS:
6 - 10 IEÀRS :

OVER IO TEÀRS :

WINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERTSTICS

TOTAL PCl

t,?60 100.0

I,530 86.9 L,475
0 0.0 0

30 t.7 0
185 10.5 0

0 0.0 0

170 9.7 s5
1t0 8.0 75
270 l5-3 200
230 13.1 225
965 5{.8 930

RESIDENl¡ÀL
SINGLE . I I 5 43 24
SEI'I:0000O
ROW:O0000
ÀPT¡00000

oFPICE00000
cot ttERcIAL 0 0 l 0 3
INDUSTRIÀLOOOOO
POBLIC BLDG O O O O O

INSTIÎUTIONALOOIO50

OTgNED

1,500

19T6 BUILDING PERMTT STAflSNCS

COIISIR. DE¡IOLIÎ. ALIERS. CONSTR ALTERS
rN s,ooo rN $,000

RENTED

255

55
0
0

180
0

105
65
70

0
35

. GENERAL STATTSTICS

PERIOD OF CONSTRTrcTION
1920 âND EÀRLIER:
1921 - 1945 :
19{6 - 1960 :
1961 - 1970 :
t97t - 1975 :

CONDITION OP DI{ELLI¡IG
REGOLÀR ¡IÀI¡¡TSIANCE : I'365 77.6
}'ÀJOR REPÀIRS REOD : 90 5.I
HINOR REPÀIRS REOD : 32O 18.2

1976 - l98l :

L,760 l0O -O

60 3 -,1
120 6.8

L.255 ?1.3
30s 17.3

o 0.0
0 0.0

DDCEMTER 1916 I,OT INVENTORY



5.08 GLENI{OOD

r STRUCTURAL TYPES & LÉNGTH OF (rcCUPANCY

STRUCTORÀL lYPE
SINGLE .
ÀPÀRTHENT:
SEITI :
R()tI :
OTIER :

LE¡¡CTH OP OCCUPÀNCY
UNDER 1 YEÀR :
I,- 2 YEÀRS:
3- 5 ÌEÀRS:
6 - IO YEÀRS :

OVER l0 IEÀRS ¡

WINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATIOI\
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

ÎC/rÀL PCl

t,715 100.0

r,575 9l.E
0 0.0

30 t.7
95 s.5
0 0.0

235 rt.9
t6s 9.6
235 r3.7
2i5 12.5
855 ¿9.9

RESIDENlIÀL
SINGLE : 3
SErI : 0
ROlf : 3
ÀPT:O

OFFICE O

COHIIERCTÀL O
INDUSTRIÀL O

PUBLIC BLDG O

¡i¡ElIlUTIO¡¡ÀL 0

OÍJNED RENTED

1,450 265

1,420 r50
00
00
0 90
00

I9Eó AU¡LDING PERMTÌ SÎATISTICS

CONSTR. DEHOLIT. ALIERA. CONSTR ÀLT8RS
rN s,000 rN s,000

lt5 t40
ll0 60
2t5 0
190 0
825 0

4 t6 t85 tI4
0000
0 0 70 o
0101
0 I 0 l0
080235
0000
0000
0101

r GENERAI. STATISTTCS

. AGE/CONDITION Cfi ANACTERISTICS

PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION
I92O À¡¡D EARL¡ ER
l92l - 1945
r94 6 - 1960
t96l - r.970
t97t - 197 5
1976 - r98t

CONDIlIO¡¡ OF DI¡ELLI¡iG
RECULÀR I.IÀ INTEI¡ÀNCE
HÀJOR REPÀIRS REOD
[IINOR RAPÀIRS REOD

TOTÀL PCT

1,715 t00.0

180 I0 -5
590 34 .,¡
815 47.5
95 5.5
0 0.o

25 1.5

I,2O5 70.3rss 9.o
360 21.0

DECEMBER I9E6 LOl INYENTORY



5.25 WINDSOR PÀRK

. STRUCTURAL TYPES & LENCTH OF (rcCUPANCY

10rÀL

3,735
STRUCTORÀL lYPE

SINGLE : 3,090
ÀPÀRTÈIEIIT . O

SEIII : 185
ROÛ : 450
oTltER 3 0

LEUGTH OF OCCOPA¡¡CY
ONDER l IEÀR: 405
l- 2 ÌEÀRS. 120
3- 5IEÀRS. 42O
6 - l0 IEÀRa : 645

OVER lO IEÀnS : I,8¡15

IVINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

PCT OWNED

100. o 3,105

42.7 3,0t0
0.0 0
5.0 90

r 2.0 0
0.0 0

RESIDENlIÀú
S¡NGLE : 2 O 13 106
sD¡{r:0000
Roti:0000
ÀPT000

oPr¡¡cE0000
CO HERCIAL O O 12 O

INDUSTRIÀLOOOO
PUBLIC BLDG O O I O

INSIITUT.IOUALOOSO

19T6 DUILDING PERMTT STATTSTICS

CONSIR. DEIIOLIT. ÀLTERS. CONSTR ÀLÎERS
rN 9,000 rr¡ $, o0o

RENlED

625

10.8
tt.2
lt.2
17.3
4 9.1

170
210
350
575

l,8lo

80
0

90
445

0

230
2t0

70
70
35

. GENERAL STATISTICS

. AGE/CONDITION CHARACTERISTICS

58
0
0
0

PERIOD OF CONSÎRUCÎION
I92O ÀND EÀRL I ER
t921 - 1945
1946 - 1960
196r - t 970
r97r - 1975
1976 - 1981

CONDIÎION OF DÚIELLING
RECT¡LÀR }tÀINTÊNÀNCE
HÀJOR REPÀIRS REOD
HINOR REPÀIRS REOO

0
t44

0
22
97

TOTÀL PCl

3,735 10O.0

o 0.0
0 0.0

t,615 13.2
1,89 5 50-7

r85 5.0
0 0.0

J.O2O 80.9
r00 2-7
6Is 16.5

DDCEMBER 19Ûó I¡T INVENTORY



6.I I CENTRÀL RIVER I{EIGHTS

r STRUCTURAL fiPESi ¿T LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY

STRUCTURAL TYPE
SINGLE :
ÀPARÎHENT :
SE¡{I :
ROÍl :
OTHER :

LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY
UNDER 1 TEÀR :
1- 2 yEÀRS:
3- 5 TEÀRS :
6 - IO YEÀRS :

OVER IO TEÀRS :

WINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

1,250 100.0

L,23O 9A -4
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

90 7-2
t00 8.0
17s 14.0
170 13.6
7rs 57.2

RESIDENTIÀL
SINGLE : O O

SEltl : 0 0
RO!t:00
ÀPr.0O

OFPICE O O

COI'HERCIÀL O O

INOUSTRIÀL O O

PUBLIC BLDG O O

INSÎITUTIONÀL O O

O¡INED

I, t85

r9E6 BUILDING PERMTT STATISTICS

I .180
0
0
0
0

70
90

t70
r60
700

COI¡SÎR. DEHOLII. ÀLTERS. CONSÎR ALTERS
rN s,000 rN $,00o

RENlED

65

45
0
0
o
0

0
0
0
0
0

L2
0
0
0

0

o
0
I

. GENERAI, STATISTICS

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

. AGE/CONDITION CHARÂCTEruSTICS

¡.o4
0
o
0

0
T7

0
0
'l

1,25O 100.0
PERIOD OF CONSÎRUCÎI ON

1920 AN
t92r -
19{6 -
196l -t97l -
t976 -

CONDIÎION OP DWELLINC
RÊGÛLÀR HAINÎENÀNCE :
I'AJOR REPÀIRS REOD :
I'INOR REPÀIRS REOD :

EÀRLIER:
9,15 .
960 ... ¡
970 :
975 i
98t :

0 0.0
80 6-t

t,130 90.,t
50 4.0
0 0.0
0 0.0

1,020 81.6
40 3-2

t90 15.2

DECEMBER I9E6 If)T INVENTORY



6.20 NORIII R¡VER HEIGHTS

. STRUCTURAL TYPFJS & LENGTH OF OCCUPANCY

STRUCTURÀL lIPE
SINGLE
ÀPÀRTHENT
S E¡.! I
ROw
OTIIER

LENGTH OF OCCUPÀ¡ICY
UNDER I TEÀR
I - 2 YEÀRS
3 - 5 IEÀRS
6 - IO IEARS

OVER IO YEÀRS

1ryINNIPEG AREA CHARACTERIZATION
BUILDING & HOUSING CHARACTERISTICS

TOTÀL PCT

2,19O 100.0

2,110 96.3
0 0.0

4 0 1..8
35 I.6
0 0.0

RESIDE¡¡lIAL
SINGLE :
SEHI ¡
ROf¡ .
ÀPÎ :

O¡{NED

2.OLs

2,005
0
0
0
0

200
290
325
395
985

1966 BUILDING PERM¡T STATßTTCS

COTfSTR. DE¡IOLIÎ. ÀLTERS. CONSÎR ÀLTERS
I¡¡ 9,000 r¡¡ s,000

OFFICE O O
coHr{ERctÀL I I
IXDUSÎRIÀL O O
POBLIC BLDG O O
INSÎITOTIONÀL O O

9.1
t3.2
l,l .8
18.0
4 5.0

RENTED

t7s

IT
00
o0
00

SOU¡CÊ: SlAnSllCJ C^NA¡' t9út CEt'¡SlrS

t05
0

. 30
35

0

30
40
30
30
35

165
250
295
360
955

17 63 501000
000
lo25
ooo
t 85 sooo
30420
I032

. GENERAL STATTSTICS

r AGE/CONDITION CHARACTERISTICS

PERIOD OF CONSTRUCTION
92O À¡¡D EÀRLIER :
921 - 194 5 :
9t6 - 1960 :
961 - 1970 :
97I - 1975 |
976 - I98t :

CONDIÎION OP DWELLIUG
REGOLAR T'À¡IITENÀNCE
HÀJOR REPÀIRS REQD
I'INOR REPÀIRS REOD

2,I90 t00 -0

295 I3.5
t,260 57.5

590 26.9
0 0.0
o 0-0
0 0.0

1.64 5 ?5.1
130 5.9
{15 18.9

DBCEMBER I9Ió I¡)T TNVENTORY



APPENDIX E

GENERALINFORMATION AND FUNDING FOR RRAP
IN WINNIPEG



S E
UPDAJTS

Let's R.R..A.P. !

Th¿ Resi¿entinl Rehabilita¡ion Assktøtce Progro4 with alditional as-
sistotce from the Pmvittce of Manitoba and the Core Area Initiative, is
helping defray renovation costs

ftn-l ¡. commuoitv Proøams
I I I oiørioo orthe Deoarr.-.or oi
!I Eo"iroo-.o¡¡ p¡i"";,g pro-
vides assista-oce to homeow¡e¡s and
la¡¡ilo¡ds fo¡ bome ¡epair. To date, in
exc:ss of 5,000 dwelling units have been
repaired at a cost of$ó2,000,000. Assis-
tance is available throughour rhe Ciryon
a li¡st.come-llrst-served basis. The

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corpo.
ration provides rnost home repair fund-
irg through the Residenriai Rehabilita-
t¡on Assista¡ce Proglam (R.R,{.P,).
Additiorial fu¡ding to enlance R.Rá.P.
for homeo*¡ers and !o reach a grearer
number of landlords is provided b¡- rhe
Core Area In¡tiatiçe and the Province ol
Manitobu,

R.R-4..P. provides up ro SIO,OOO o[
fi nanci.ogthrough the Canada Mortgage
a¡d Hous¡ng Corporation, up to $5,000
of *hich may nor have to be repaid.

Tbe Core A¡ea lnitiarive provides
fu¡ds to i¡c¡easc thc levelofforgiveness
by 31,250 above Ihe $5,000 available
Ihrough R.Rá.P,. The level of assis-
ta¡cc ¡elates lo i¡cooe .

In additio¡, the Province of Mani-
tobå providcs supplementary loan
I-rDa-Dcing to accooEodate up to 5l5,OO0
of total homc repair.

Homcowners qualify for assistance
if thev own a-od occupy their own home
and if the dwclling is deficienr in:

. sl cnnol soundnets
t elect¡icol
. pluñbing
t heoting
t Jirc solery
t providing lor disabled houte-

hold members

Hooeow¡c¡s' eligibility also de-
gcods upoo "Gross Familylncome" and
ou¡bcr ofbcd¡ooms rcquired, as showa
iu thc followiry clart:

2 bcdroo¡I J2lJod
3 bcd.oom S2óJm
{ bcdroom S?8Jm
5 b.droom S]OJoo

Disabled homeo\¡,ncrs are clisiblc
ior assistancc if the C¡oss Familr In-
come is at o¡ lower ¡han 533.ù)0.

Thc lower the income, the lcss a

homeowner pa¡rs back. Ar 513.000 or
less, full forgiveness is available. For-
giveness falls to 0 at adjusred [amil¡- in-

comes over $23,000. excepr
for the disabled proeram
where the 0 forgiveness
point is set at 533.000.

Whe re horncormers
do not me€t the R.Râ.P.
income gu idelines as

shown in the prerìous
chart, loan assistance rnar
stìll be available.

nß house, locak¿l n th.
Chalñért afto, Lt o'1c o[ n¡¿n\'
hour.t ¡n W'utìtiryg ahtch nos
b¿d¿Ít¿d lron th¿ l¿dda ,-
irt d. d Re ti d.nt¡al R. ha ò ¡ t ¡ t¿.
tiôd ¡lttit¡anc¿ Prottcltl ddñtñt.
t|.trd þv ù. D?p¿nn. ol En.
t'¡toãn.nøl Plaãniãt lcohr¡ r
niv Progqñs Dirüiot ).

qu¡n ñt NEws

-
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APPENDIX F

INTERVIEW WTITI WINNIPEG HOMEOWNER HAVINC
AN ACCESSORY APARTMENT



Information obtained by interviewing a homeowne¡ couple who created accessory

apartments in thei¡ home, wiil help illusfate some of the actualities of conversions in the

City of Winnipeg. This coversions exists in the neighbourhood of Fort Richmond which is

nea¡ the University of Manitoba.

Homeowner in Fort Richmond

Q. Did you apply for a Variance to zoning?

A. No. This would have been too much uouble, and besides very expensive.

Q. Does that mean that you did not apply for a building permit?

A. That is right. We hired a builder/contactor who had experience in creating the suites

and so relied on his expertise for things to be done properly and to meet adequate safery

standards because of course we do not want to jeopardise the safety of the rest of our

house.

Q. Why did you øeate ttre suite?

A. Our reasons include wanting to eam the extra income now because my husband and I

have two young children and there is only one forrnal income eamer. Howeve¡, this suite

could be used by a housekeeper should we get one in the futu¡e, or a relative who would

acend university nearby, or enen by a parent Both my parents are aging quite quickly, and

if one of them should die I would like to be able to accommodate them if there is that need

How long have you had the suite?

About three years. It was created shortly after we moved into this house.

a.

A.

Q.Was it very much Eouble to cre¿te the suite?



A. Well yes and no. There were problems such a small space was desig:rated for the suite

even though we wanted it to be self contained. The suite itself is only about 350 square

feet. We wanted to put our needs fust in terms of our requirements as a family. However

when we designed the suite, I wanted to provide the kinds of facilities I would have liked

when I was a University student such as a nice kitchen a¡ea and nice bathroom shower

facilities.

Q. Costs of Conversion

A. Costs were $6000 approximately including the costs of new kitchen cabinets, plumbing

fixtures, electrical and plumbing costs and appliances. We also put in a smoke detecto¡ and

arl extra large basement window which opens easily from the inside in case of fue. Our

tenantuses the side door which is also the door we use to access our bacþard-

Q. How long would do you thi¡k the payback period would be?

A. Rent for the frst two yea$ was $300 and this year $325 and so the suite paid for itself

within two years.

Q. Impact on Property Assessment

A. None so far because the home is not viewed differently from any other home in the

neighbourhood.

Q. Benefits

A. Economic benefits a¡e fi¡st because the suite now provides $325 income per month.

The next most important reason is that it provides me some security when my husband is

away, or to have someone feed the dog, shovel the walk and give the home a lived in look.

Other benefits include social benefits because we do end up enjoying the company and



friendship of ou¡ tenants.

Q. Disadvantages

A. That we have to b€ careful of the amount of noise the child¡en make especially since the

suite is below the living area. This also limits the times when I can do laundry and

vacuuming, especially since I like to do laundry at night and the laundry room is right nex

to úe suite.

Q. Adverse Reaction from Neighbours

A. No reaction so far. However when we created the suite we also put in an extra parking

pad so that we now have space for four ca¡s. I know that there is some concern about a

house in the neighbourhood that is now rented to several students. There is concem about

the noise and the fact that the property is not kept up. This may be because the owner does

not live on the premises and so the property is not taken care of the way it should be.

Q. Tmpact on Property Values

A. Impact if any would be positive rather than negative. When I was looking to purchase

my frst home in the Fon Richmond area I was looking for a home with a self contained

suite and I did see several homes with self contained suites. So I know that there are quiæ

a few. I did purchase a home with a suite in the basement which in fact was larger than the

one in our present home. I was a single female homeow¡er at that time and again the main

reasons fo¡ having a tenant wâs to eam the extra income and to have an added sense of

secudty. The fact úat I was looking for a home with an accessory aparrnent meant that all

things being equal I was prepared to pay more for a home with a convenion. In the case of

this home, even considering the soft market conditions at present, I dont thi¡k that this is

worth less with a suite than without a suite. In fact I would suspect that if we were to sell



this home now, that we would get back the money which we put into creating the suite.

As fa¡ as impact on other property values. I don't think that it has had any negative

impact for several reasons. Fi¡st this home does not look any different f¡om other homes

in the neighbourhood. Second there are quite a few homes in the neighbourhood and even

so you could not distinguish them from the other houses in terms of, exterior design,

inadequate maintenance of the property or congested parking. Thi¡d there is a tenant

population easily available to us, that is students at the University of Manitoba, ans so üke

myself prospective homeowner/landlords will look fo¡ homes with accessory apartments.

Based on my experience with two homes in this I don't think that these homes take any

longer to sell than a non converted home. In fact they will sell very easily to clients who are

Iooking for that sort of thing just because they ate not many to choose from at any one

time. This mea¡s that the value of the converted home and homes in proximity to it does

not suffer adversely.




